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TO--
THOSE OP OUR FRIENDS WHO EXPECT TO GET ROASTED, 
FRIED OR FRICASEJ<m, BAKED OR TOASTED, 
MINCED OR SCRAMBLED, OR MADE INTO HASH, 
THROUGH JOKES, OR PUNS, OR COMMENTS RASH, 
WE ONLY REQUEST THAT YOU HOLD YOUR PEACE, 
4f! 
AND NOT ADVISE US WHEN TO CEASE i 
WHILE WE WILL ENDEAVOR YOUR LOVE TO RE:NEW 
BY DEDICATING THIS BOOK TO YOU. 
1ntroduction. 
SINCE the class of '})2 introduced the lVIonur,us into the arena of college annuals, succeeding classes have consecutively abandoned the idea of publishing class 
souvenirs until the mantle of responsibility descended upon the present Juniors, 
who having taken up the idea with their characteristic enthusiasm, and in spite of 
obstacles which attend any attempt tp leave the beaten track, now present this 
second Monur,us to the friends of Rose. 
As with all college annuals, its primary object is to be a souvenir of the class pub-
lishing it, in a measure to chronicle the happenings of the year, and if possible to 
let the light rest glirnmeringly upon those traits of character and consequent actions 
which will bring our college days vividly to mind in after life. 
This being the first .T unior annual for Rose Polytechnic, the name lVIonur,us was 
not adopted from any sense of obligation, but in the hope that a precedent might 
be established which would lead succeeding classes to the choice of this title for 
similar publications. 
We are under obligations to Mr. J. B. Aikman, Secretary of the Alumni Associa-
tion, Professor Wickersham and others for the articles they have kindly contribut-
ed, and extend our thanks to our many friends for the aid and encouragement they 
have given us, and without which the publication of the l\fonuLu~ would have 
been impossible. 
G 0, little booklet, go 
Over the hilltops and hollers, 
Rustle up lots of subscribers, 
, And seud In their rusty old dollars, 
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CHAUNCEY ROSE, founder of the Rose Polytechnic Institute, Terre Haute, Indiana, was born in a retired farm-house, on the W ethendield Meadows, 
in Connecticut,' December 24, 1794, and died at Terre Haute, Indiana, .. August la, 
1877. John Rose, his father, was the son of John Rose, who emigrated from the 
highlands of Scotland early in the last century. 
Chauncey Rose survived his six brothers and sister, all of whom were without 
children: so that, when he died, also childless, at the age of 83, he was the" last of 
his race." 
Chauncey Rose's education consisted of a brief attendance upon the common 
schools of his district; but he inherited good health, and was endowed with en-
ergy, courage, a strong intellect, and abundant common sense. His firmness of 
will did no discredit to his Scotch ancestry, and his unflinching integrity in pur-
pose and act were marks of his Puritan nature. To this combination of traits was 
added the habit of self-reliance, bred in him by the careful training of his father; 
a trait that is the essential quality of all strong characters, and in Mr. Rose was 
conspicuous. 
Mr. Rose settled in Terre Haute in 1818. There were but two cabins in Terre 
Haute, and the nearest boarding place was at Fort Harrison. In 1819 he moved 
to Parke County and engaged in the business of milling. He sawed and furnished 
the lumber for the court house erected in the public s<1uare, and returned to Terre 
Haute in 1825. From that date (1825) Mr. Rose engaged in trade, and became 
one of the most popular and successful merchants of the region. His profits were 
judiciously invested in land, which he worked .by the most approved methods, 
until, acre by acre, it gradually passed, with the increase of population, from farm 
lands into city lots. In ,these and other ways, open only to those who improve the 
opportunities of a new country, he amassed a large fortune. Mr. Rose was fore-
mo~t in securing the railroad transportation m the new state. F{e bore. the prin-
cipal labor of building the T. H. & I., and contributed largely to the building of 
the E. & T. H. and the roads to Crawfordsville and to Danville. 
Mr. Rose was not indifferent to religion. He contributed toward nearly every 
church in Terre Haute, and was always a pretty regular attendant at church. 
When he came west, Mr. Rose promised to visit his mother in Connecticut every 
year. This annual visit was often performed on horse back and rar,ely omitted, 
during his mother's life. After her death he gave the old homestead to the town of 
Wethersfield, with $3,000 to improve it, and added $2,000 for the town library, 
and $12,000 to endow an academy. 
Mr. Rose dispensed many private charities unknown to any one but the recip-
ients and himself, and for some years before his death was chiefly exercised in de-
termining the most suitable way to dispose of his fortune to the best advanfage of 
the community in which it had been acquired. 
One act in his life is especially unique and remarkable. He found that, for 
many reasons, the will of his brother, if executed under the laws of New York, 
would not accomplish his brother's clearly defined intentions. He accordingly in-
stituted legal proceedings, and after nearly six years of vexatious litigation, suc-
ceeded in setting the will aside. He then became sole heir to an estate of $1,600,-
, 000. As the representative of his brother, therefore, voluntarily and without any 
compulsion, he disposed of this large sum in charities in-New York in such a way 
as to carry out his brother's intentions. 
Mr. Rose then began to arrange for the final disposition of his own estate, very 
large for that time and place. His principal donations were to the Ladies' Aid 
Society, to the founding of the Rose ~ree Dispensary, the Rose Orphans' Home 
and the Rose Polytechnic Institute, in all over a million dollars in and about 
Terre Haute. 
This is a brief resume of the principal events in the Jife of this distinguished 
man. Such events as would properly appear in a formal memoir;* here we may be 
permitted to add a few traits, incidents,. etc., that we have picked up here and 
•:•A memoir of Chauncey Rose was compiled and published in 188'3. From it the a hove data have been obtained. 
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there regarding Mr. Rose, s1;Ph little things as give us a better insight into his daily 
life and private character. · Mr. Rose knew how to watch the dimes and save them 
I 
as well as to give them away. He wanted every man to pay him his debts scrup-
ulously. He could then return the money if he chose, and he often did so, but paid 
it must be. He believed in simple living, and after he began to contemplate the 
Rose Orphans' Home, he would often advise the members of his household to refrain 
from making some proposed expenditure, saying it would be taking the food from 
some poor orphan's mouth.·} He kept a purse for private charity, and this 
becoming known caused him and his family much annoyance; begging calls 
at the door became very frequent. Mr. Rose had plenty of temper-Scotch 
temper, probably, and could use ligorous language when his sense of right-
1.'0US indignation was aroused. / He was not afraid to take hold of work 
himself and it is said he has b~h seen many a time at the comer by the 
Terre Haute House, then his hotel, with a hoe in his hand scraping the mud from 
the crossings) It would do his heart good now if he could behold some of our 
dandified seniors with hair parted in the middle and perfumed with attar of roses, 
from dancing attendance upon the fair daughters of Terre Haute bon ton 
society, lay aside their fine raiment, draw on a pair of greasy overalls and go to 
shoveling coal or piling lumber or even cleaning out a steam boiler. There is in 
the library of the Polytechnic a photograph of Mr. Rose putting down )he first 
Terre Haute oil well. It shows Mr. Rose in his character of a workman. l He was 
very fond, too, of trimming his trees and working about in his lawn and garden. 
It is safe to say that few of the larger trees in the yard at the corner of Chestnut 
and Seventh street have not felt the touch of Mr. Rose's jack knife./ Mr. Rose had 
one good quality that has not often been described: He knew how to attach those 
who served him to himself with a warm feeling of affection. There are two old 
gentlemen living in Terre Haute today, who must have worked for Mr. Rose some 
25 or 30 years. Serving men of the good old fashioned sort, who were in acer-
tain sense members of the family; who knew how to make their employer's inter-
ests their own, and who expected to be mentioned in his will and were not disap-
I ) 
pointed. These men have many recollections of Mr. Rose and a warm interest in 
everything connected with him. 
Mr. Rose built the house on the northeast corner of Chestnut and Seventh, and 
also, later, the one immediately west of it; because, he said, he owed it to Terre 
Haute to build a good dwelling house. He, however, himself preferred the old 
frame building to the more pretentious house newly erected. So there he con-
tinU:ed to live, and there he finally died. Mrs. Heminway, like Mr. Rose in her 
tastes, preferred the old house to the new, and became its possessor after Mr. Rose's 
death. The house has undergone very considerable alterations, yet it is essentially 
the same. Its modest exterior, broad verandah, low roof and rambling outlines 
and position in the midst of a grassy ya.rd, or orchard ne~rly a full block in size, 
give it very much the appearance of an old New England farm house. The tradi-
'"' tions about the place have been very carefully preserved. The east wing, opening 
off the parlor, has been kept essentially as Mr. Rose left it. His bed room was 
here and a small room for books. His bed, the one on which he died, an old ma-
hogany bedstead of French pattern, and various other articles of furniture that 
belonged to him are still here. His invalid chair has been doing charitable work 
ever since Mr. Rose's time, as it has been constant'iy a.nd freely loaned to any one 
in town who required its services. But perhaps to the citizens of Terre Haute the 
most interesting spot in this interesting old place is the library. This is really an 
historic room. During Mr. Rose's time it was the financial heart of the com-
m unity. It would be futile to at-
tempt to count the business careers 
that have begun in this room. It was 
the meeting place of all the commit-
tees, trustees, directors, managers of __ ..___ 
the various enterprises of profit and 
charity with which Mr. Rose was 
connected. It was a combination of sitting room, office and library. Here the 
Polytechnic originated) Here the directors used to meet and later on here Col. 
W. K. Ed wards, first Secretary of the Board of 
Managers of Rose Polytechnic Institute, Mr. 
Nippert, Mr. Collett, Mr. Peddle and other 
friends of Mr. Rose and his institutions were 
frequent visitors. Not only the traditions but 
the atmosphere of the place has been kept the 
same. The same kind of people have been wel-
comed here as before, and while the old house 
has never been made the scene of festivities, it 
iA safe to say no other room in Terre Haute is the center of so extended a social life 
in a quiet way, as the old Rose library. It is true the walls and the window at 
wQ.ich Mr. Rose used to sit are about all that remain as they used to be, but it is 
easy for the imagination to call up again the great events of the old times. It is 
safe to say that hundreds of wills have been made in this room. Mr. Rose had no 
superstition about making wills, and used to make and unmake them often. It 
was here that Mr. Rose refused to sell the T. H. & I. railroad, though he wanted to 
sell and was offered his price. He refused because the purchasers would not treat 
\ 
all the other stockholders as they did him. He insisted they should give the same 
price to all stockholders who wanted to sell. The would-be purchasers threatened 
to "bring the old man to his milk" by paralleling the road. Mr. Rose said then 
he would extend the line to St. Louis, but this he was prevented from doing by his 
advancing age. No event in the man's life, not even the adjustment of his 
" brother's estate, shows his downright honesty in opposition to his own interests so 
well as this. 
Mr. Rose's life will well repay study, especially by our Polytechnic students. It 
is full of good traits worthy of imitation, and not at all too perfect to be human. 
~Ir@oly @) ~lo~ati.~ · · 
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~ @olor5. Or,n RoRE AND WnrTE. 
THE INs~r1TUTE. 
HON. RICHARD W. THOMPSON, L. L. D., President. 
HON. WILLIAM MACK, Vice President. 
RAY G . .JENCKES, Esq., Secretary. 
DEMAS DEMING, Esq., Treasurer. 
PRESTON HUSSEY, Esq. 
WILLIAM C. BALL, B. A. 
LESLIE D. THOMAS, A. M. 
WILLIAM s~ REA, Esq. 
ROBERT S. COX, Esq. 
• 
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CARL LEO MEES, Ph. D., 
President and Professor of Physics. 
WILLlAM L. AMES. B. s., 
Professor of Machine Draw-ing and Design. 
JAMES A. WICKERSHAM, A. M., 
Professor of Languages. 
WILLIAM A. NOYES, Ph.D., 
Professor of Chemistry. 
MALVARD A. HowE, C. E , 
Professor of Oivil Engineering. 
THOMAS GRAY, Ph.D., 
Prof es.9or of Dynam·ic and Electrical Engineering, and Dean. 
CHARLES s. BROWN, M. E., 
Professor of Stea.m Engineering. 
ARTHUR s. HATHAWAY, B. s., 
Professor of Mathematics. 
EDWIN PJ,ACE, M. M. E., 
Lecturer on Electr·ical Con.9truction and Instructor in Laboratory. 
R. R. C. SIMON, 
RoBERT L. McCORMICK, B. S., 
Instructor in llfothematics. 
HAROL.D H. BALLARD, Ph. D., 
Instructor in Chemistry. 
JOHN B. PEDDLE, B. s., 
In.~tnictor in Drawing. 
MORTON C. ANDREWS, B. 8., 
Instructor 'in Ci11il Engineering. 
R. R c. SIMON, 
Im:tructor frt German. 
MRS. 8. P. BURTON, .. 
MISS HANNA F. SMITH, . 
. . . • . . J,,JBRARIAN 
. .•.•. REGISTRAR 
. ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN 
CHARLES 8. BROWN, M. E., Superintendent. 
GARRETT\\!. LOGAN, Instructor in Machine Work. 
'VILLIAM P. BMITH, Instructor fo Wood Work. 
ALEXANDER NICHOLSON, Instructor in Forging and Tempering. 
HARRY W. DICKINSON, Instructor 'in Foundry Practice. 
BENJAMIN GROSVENOR, Engineer and Instructor in Boiler Management. 
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CARL LEO MEES, PH. D. 
President and Professor of Physics. 
Our President, Carl Leo Mees, was born in Col um bus, Ohio, on May 20, 18~3, in 
which city his early days were passed, and where he received the education of the 
common schools. As an educational man it is noteworthy that he is from a family 
of teachers; the father a minister, and mother, sisters and brothers all being teachers 
in sciences and arts. 
At the early age of eighteen he was graduated from the Ohio State University, 
and four years later was graduated and received the degree of Doctor of Medicine 
from the Starling Medical College. Meanwhile, for the years 1870-75, he also held 
the office of assistant chemist of the Ohio Geological Survey, and during three 
years of this time did exhaustiv~ work with Prof. Wormley on micrometric measure-
ments of blood corpuscles. In this were introduced his idea~. of the application of 
photography and microscopy to measurements, which work .{ orms much of the 
basis for Prof. Wormley's edition of "The Micro-Chemistry o( Poisons." 
He accepted the professorship of Physics and Chemistry in t~ Louisville Male 
High School in 1876, which position he filled for four years. The years of 1880-82 
were spent abroad studying in Europe, at the Imperial University, Berlin, under 
Helmholtz, Kirchoff, Hoffman, and then in London under Tyndall, in the labor-
atories of Frankland and Wanklyn, and at South Kensington. In London he did 
__ much work on methods in water analysis and the sanitary significance of such 
analysis: He was called from abroad to take charge of the department of Physical · 
Science in the Ohio University, in which university he was professor of Physics 
and Chemistry for five years. 
Dr. Mees came to Terre Haute from the Ohio University in 1887 to occupy the 
chair of Physics at Rose, and for eight years has remained in that position. For 
a period after the presidency of Dr. Mendenhall, and again soon after the resigna-
tion of Dr. Eddy, he was chosen acting president, and in February, 1895, was 
elected by the board of directors to the presidency of the Institute. 
He is a member of a number of American societies for the advancement of en-
gineering education, has held numerous offices, and for four consecutive years was 
successively secretary of Council and general secretary of the American Association 
for the Advancement of Science, of which association he has been a fellow for twenty 
years. He has published numerous papers on subjects in the realm of the physical 
sciences, among which may be mentioned "Photography Applied to Measurements," 
"Methods of Microscopic M_easurements," "Determination of Wind Velocity in 
Tornadoes," ".Capillary Phenomena," and others. 
He has delivered many series of lectures in Cincinnati, throughout Ohio, and 
also in Louisville under the auspices of the Polytechnic Association of that city. 
Being a man of versatije genius, this, together with his keenness of perception, 
broad understanding and ready command of words, endows him with extraordinary 
power in the lecture room. 
In the position of acting president, his management of Rose has been marked by 
judicious actions, by a hearty co-operation with the many organizations and socie-
ties within the Institute, and by improvements along various lines in keeping with 
the requirements of an institute of technology. 
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WILLIAM L. AMES, 
Professor of Drawing and Machine Design. 
Professor William L. Ames was born in the little village of Kingston, near 
Plymouth, Mass., in 1855, and it was here amid scenes of Puritan memory that 
his early training in the public schools was received. At the age of eighteen he 
left school to connec~ himself with the Macon Locomotive Works, of Taunton, 
Mass. After three years of service here, he returned to his native city to enter the 
employ of the Old Colony Rivet Works. While thus engaged, his attention was 
directed to the importanc.e of a higher education through the acquaintance of a 
graduate of Worcester Polytechnic Institute. In the fall of 1879 he entered that 
institution where he continued until he graduated with the degree of B. S. in 1882. 
At Worcester he had taken a special course in drawing and shown himself espe-
cially proficient in that branch, so that upon graduation he was appointed to the 
position of Professor of Drawing at the Rose Polytechnic Institute, by Dr. C. 0. 
Thompson, who had just resigned the presidency of the Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute to accept that of the new school about to be started in rrerre Haute. 
To further prepare himself for the place he had accepted, Professor Ames then 
took a course at the Cincinnati School of Design, during the fall and winter of 
1882-3, and began his work at the Rose Polytechnic in March 1883, at which time 
the school was opened. 
He is the only person now actually connected with the Institute who has been 
with it since its foundation. Of the many improvements which have been made in 
all departments, those in drawing are not among the least. For his classes in Des-
criptive Geometry he uses his own text book. His notes on this subject have been 
revised each year, and those for the next will be put in a more substantial form 
than heretofore. He treats the subject in the third quadrant, which, though con-
trary to the most prevalent practice, is more in keeping with machine drawing 
usage. He has not restricted his educational work to the Institute, but during 
one winter had a class of a large number of mechanics which he instructed twice a 
week in mechanical drawing, and on their testimony it has been of incalculable 
benefit to them. His reputation among the students is flattering to his ability 
as an instructor. He.is an active metnber of the Students' Camera Club, and was 
instrumental in its organization. He is a member of the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers. 
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.JAMES A. WJCKlmSHAM, A. M. 
Profr'880i' <d' La,ngnage.-<. 
Professor Wickersham is of lltrnker deseent, his ancestors having come to Penn-
sylvania with William Penn. His parents lived in Philadelphia for a time but 
removed to Wilmington, Ohio, where he was horn February 2d, 18.51. 
His early education wai' obtained at Hesper, Iowa, whither his parents had 
moved from Ohio, hut here the climate proved too rigorous for his father, so they 
again moved, going to Lawrence, Kansas. The University of Kansas was opened 
about this time at Lawrence, and Professor Wickersham "grew up with the Uni-
versity," as he expresses it. At the Uni\'ersity he took the preparatory course, and 
continuing there, he graduated in 187() with the second graduating class, obtain-
ing the degree of B. R Having devoted himself especially to the study of Greek 
during his course, he was after graduatiou, given an instructorship in Cheek, which 
position he held for two years, and at the same time gained the degree of B. A. 
At this time he was elected to the chair of Greek at the University, but declined, 
being tempted by the prospect of study abroad. Leaving America in 1878 he 
spent some three years abroad studying under the old German master:-; at Leipsig, 
Berlin and Fulingen, and traveling extensively in Spain, France, Italy and Greece. 
In 1879 he received the degree of A. l\J. from the University of Kansas. Upon his 
return from Europe in 1881 he accepted a position as principal of the high school 
at Franklin Falls, N. H., but soon removed from there to Chicago where he was 
engaged when the position which he now fills at Rose was offered him and ac-
cepted. 
Professor \Viekersham has a deep interest m his work at Hose, and spends not a 
little time and study in finding methods of teaching language which will make his 
recitations interesting a::; well as profitable to his classes; and, indeed, he.has succeed-
ed admirably. Our memories of the work in his department are pleasant from our 
3 
first composition, on through the Cheek root~ which made such rough ploughing; the 
Heroen Geschichten, the "German 'Valks" on balmy afternoons; even to the discus-
sion of the "Bogen Lampe," that has lighted many a .Junior into the realms of 
coveted Seniorship. Indeed, our experience is a direct contradiction of his favorite 
proverb, "Arbeit ist immer eine La.st." Beside his regular work in French and 
German, he teaches classes among the faculty and students in Spanish and Italian. 
He has published a num her of works, among them a comedy, ''Phyllis and Ainc," 
two <lramas and a book of poems. 
• 
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\VILLL\M A. l\OYI~S, P11. I>. 
P1·rife8sor of 
The chemical department of Rose Polytechnic Institute is ahly con<lucte<l hy 
I>r. William A. ~oyes. His life began thirty-eight years ago on a form near Inde-
pendence, Iowa, where he spent his boyhood attending the county school. The 
education he received during this time was most elementary, but desirouH of a 
college career, he niastered enough Ureek an<l other subjects by himself to enable 
him to enter Jown college at the age of eighteen years. He graduated in 18BH with 
degrees in lwth artH and sciences, and during the following year, in the absence of 
the regular instruetur, he had charge of the chemical laboratory of his Alma Mater. 
Desirous of obtaining a greater knowledge of chemistry, he secured admission to 
.Johns Hopkins Fniversity, and at the close of the school year in 1881 was re-
warded with a graduate scholarship. During a considerable portion of the follow-
ing year he was employed in the Mallet water investigation and left the University 
.with the degree of Ph. D. The following yea.r, 1882-83, he was instructor in the 
University of Minnesota, and during the years 1883-8() was professor of chemistry 
in the University of Te1mcssPe at Knoxville. He cam<.~ to Rose in the fall of '8G, 
and has been with us ever since, with the exception of a portion of l88D, when he 
obtained leave of ahsence to go to Europe for the purpm;e of working in organie 
chemistry. He studied with Prof. V. Breyer, in Munich. 
Professor :Noyes is an active member in sernral Amerimn and Ge.rman scientific 
societies, and ut different times has held various offices therein. He is a eharter 
member of the Indiana Academy for the Advancement of Science, was president 
of that body for three consccuti ve yoar:-1, and during 18B4 he was prc~idcnt. 
He haR written many valuable papers upon subjects pertaining to his profes::;ion, 
all of roeognizPd authority, and the grmter portion of hi:-1 tinH·, not gin'n to 
teaching, is devoted to scientific research. His first independent investigation ex-
tended over four or five years, and was on the "Oxidation of Benzene Deri vati vcs 
with _Potassium Ferro-Cyanide." "The Atomic Weight of Oxygen" is another 
subject upon which he has spent considerable time, and at present he is employed 
upon "Camphoric Acid." 
In class and laboratory Dr. K oyes is noted for the interest he manifests in the 
questions of his pupils and for the clearness and conciseness with which he puts 
every point of his lecture or instructions. Students all unite in praise of his 
methods. 
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l\IALYERD A. HOWE, C. E. 
Professor of Oiril E11gi11eeri11y. 
For a comparatively young man and one who has spent so much time as a stu-
dent and teacher of theoretiea1 engineering, Professor Howe has obtained an unusual 
arnount of practieal experience. ·His father being a civil engineer, he was reared 
in tou<"h with men of the profes:.;ion, and while attending school and during the 
vaeations he assisted his father in engineering work. 
Born in ~orthfield, Vt., in 18GH, Profc::-;sor Howe received his early edumtion in 
the grade<l schools of that place. He did not complete the High School course, 
however, but entered the Sophon10rc class of~ orwich University, a military school 
at >.' orthfield, from which institution he graduated three years later in 188:2, with 
the degree of B. ~- He then aecepted the prn.;ition of second master in the Vermont 
Episeopal Institute, of Burlington, Vt., where he remained for a year teaching 
mathPmatico and military drill. Hesigning this position he took post graduate 
work <t.t the Thayer ~chonl of Civil Engineering, Hanover, Xew Hampshire, for one 
year, after which he turned his attention to practical work, spending one 
summer in the l'ngineering <·orps of the Hoo:-:ac Tunnel and Hea<lshoro H. H., and 
then a year at; first asHistant to l\Ir. Ro:-<:.; Handal1, a prominent engineer of Hutland, 
\'t., being engaged in engineering and architectural work. 
The school year of 1885-'86 was spent at Thayer again, from which school he 
graduated with the degree of C. E., and then entered into the drafting department 
of the Edge Moor Bridge Co., where for some months he olitain<'<l no little insight 
into the secrets of practical bridge eonl':'trnction. I fc left thh; position to enter 
Harvard Fniversity as I1u;tructor of f-'urveying and Drawing in the Lawrence 
Rcientific School, whid1 position he filled for one year. The following summer 
va<'ation wn:-; Rpent in re-lo<'a.ti11g th<' St. .Johnshury and Lake Champlain H. IL Past 
of St . .Johnsbury, Vt., and in the fa11 of 1887 he was ca1led to his present position 
at Rose. 
Besides conducting the eivil engineering department at H.ose he has continued 
with his practical work, having superintended for.Jenney & Mundie, of Chicago, 
the erection of all their buildings in Terre Haute, including the Terre Haute 
House, State Normal, St .. Joseph'l" :4chool, and First National Bank. Also in 18H4, 
with his father as chief engineer, he surveyed and located the East Barra R.. R., 
Barra, Vt. 
Professor Howe is a member of .numerous societies, the more important 
being the American Society of Civil Engineers, the Engineers Cluh of St. Louis, 
the Indianapolis Engineering Society, and the American :4ociety for the Advance-
ment of Engineering Edueation. Among his contributions to engineering litera-
ture are, Retaining Walls for Earth; Theory of the Continuom; Girder; Diagrams, 
Formulas and Tables for Engineers and Architects; Maximum Stresses in Draw 
Bridges Having Two Equal Arms; and the Theory of the Three-hinged Suspension 
Bridge. 
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TllOMAR UlL\ Y, PH. D. 
Pt<if<'·'i·"ot of Dyna niic and ]i,,'/crtric EngintCl'ing, and Dean. 
Profe;-;sor Gray was born in Fifeshin1 , Scotland, in 18;'"10. He rccefrcd his early 
education in the public schools, and after spending several years in practical work, 
entered CHaAgow Unh·ersity as a student of engineering. \Vhile a student in the 
University he gained_ many distinctions, particularly in the departments of Math-
ematies, Natural Philosophy and Engineering, and graduated B. Re. and C. E. in 
Engineering Rcienee. Rhortly after graduation he canied out a series of investiga-
tions on the magnetic- properties of steel and the determination of magnetie mo-
ments in absolute nwasure, for which he was awarded the Fniversity Cleland gold 
medal. This paper was published in the Philosophical Magazine. While at the 
Fniversity he received a course of training, extending over four yeani, in experi-
mental work and practical electricity under l-\ir William Thomson. 
After leaving Sir William Thomf'on's laboratory Professor Uray was engaged by 
the .Japanese government to teach Electri<'al Engineering in the Imperial College of 
Engineering in 'fokio, and he continued in this service from 1878 to 1881, thus 
being among the first to give special collegiate instruction in this branch of engi-
1wering. On leaving the .Japanese service he returned to Hcotland an<l ~pent a 
short time in Hir \Villiam 'fhon:umn's laboratory working on some of the proh-
lems in applied electricity that were then coming forwar(l. After spending some 
time as engineer to an electrical company he was offered the position of chief as-
sistant to Sir \Villiam Thomson and Profo;:sor ,Jenkin, who were acting as engineers 
for the Commercial Cable Company in connection with the manufacture and lay-
ing of their system of cables. As the representative of the engineers he had the 
supervision of the whole of this 'vork, :Messrs. Siemens Bros. being the contractors. 
After the completion of the cables, he continued in the service of 8ir William 
• 
Thomson until 1888, when he came to America and took the professorship which 
he now holds. 
While in Japan, Professor Gray became much interested in seismological investiga-
tion, and he is the inventor of a number of mechanical devices for the autographic 
recording of earth1_1uake motiori. He acted with Professor Milne for several years as 
a committee of the British Association for the Advancement of Science in the inves-
tigation of the volcanic and earthquake phenomena of Japan, and he is still a mem-
her of the seismological cmmnittee of that association. Professor Gray is also a mem-
ber of the British A~sociation committee on electrical standards of measmement, 
and has done a large amom~t of original work and ·written several extended papers 
on this subject; that on the" Application of the Electrolysis of Silver and Copper 
Salts to Electrical Measurements," being perhaps best known. 
Professor Gray is the author of the articles on telegraphs and telephones in the En-
cyclopredia Britannica, and of the article on seismology in the British Admiralty 
Manual of Scientific Inquiry. He acted on the expert staff of the <Jcntury diction-
ary and he has recen~ compiled a volume of physical tables and data for the 
Hmithsonian Instituti{m. He is author of a large number of scientific and engi-
neering papers, is a fellow of the Hoyal Society of Edinburgh, of the Imperial In-
stitute of Great Britain, and of a number of other scientific and engineering so-
cieties in this and other countries. 
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CH AHLES K. mmwx, M. E. 
Pnifc:-;.~or of M(/(·h inc De.'Iign and S11per£ntende11t rif' Shop ..... 
ProfeHsor Brown's ancesto( were among the early settlers of New England. His 
parents at the time of his bii"th, in HmOi were living in J1Jast Harnptoni Conn., but 
Hwve(l to X evv H~wen in HlfVi, in which city he attended the public schools until 
his fifteenth year. Then deciding to give him a college l'dueation, his parents 
place<l him in the _Hopkins Grammar School, one of the oldest preparatory schools 
in the east, it being nearly a hundred years old and virtually connected with Yale. 
With thir; preparation he entered the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale in the 
class of '80, hut at the close of the year took a eountry school in a village near New 
Haven, where he taught for a year. For a time after this he worked in his father's 
machine shop. In 1881 he retm1wd to Sheffield and in 18~m graduated with the 
degTee of Ph. B. 
A short time after graduating he accepte(l a position as constructing engineer 
with the Blake Crm.;her C'o., of Xew Haven, for which firm he irnperintended the 
erection of a number of their plants of mining mill machinery, being in charge of 
the construction of a large plant in Houth Carolina for the milling of gold ore. 
From there he went to the Adirondack region of 'New York, when' he erected ex-
tensive rni1Is for the concentration of iron ore. 
He eamc west in 1887 to .Joplin and Carthage, :Missouri, to eret•t plants in the 
lead and zinc districts. About this time, however, Kansas City was at the height 
of its "boom," and friends persuade<l him to try his fortunes in that city. He 
soon became interested in cable railway rnnstruction, which at that time was at 
extreme popularity, and for the year 1887-88 was assistant engineer with thP 
Metropolitan Htn•ct Hail way Co. of that city. 
In the spring of 1~88 he came to Terre Haute in th<> intcrestt-1 of Chicago parties 
and in the fol1 of the same year accepted the position at the Institute. His Alma 
4 
l\fater, the ~hcffiel1l Scientific ~chool, 1·onfcrred the degree of l\I. E. upon him in 
rnH..f:. 
Profet:sor Rrown is a rnernlwr of the Ameriean Association for Advancement of 
Sdence, and of the American P.ociety of Mechanical Engineers, and other more 
local soeieties. 
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A.~. IL\TIL\ \L\ Y, B. ~-
J>r,~fr»'<.•wr f!f ,Afutl1t111r1t/t·.-<. 
A.:--\. Hatlmway was horn in Yan Buren eounty, 1\fic·higan, ~eptembcr 1.1', lH•).). 
In 1858 his father nwvcd to Kan::1a:-:, returning to Michigan in 18Wt He entered 
the graded schools :it Deeatur, Mich., and was graduak<l from the High Kchool in 
mm..;. After graduating he entere<l his father's store. Havinµ: studie<l shorthand 
in the m~antime, he took the pmdtiun of stenographer in the Dansville ~anatoriuru, 
N cw York, in 1 k/iL 
From the time of his cntrauce into ( 10rnell University in 1X76, until his grad-
uation in 1:-l/U, he was pri nttc f"e('rctary to Andrew I>. 'Vhite, Presiclent of the 
University. 
For two years after graduating from Cornell, he was Professor of ~fathematics in 
the Friend::< High ~chool at Baltimore. At the end of that time he m·mmed his 
short hand, and opened an office as court stenogmpher. But at the request of Pro-
fessor ~ylvester he ac<'epled a fellowship at .Johns Hopkins from 1882-8J. He re-
ported the Elcdrical ( 'onfcreiwc at Philadelphia for the government, and also the 
hwtnres deli\'ered by ~ir William Thomson at Baltin1orc for .Johrn; Hopkins. 
In rn8•> we find him I n~truetor of Mathematics at Cornell, from whieh position 
he was raised to the assiHtant professorship in 188fJ, and in 1 HHl he tweepted the 
chair of Mathematics at Hose. 
Professor Hathaway is an ardent admirer of athletic sportH arnl is usually an i 11-
tercsted spectator when important games of foot hall or tennis arc in progres:-;. 1 n 
fact, we might class tennis and quaternions as his special hobbies. Tennis claims 
his hourH of recreation during the pleasant clays of spring arnl :-;mnmcr, while his 
coaching prove8 invaluable to our players. In the ( 'orncll tennis tournaments he 
was a close third. 
His enthusia1m1 in quaternions is probably due to the fact that he studied this 
subject in his freshman year under Professor .J. E. Oliver, before taking analytical 
geometry or other advanced mathematics. His first notes on quaternions were 
given to the present Senior class in 1892-DB. The mode of presentation was 
changed for the next clai.;s, and finally for the present Hophornore class he has gone 
back to the basis of a course in quaternions given by him at Cornell in 1889. 
Professors Tate and Knott, of the University of Edinburgh, have asked Professor 
Hathaway for a copy of his latest notes. 
This branch of mathematics which at present is not cxtensi vely used, is destined 
to become, in the future, one of fundamental importance to all technical schools, 
and the class of '96 wishes Professor Hathaway every success in the work which he 
has undertaken in order to simplify many difficult problems by its use. 
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EI>\\'1~ PL\CE, l\L ~I. K 
In.4r11tlo1· i11 Plty.-;im! a //(l Eng£nr'cti'.11g Lalwmtoric.-;. 
Edwin Place, who superintends the lal>oratory work of the student8, i8 a graduate 
of Cornell CniYersity, class of 'K3, hadng completc<l the course in mechanical 
engineering. After hasing spent two years at electrical work, during which he 
supervi8ecl the erection of numerous electrical installations, he returned to .the 
university to take up graduate study in electrical engineering, remaining for one 
year. He th('n continued his former work, entered the Westinghouse Illuminating 
Co., as superintendent of the plant, and in 18H8, al'cepted a position with the West-
ern Engineering- Co ... of Lincoln, Xeh., in charge of irn~tallation work. , One of the 
largeHt lighting stations that he "'has ercctc<l was that of the ,Jersey Central R. R. 
l>cpot at .h•rsey City, which contained four machines of a combined voltage of 
~/iOO, two of thf'rn l>eing 1,000 volt generators. At this time he was in the service 
of the Edison lTnitecl Co., of New York, and in l\larch, '8H, he followed up the same 
line of work with the Tucker Electrical Com~tnwtion Co., imperintending Uw con-
structing of planti-; rnrying in capacity from i)() to 1,HOO incande:5cent lamps. Having 
th us obtainCll a large and rnried experience in the knowledge of pructical electrical 
outfitting, he was well prepared to take up the work of laboratory instruction at 
the Polytechnic, a 1m6ition where the praetical man can he of the most benefit to 
the student of eledriml engineering. He has lwen at the Institute since .January, 
18UO, and while here received from Cornell the degree of l\faster of :Meehanical 
Engineering, his thcsii-; su hjcct being the "Automatic Control of :Motion in Prime 
:\Iotors." l\f r. Place is also instruetor in this city for the National School of Elec-
tricity, an in:-:titution founde(l by Eli:-:ha Umy, Edison and others for the ad vancc-
ment of this Rcienee. 
f 

HOBERT L. McCORMICK, B. 8. 
Instructor in Mathernat'ic;s. 
::\'ear Charlestown, Indiana, in a large old fashioned homestead, smrounded by 
beautiful vrnods ancl streams, was horn on January 12, 1867, Hobert L. McCormick. 
In thi:-; romantic spot his early life was spent, and strange to say, he developed a 
strong liking for matheniatics instead of poetry as one would imagine. At an early 
age he hegan to show remarlrnhle energy and foresight, as will be seen from an 
incident whfrh happened one day. 
A farmer with a double team had arrivc<l at a small creek, and to his surprise he 
found that the bridge had been washed away by the recent rains. He determined 
to try and fonl the ereek for it was gt'tting late and the nearest bridge was two 
miles away. Slowly the hors<>s waded into the stream arnl evt;rything seemed to 
go all right until the wagon struck tht~ middle of the stream. To his great surjJrise 
the horses kept on going up the bank while the wagon remained in the center of 
the creek. .Just at thiR moment Mr. l\IcCormiek appeared upon the scene, and to 
him the farmer applied for aHsistance. At a glance he took in the situation an(l 
told the farmer to climh out a,.nd <lrh·e two stakes into the ground and fasten 
the traces to them, an<l in the morning' the wagon would he on the bank. The 
farmer wended his way home with his two horses, and to his joy the next morning 
he found his wagon np on the hunk just ns the stranger had said. The day before 
he had purchaf:cd some new raw hide traces, and when they bcearnc wet they 
stn·tched out scwrnl tinws their original length. During the night the traces be-
came dry and in ('ontracting to their original }enµ;th they drew the wagon up the 
liank. 
Mr. McCormick's parents determined that he should continue his education, and 
he was sent to the public schools at Franklin and then at Indianapolis. From there 
he went aR a specia.l student to the Imliana UniYen~ity from 1887-1888. He then 
entered the Sophomore class of the Hose Polytechnic Institute, graduating from the 
same in 18~J1. He receiyed honorable mention in all three years and won the 
Herninway gold medal for the best work throughout his course. 
Having displayed such ability, upon graduating he was offered the position of 
inl-'trudor in 111atlw11iatic~, which po~ition he f'ti11 ho1<11". 

HAROLD H. BALLAliD, Pu. D. 
lni:ilructm· in Ohem~'ltry. 
One of the latest additions to our prc:-;ent C'orps of instructors ir; Harold H. Bal 
lard, Ph.D., who eamc to the lnstitute in um:~, as Instructor m Chemistry antl 
~Iincralogy. He was iiorn in Baltirnon·, Md., twcnty-se\'cn years a.go, aud for one 
of his age has attni1wd 11wrt' than thP rnmal success in his prnfrssion. His early 
education was reeeiyed in thl' public f'chools of his home and later in a private 
school where he prcpnred for his college career. He entered .Johns Hopkins in 
1H80 with an "Ordinary Hopkins :-:.cbolarship," which was the reward of his own 
cndPavors, and the clo:-;e of each ~whool year brought with it another S('holarRhip as 
a proof of his ability. In thrt>e year:-; h<' completed the eom·s<'S in Chemistry and 
l'hyRics and graduated with honors in 1.-.;ss with the 1leµ;rce of B. A. and a "Grad-
uate fiehola1·ship." Thus he was Pnrthlcd to remain another year in this famous in-
stitution to continue his stu<lie:-; in his favorite branch of learning, and in 1889-'HO, 
we find him in the position of Instruetor in Physics in the \Vashington, D. C., 
High Hchool. At th<' elm;c of that school year he entered th<' "Cathedral Sd10ol 
of Ht. Paul," Uar<len City, :\. Y., as ":Jlai-;ter," having charge of Chemistry, Physics 
and part of the :Jfotlwmatic:-:; hnt <k•siring to hold a higher pln<"e in tl1e world of 
scie1w<·, he retUI'lH~'ll to his Alma Mat<'l' to emHpktc the work re<1uired for n doctor's 
<h•grce in Chemistry, this ol1ju·t being attained in the spring of 18W.~. 
Since then he has been with m;, nn<l is not c011tent to merely instruct, but de-
votes a great portion of hi8 time to research in his chosen profession, and has pnh-
lished a paper with Prof. W. A. i\oyes on the <'ontinuation of some work on which 
the latter has been engaged. 
As a relief front the rnricgated atmospheres of the chemical laboratory Dr. Bal-
lard n~sorts to a spin over the "wooded hili:-i an<l pastures green" whieh surround 
Tvrre Haute, for he is one of om· lllnny faculty hfryelists, and one who helieves 
that the wheel should be us<>d as mnch for pleasure lJ.V the scholar as by the man 
who labors with his hnn<l;-;. 

.JOHN B. PEDDLI~, B. S. 
Iw4ruf'for in Drawiny. 
l\f r .. John B. Peddle was horn in rrerre Haute, ln<liana, February, 1868. He 
attended the puhlie i:whools of this city but upon the completion of his second year 
at the high school, decided to enter Hose Polytechnic, which he did in September, 
1884, taking the course in lll('chanical engineering. Shortly after J1is graduation 
he aceeptcd a position with the Thomson-Houston Company in one of their most 
interesting departments, that of testing and calilJrating the instruments. He re-
mained at Lynn, Mass., where he held the position just mentioned, till March, umo, 
when he went to Plliladelphia, taking a position with the Tfdge Coal Storage 
Company, and later tr:weling for the firm, superintending the erection of their plants. 
At the dose of the year he hecarne an employe of Henry R. Worthington, the pump 
manufacturer, of Brooklyn. Hi:-: work here was principally in the draugh~g and 
testing departments. From memories of the experience here gained he wrote the 
interesting artid1:' entitled "Some Pump Paradoxes," which appeared in the March 
issue of the "HoHe Technic." 
In .January, 18!14, ~fr. Peddk returned to his Alma l\later to assume the position 
of instructor in <hawing which had been vacated by Prof. 'Villiam H. Kir<'hncr, 
now of the Fnirnrsity of Minnesota. The experience he previously gaine<l in prac-
tical drafting has proved a rnluahle addition to the theoretical knowledge already 
ac<1uircd in his cour..;e at Hose, and the ~students under his charge find to their profit 
that he combines both forms of knowledge in his mode of instruction. 
~Ir. Peddle still retains the same enthusiasm for work in school organization 
which characterized him when a student at Rose. He is at present an active mem-
ber of the Telegraph Association and Camera Club, and, in fact, is a leading spirit 
in the latter, it heiug his chief 1·elaxation from teaching to seek and capture with 
the ''black box" the more pleasing bits of nature. 
As 'BG had the pleasure of introducing Mr. Peddle to the intricacies of teaching a 
Poly class, we may be pardoned for expressing the hope that the introduction proved 
a~ enjoyable for him as it was proD.table to us. 

M. C. ANDREWS, B. S. 
Instructor in Oivil Engineering. 
Having made Terre Haute his home for the past four years and graduated from 
Rose with the class of '94, our genial instructor in civil engineering needs no in-
troduction to many of our friends. Mr. Andrews was born in Vermillion County, 
Illinois, in 1868. T?e early days of his youth were passed in pursuit of a knowl-
edge of agriculture and botany, but being of a methodical turn of mind he longed 
for a mastery of the exact rather than the natural sciences. Completing his pub-
lic school course in 1888 he bid farewell to his study of botany by teaching the 
young ideas of the Illinois youth to sprout during the winter of 1888-89. During 
the next year he attended the Northern Indiana Normal School at Valparaiso, 
Indiana, with the intention of preparing for college, and paying particular atten-
tion to the study of mathematics. 
Early in the course at Rose, Mr. Andrews was recognized by his fellows as being 
one of the brightest stu.dents of his class, and sustained his reputation as such by 
obtaining honorable· mention in the Sophomore, .Junior and Senior years. At the 
beginning of the present school year he accepted the position of Instructor in Civil 
Engineering, in which capacity he has won both the respect and friendship of his 
pupils, while to them his practical experience in land and highway surveying 
proves a valu'able addition to his theoretical knowledge of engineering. 
Mr. Andrews is not one to be content with honors attained, but is assiduously 
applying himself to his engineering work. At pre.sent he is investigating the 
sm:l)system of Terre Haute, with th~ intention of making complete designs for 
............ ,...., ...... 5 f ,r#8ystem which will conform to the laws of the most approved rnnitary 
engineeril,g. His work will doubtless be valuable alike to the engineering depart-
rnentR of the eity and of Rose Polytechnic. 
[) 

R. R. C. SIMON. 
Librarian and Instructor in German. 
Richard Ryle Chemnitz Simon was born in Berlin, September 2, 1865. At an 
early age he went to England with his parents, and his education, begun at home, 
was continued at the King Edward VI. Grammar School, Birmingham, then at a 
private school in Manchester, and at Tetton Hall College, Wolverhampton. Later he 
returned to the continent a.nd entered the Gymnasium of Dessau~ Anholt, Saxony. 
Graduating from here he began his active business life with the ,Joint Stock Bank-
ing Co., of Birmingham. His health failing he was compelled to seek recreation, 
and urged by a natural desire for travel he spent some time over England and 
Scotland, then sailed from Glasgow for Australia, going by way of Cape of Good 
Hope to Melbourne. After two years of travel over different parts of Australia 
and neighboring islands, he took steamer across the Indian Ocean, through the 
Suez Canal to Naples, returning to Scotland by way of Marseilles, Paris and Lon-
don. After a short stay in Edinburg he again left for Australia on a tour around 
the world. From Australia. he sailed east, spending a short time at New Zealand, 
Samoan and Sandwich Islands, thence to San Francisco and through several western 
cities to Chicago, and from Chicago he returned to J1~ngland by way of Canada and 
Nova Scotia. Six months later he again came to America and entered the New-
berry Library, of Chicago, with the late Dr. Wm. F. Poole. Under this eminent 
librarian he obtained many ideas in regard to the care and control of a library, 
which are of much value to him in his work at Rose. Shortly after the death of 
Dr. Poole he went to Oberlin College, Ohio, where he taught French and German. 
In 1891 he married a Scotch lady of the House of Gordon, who was no less fond 
of travel than himself, having crossed the Atlantic some fourteen times. Immedi-
ately on his return to Chicago he waH called to Rose, where he is now acting in the 
capacity of librarian and instructor in languages. 
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E«-Officer5 of the f\lumni. 
PRESII>EN'r. VICE-PRESIDENT. 
Ex1wt1'rff1<: 
Co~nfITTEK. 
1887 Benj. McKeen, '85. Edward 'Elder, '8G. { 
Benj. McKeen, '8ti. 
Herman F. (ioetz,'87. J. A. Parkhurst, '9G. 
1888 8am'l. 8. Early, '85. J. A. Parkhurst, '8G. C. B. Kidder; '88. 
1889 H. 8t. C.Putnam, '87. W.R. McKeen,Jr., '89. H .. F. Uoetz, '87. 
1890 John B.Aik1nan, '87. Geo. E. Putnam~'m. H. I<--. Hoetz, '87. 
18{)1 Fram·is T. Hord, '88. 0. C. Mewhinney, '91. Geo. Davit<1, '88. 
H .. F. Heotz, '87. 
{ 
Benj. MeKeen, '85. 
J as. Sea th, '8H. 
8am'I. Early, '85. 
{ 
Benj. lVI.cKeen, '85. 
Sam'l. 8. Early, '85. 
Frank Cox, '87. 
{ 
Benj. l\foKeen, '85. 
Sam'l. S. Early, '85. 
Francis T. Hord, '88. 
{
John B. Aikman, '87. 
Donn Roberts, '89. 
Robert Paige, 'HJ. 
1892 W .. T. Davis, '92. Edward Elder, '86. { 
C. B. Kidder, '88. 
John B. Aikman, '87. Max B. Fitch, '90. 
W. A. Layman, '92. 
1893 C. B. Kidder, '88. H. ·w. Foltz, '8(). {
W.R. McKeen, Jr., '89. 
John B. Aikman, '87. ~· C. Me~h,inney, '91. 
( •eo. Davis, 88. 
I 
OFFICERS. 
W. R. McKEEN, .JR., '8B . . . 
A. v. H. MORY, '94 .... 
JOHN B. AIKMAN, '87 
. . . President. 
. Vice President. 
. . Secretary. 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 
V1cToH K. HENDRICKS, 'SH. HuBEHT Kn,BoURNE, '94. 
(1 \V. A. LAYMAN, '92. 
' At the opening of the Rose Polytechnic Institute on March 7th, 1883, one class 
was organized, that of '86, which with considerable effort accomplished the Fresh-
man work in the few months from March till .June 20th, and in the fall became 
the first Sophomore class. The admittance at this time of the class of '87 as 
Freshmen, and of Messrs. Benjamin McKeen, Samuel Early and 0. P. Hood, who 
had previously studied at Worcester Polytechnic, as the Junior class gave the In-
stitute the semblance of its present life and enterprise. After the graduation of 
these first three classes it was deemed practicable to attempt the organi·zation of an 
Alumni Ai:;sociation, and on June 23d, 1887, a meeting was ealled in the parlors 
of the old Terre Haute House for this purpose. The first alumni banquet was 
held immediately after this meeting at which there were present, besides the class 
of '87 and such members of the classes of '85 and '86 as were in the city, President 
rr. C. Mendenhall, the Faculty and a representation from the Board of Managers. 
It was a thoroughly enjoyable affair and furnished a most auspicious occasion for 
launching the Rose Polytechnic Alumni Association upon its existence as a potent 
auxiliary of the Institute itself. \ 
The annual n1eetings and banquets which have since been held, have continued 
to become more and more enjoyable as the membership has increased, those of '93 
and '94 greatly surpassing any of previous years. At some of these meetings 
much eloquence was expended in spirited debates on the subjects of school yell 
and alumni pin, and though conclusions have been reached on several occasions, 
yet the records show that these actions conflict to a certain extent. The old school 
yell of 
Rah! Rah! Rah! 
R! Pl I! 
Rah! Rah! Rah! 
was decided upon at the last meeting, however, as the one to be used at future 
banquets. 
No organization in connection with the school is of such importance as the 
Alumni Association. To strengthen those ties of friendship between the individual 
graduates which were formed during college days; for the mutual aid of the alumni 
in the battle of life, and to advance the reputation and interests of the Alma Mater 
are the objects of the organization. While in earlier days the Institute was per-
haps not as considerate of the Alumni Association as it might have been, yet of 
recent years naught but respect has been accorded the association from this source. 
And it is now a cause for much gratification to the alumni that Dr. Mees has taken 
a much more advanced position in this matter than any of his predecessors, and 
has arranged to have, hereafter, representatives of the alumni actively participate 
in the commencement exercises and the conferring of degrees. 
It is to he hoped that the Alumni Association may continue to increase in 
power, efficiency and influence as it will in numbers and that the relations with 
its beloved and honored Alma Mater may become closer and more endearing as the 
years slip by. 
!\ !@.)ream. 
'Twas once upon a summer's eve, 
With the moon so bright and fair, 
When the roses and the lilies 
Lent their perfume to the air, 
'!'hat my love and I together 
Rtrol1ed aloug the garden walkH, 
And love, yeA, pure and simpJ{ ... , 
Only occupied our thonghtA. 
How fair sh(~ seemed upon that night, 
How l longed to call her mine, 
And in the moonlight'A sil\'ery gleam 
Rlw seemed almost divine . 
.My arm had strolled around her waiHt; 
As thus we saunter!:'d on, 
And I whispered words of love to her 
For I knew that was no harm. 
At last the fatal question asked, 
I felt her towards me lean, 
When, horrors! I awoke to find 
'Twas nothing hut a dream. 
w ALTER A. KREBS . . . . . 
SHELBY s. ROBERTS . . 
HUMSEY 'V. SCOTT 
CLAIBORNE PJRTLB •..•. 
Frederick C. Bmchmmm 
R Boudinot 
Warren !:<~. Conable . 
Arthur C. Eastwood 
Gleason 8. Ellsworth 
Thomas Fletcher 
Ellis E. Ford . . . . 
'Villiam F. I<~reudenn·kh . 
Harvey D. Gerwig . 
Hoyal B. Hovey . . 
H. Walton Hubbard 
Ned 8. Kidder . . 
Charles Kloer . . 
Gustave F. Kloer. 
Walter A. Krebs . 
. John M. Lansden, Jr. 
. John T. Montgomery 
Claiborne Pirtle 
Milton J. Platts 
Clarence Reid . 
8helby 8. Roberts . 
Waldo B. Ryder, Jr ... 
}"'rederick W. Schneider 
Rumsey 1V. Scott. 
Morton B. Stewart . 
Harry B. Stilz 
Charles E. Theobald . 
Kimbrough E. Voorhees 
Cale 1Vamsley . . 
Frank A .. 1Vhitteu 
Brent Wiley . 
Leo Wiley .... 
. . . . . President. 
. . . Vice President. 
. Secretary. 
. Treasurer . 
. Cincinnati, Ohio. 
. Danville, Illinois. 
. . . Independence, Iowa . 
. . I~ouisville, Kentucky. 
. Marshfield, Wisconsin. 
. . Little Rock, Arkamias . 
. I~ittle Rock, Arkansas 
. . Terre Haute, Indiana. 
. . . . . Hartwell, Ohio. 
. .. Independence, Iowa. 
. . Manitowoc, \.V'jsconsin. 
. Terre Haute, Indiana. 
. . Terre Haute, Indiana. 
. . Terre Haute, Indiana. 
. Avondale, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
. . . . . Cairo, Illinois . 
. . . Carrollton, Missouri . 
. Louisville, Kentucky. 
. . Terre Haute, Indiana. 
. . Terre Haute, Indiana. 
. . Louisville, Kentucky . 
. Charlotte, North Carolina. 
. . . . . . Evansville, Indiana. 
. Louisville, Kentucky. 
. . . . . . . Muscatine, Iowa. 
. . . I~ouisville, Kentucky. 
. ... Archbold, Ohio. 
. . . Danville, Illinois. 
. Terre Haute, Indiana. 
. . . Sloane, Iowa. 
. Paris, Illinoiti. 
. . Paris, Illinois. 
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B l~Ll ~:VI.NU- all things, hoping all things, littl e kn ow.i1.1g what was in store for us, we began our career at the l~osc Poly-
tcdrni«. llanl tilll c:-:: had ih; effect on om number for the cla r:s 
is c1uitc small. Yet Wl~ do not believe our~el ves <lefici ent in either brain or brawn, 
as we ha ,·e thus far been abl e to eonten<l with all that has been set before lll" , from 
calculus to 1H:mrcling housl' <linn ers. 
Tradition and th e unwritt en code of h on or of the In stitute provided for n gnm c 
of ball an<l a " ru sh _" hetw <.· n the .Freshmen and ~ophorn orcs , events which <·a.m e 
off witli their usual preeision early in the school year. The laureb which wq won 
at ball only served to make us th e more anxious fo r the " rush ," ancl we cnter<.·d 
i 11to the friendly Htrnggl e " ·ith c·onsidcrable enthusiasm, remaining until those of 
onr opponents who ha tl not been obliged to retire for repairs were rnndn cccl that 
they were suffi ciently sure and weary . 
Later in the season , at the tim e " when nips the wind a nd autumn t-<ld es are_ hazy," 
we again a rrayed muselves against 'Di for a ganie of foot ball ; and sueceeded in 
scoring anoth er vidory fo r '\JK. After thi s m onwntou l'5 e vC'nt we continue<l in our 
n 
• 
quiet way for some time with nothing more worthy of historical mention than 
sprained ankles due to athletics, and cut fingers due to relapsing into a brown study 
over the .buzz saw. 
Perhaps the most pleasing event of our first term was the reception tendered us 
by the Faculty. The occasion will always be remembered as a delightful one, as it 
afforded us an excellent opportunity of meeting many of the representative people 
of the city, and of becoming better acquainted with thor;:e who "urge our tardy 
footsteps along the flmvery path of knowledge." 
At Christmas time each professor gave us a period of four hours in which to col-
lect our thoughts and decide for ourselves how much knowledge we had acquired. 
As a result, a few of our number who had not thought of the subject before, decid-
ed that they had already attained sufficient knowledge to wage life's warfare suc-
cessfully, and we resumed work with a total enrollment of but thirty-three. 
On the evening of the Sophomore reception, a number of Freshmen proceeded 
with kind hearts and forgiving spirits to get even with the Sophs for having de-
tained two of our number from our Faculty reception. We captured a Soph, en-
gaged the best tonsorial artist in the city to make him presentable, and conducted 
him in a carriage to the reception where he arrived in ample time. In thus re-
turning good for evil, we had hoped to "heap coals of fire on their heads," but we 
were mistaken. The evening of our class banquet came, and we all appeared save 
one who was detained by the Sophs. He was returned to us later in the evening 
and nothing remained to mar the pleasure of our first banquet. Our forgiving 
spirits, however, had left us, and believing with Bacon that "revenge is a sort of 
wild justice," we planned our revenge and carried it out. 
It lacked but two days of the time set for the '97 banquet. 
t,o those who wait. We waited and the opportunity came. 
Opportunities come 
The Sophs went in a 
body all day and were all safely at the Terre Haute before we were released from 
school. Nothing daunted the class proceeded in a body to the banquet hall and a 
chosen deputation from '98 entered the building and dragged one of their number 
from their very midst. He was gently assisted into a carriage and tenderly cared 
for during the remainder of the evening, far from the gra:"p of his loving das~rnrntcs. 
We noted with pleasure that this little incident had its effect, as the Sopho-
mores found it advisable and altogether in harmony with their latest ideas of us to 
change the title of one of the toasts from "Freshmen (Easy)'' to simply "Fresh-
men," when the 'account of their banquet appeared in the literary organ of the Jn_ 
stitute. 
As the summer days approach, the interests of the students in all dasses are be-
coming more and more centered, and the distinctively class events are practically 
at an end for the year. Still we hope that '~)8's power as a body will al ways be 
felt, and that as we pass from Freshmen on to Seniors; and then into life's school, 
we may become an honor to the Rose Polytechnic and useful to the world at larg(~. 
• 
.T. D. INUJ,E, JR .......... . 
J. E. LlIFKIN, .TR. ........ . 
~. M. AUSTIN . . . • 
G. WILLIUS, JR .... 
William S. Arn 
Ned M. Austin . 
Theodore L. Camp 
John B. Ca,!llpbell 
Benjamin F. Chandler 
Edmund Frank .. 
Charles H. }'ry, Jr. 
Arthur_F. Gordon 
. Jay H. Hall 
J. Briggs Haney . . 
Herman S. Heicht.,rt . 
John Hellweg, Jr .. 
• T. David Ingle, ,Jr. 
John J. Kessler, Jr. 
Rudolph E. Knapp 
John E. Lufkm, .Jr. 
Walter H. Martin 
William C. Mason . 
8. Gilmore Mead . . . . 
August H. Meyer . 
Odns B. Moore . . 
Roger M. Newbold 
Robert A. Philip 
~.Guy Pierson .. 
Maurire C. Rypinski 
Archie G. Hhaver . . 
Clarence H. Tucker . 
Herbert C. Westfall 
Maurice B. YanCleave 
Uur;tav \Villi us, Jr. 
. . . . . . President .. 
. .. Vice President. 
. . . Secretary. 
. . . . . . Treasurer. 
: Hcottsboro, Alabama. 
. Terre Haute, Indiana. 
. . Jackson, Michigan. 
. South Bend, Indiana . 
. South Coventry, Connecticut. 
. . Petersburg, Indiana. 
. . Forth \Vorth, Texas. 
. . . Terre Haute, Indiana . 
. . . . . Danville, Illinois. 
. Wells burg, West Virginia. 
. . . . Marion, Indiana. 
. . Hnyward, 'Visconsin . 
. Oakland City, Indiana. 
. Terre Haute, Indiana. 
. Evansville, Indiana. 
. . . . . .\nna, lllinoil~. 
. . . . Danvilte, Illinois. 
. . . . . . Joliet, Illinois . 
. . . Fnioutmvn, Pennsylvania. 
.. Appleton, Wisconsin. 
. . . . ·Fulton, Missouri. 
. Birmin1rham, Alahama. 
. Sacramento, California. 
. . . Spencer, Indiana. 
.... Bryan, Texas. 
. Te1Te Haute, T ndiana. 
. ... Washington, D. C . 
. Terre Haute, Indiana. 
. Terre Haute, Indiana. 
. ~t. Paul, Minne!'ota. 
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THE history of the class of '97 is so full of exciting events, so abundant have been those worthy of 
the historian, that to him falls a long and difficult 
task, though one full of pleasant memories and 
reminiscences. 
We were a somewhat smaller class than usual when 
we entered upon our Freshman year, but we did not 
consider our quantity to be our criterion, as we were 
enabled to demonstrate to the Sophs on the second 
Saturday of our arrival. Base ball, of course, was the 
means by which we did it, and quite valiantly we did 
play this, our first game of ball, for we well knew that 
here was an opportunity to display the quality of the material of which we were 
made. Score, 23 to rn. Still greater evidence was given of our future strength 
as a class by the events which occurred immediately after the game. A few of us 
were walking home, when suddenly there appeared on the scene a fairly complete 
representation of the Sophomore class. They introduced themselves rather un-
ceremoniously with the avowed intention of making things lively. Their efforts 
were an entire success, with the result that we had another victory to record, and 
they a second opportunity to acknowledge it. The first term ran along very quick-
Afttir coneidernble competition among the artists of '9i the above design for heading was adopted by an almost 
unanimous vote of that clRss.-EDITOR. 
ly arnl sn1oothly, for there was nothing to mar the pleai-:ure and novelty of sd1ool 
life except a gradually increasing dread of the approaching Christmas. In the 
meantime the class had gotten co1nplete1y organizt>d and had adopted for a war cry 
the Yigorous and truthful remarks about heing winners and having a knowledge of 
its o\Yn affairs, etc., all of which am more or lel"s familiar to the citizens of Terre 
Haute. In Nove1}1ber, alreacly, we began to think of our first banquet, and i"O 
succeRsfully was the affair managed that not a Roph had the !"lightest suspicion 
of our intentions. 'l'lw event will always be rem em hered a~ ~me of the most 
plemmnt which 'H7 has ever spent in social enjoyment. Everyone seemed to be 
replete with humor ancl in general goo<l spirits. The following are the addresses 
an <1 toasts : 
~alnt:itory Acl<lrr:-::-: ... ; .... . ... .. .... Pn•sid!•nt Hm,·A1m ~<"ll ll JDL\.\'N 
.\<ldn·H:-: ..... . ................ . ... . ......... Toastrn:i:-:tt·r F. l\L BKH'l'HANll 
" 'ff/" .............. . ... . .. .... ..... ...... . ..... ................... W. C. J\fASO.\' 
"Tlw Facnlty " ................. .. .. .... .. ..... . .. .. .... H1m~f.\N lIEw1rnnT 
"Our La<lit'H " ........ . ... . .............. ..... .. . ... .. .. .. H. K. KnrnsHUHY 
"Prelims " ............. .. ....................... ..... . ...... .J . • T. KEssi,1m, .JR 
" Poly Life" .. ... .. ... ........... ................ .. ...... T1 mo DORE L. CA ) I I' 
"Athll'tks" ... .... .. .................. .. ........... .. ........... <'.II. F11Y, J11 
\Vith Xmas came the first test, by !Heans of which we were enabled to show our 
individual merit. The 1wxt term found us ten men less. \Vhat a world of expe-
rience there is in those first exams! What anxiety an<l trepidation! And after 
they are passed, the sensation of rel id is well wurth the ordeal gone through. 
Early in February we learned that our distinguished rivals were going to hold a 
banquet on Washington's birthday. "Naturally, we felt duty-bound to entertain 
their president ourselves during the evening, if we got him. To this end we made 
many and complete preparations, but our intended guest did not materialize at the 
time and spot we expccte<l him, and we were left in the same predicament that 
many before us have been, the victims of circumstances. As the base ball season 
approached we nwre than Jid our share in ::-;upplying candidates for the vacant 
( 
positions, and it soon became evident that we had "ball spielcn '' capacities that 
would be a credit to the sehooL 
l?ield Day proved another occasion for '~i to show its abilities, for, although we 
did not have a large number of contestants, those who were entered were in to 
win, and they did. In fact, all that we required then, and all that we ask now, is 
that we he opportunitim;; we will do the rest. The summer holidays passe1l 
(iuickly avnty, and September found us a So}Jhomore class. Ten men had disap-
peared from the lmsy seenes of study, leaving thirty-two to assume the dignity and 
to undertake the trials of the second year. How well we have borne our new re-
sponsibilities may be ascertained by mentioning the fact that we held together 
through the last Chrii.;tma:-i exams. to a single man-a thing unprecedented in the 
history of the school. With regard to teaching the Freshmen how to play hall, we 
need only giYc the score, in our favor, 20 to 10. After the game the rash youths 
imagined that they would have the privilege of smoking their corn-cob pipes on 
the earn pus, contrary to the strict rules of the Institute, whieh we felt bound to 
enforce. Bitterly did they repent their adions, for they not only lost their pipes, 
but were forced to part with all the dignity that they had assumed for the occasion. 
- In February the Freshmen learned that we were going to hold a banquet on \Vash-
ington's birthday. No secrecy was made about the matter, but they must needs 
hold a class meeting and decide to anticipate us by two days. \Ve knew nothing 
of the coming event until the evening before, when we had the pleasure of being 
able to prevent at least three of their number from seriously impairing their digestive 
apparatus, and would have been charitable to several more; we even waited long 
for them to come from the place where they were concealed. But they decided 
that they would go to the banquet, and, under the arm of the law, they went. Our 
own banquet, two evenings later, even rivalled the first in good fellowship and in 
appropriate and ha}Jpy speeches and toasts, which were as follows: 
i-ialntatory Addre~K .......................... PreFd<lent .r. DAvw I~1:u; 
"The Faculty" ............................................... C. H. FnY, Jn 
"\Vork " ......... : . ........................ ······ .................. w. c . .J'IASON 
"The Fresh1nen '' ............................................... J. B. H.\:'\EY 
"Ourselves " ........................................... ; .... r. .J. KEss1,ER, JR 
"How May An EngineerAehieveWealth?" ... J. E. LUFKIN, Ju 
"Rweethearts-8isters " ............................. 'I'HEODOIUJ I •. c,nn• 
"Life Is Not ·what It Reems" .............................. 8. G. l\hAt> 
Poen1 ..................................................... GusTAY 'Vu.L1us, ;r1i 
"'Vhite Ele.phauts" ......................................... A. H. MEYEH 
''Athletics" .................................................. NED :M. Ausnx 
"Everything 'Else" ..................................... .......... ] .\ Y H.\LI, 
Our history now approaches the period at which it is being formed from day to 
day. It is with great satisfaction that we look forward to what it will be, a satis-
faction only equalled.by a remembrance of the past. Nearly half the base ball 
team are 8ophs this year, and on Field Day we will do our share in carrying off the 
pennant. But, after all, these things are merely incidental. We do not wish to 
create the impression that our history is merely an account of athletic victories, of 
the "larks" that we may have indulged in, or of the many pleasant times that we 
have had. Do you wish to pass judgment upon us, look up the records of our class 
work, be with us in the recitation room fr01n day to day, and let the evidence which 
you will find there have a greater influence in forming your opinion than all else. 
For it is the serious criterion hy which we wish to be judged. 
Ninety-~i(<. 
\VALTER L. DECKER. 
GEORGE E. w ELLS . . . . . 
JAMES FARRINGTOX ... 
Robert W. Beebe . 
William E. Burk . 
Uhel U. Carr ... 
\Valter L. Decker 
. . President. 
. . . . . . Vice President. 
. . Recretary and 'freasurer . 
. . . . Sidney, Ohio. 
. Richmoud, Indiana. 
. 'l'erre Haute, Indiana. 
. . Evansville, Indiana. 
Bruce F. Failey . Indianapolis, Indiana. 
James Farrington . Terre Haute, Indiana. 
Frank T. Green . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oskaloosa, Iowa. 
Ellsworth B. Harris 
Chauncey H. Holderman 
Frederick G. Hunt 
P. W t:>rt Klinger 
\Vatson .T. Klinger 
Harry T. T,ig:gPtt . 
'Edward JI. Light . 
Harry .T. McDar~h 
Orange E. McMeami 
Harvey U. Meadows 
Hichard McriwetlH•r 
Barrington D. < )'Urie11 
Harry 'l'. Paterson . . . 
Oscar G. Hice 
Clarence M. Hidgely 
Wallie R. Sanborn 
Linus Ranford, ;Jr 
Frank F. Sinks . . . . 
F. Elbert Smith . . . . 
. r. l\Iilton Yan Auken . 
. Indianapolis, Indiana . 
. Hutsonville, Illinois. 
. Cincinnati, Ohio. 
. Greenville, Ohio. 
. Greenville, Ohio. 
. Louisville, Kentucky. 
. . . . Dayton, Ohio. 
. . . . Dayton, Ohio. 
. Richmond, Indiana. 
. Evansville, Indiana. 
. Louisville, Kentucky. 
. . St. Pett'r, Minnesota. 
. . . . Newport, Kentucky. 
. . . Indianapolis, Indiana. 
. . . . . Galesburg, Illinoii-;. 
. Rockfor<l, Illinob;. 
. . . ... .Tack8on, Missouri. 
...... Troy, Ohio. 
Birmingham, Alabama . 
. Terre Haute, Inc.liana . 
Edward Walser 
1. M. Louis \Verk 
(~corgc F.. Well., 
. Terre Haute, Indiana. 
. . . . . . . Cincinnati, Ohio. 
. . . . . . . . .. Tnre Haute, Tnrliana. 
Junior Yell. 
KIYI! KIYI ! KIYIPPI ! Bl'SS ! 
LOOK OU'r! LOOK OUT! LOOK OUT FOH nd 
HAzzud DAZZLE! RIM, BAM, mx! 
HoSl.j POLYTECHNIC! NINETY SIX! 
folAPPJIIHE AND 0RAN<lE. 
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September 20. W e11, here I am, back at my old job again, and I told the Loys I 
was going to California. Of <'Ourse, I'll have to tell them why I 
didn't go fifty times a day. The weather is very sultry. I wish to 
thunder they would get a min-making machine at the Poly. 
8cptember 21. The InHtitute opened to-day with the Class of '9G mun bcring 
sixty-six men and a dude. This is the larg '. :t Freshman class on 
record, I believe. The weather is rell hot lrnt the atmosphere doesn't 
borrow any heat frorn the Freshmen, I am ::iurc. I've ::ieen sm·eral 
Freshman classes, but the Class of 'U(i Hpike:-; my soda. They put 
me in mind of a gang of Kceley'8 patients l saw taking a walk at 
Dwight, Ill., this summer, who stuck together like they were afraid 
of being arested for stray lunatics, if they got separafo(l. 
UctoLer 2. 
i 
I hope to be kicked to death by grusi::hoppcrs, by gum! if that 
Freshman, Hhinelander, didn't try to take a bath in Prof. Howe':-; 
hydraulic apparatus. I guess I'll have to put a sign on the Lath 
room door. I wouldn't Le a bit surprised if some of them mistook 
the gymrn1r.-i um for the wood shop. 
October 10. It rained ]ast night something like Harry works, that is, mighty 
darned little, but the weather is some cooler to-day. Had a conver-
sation with President Wines, of 'f)6, to-day; if I had his voice I 
would use it for a nutmeg grater. His chief hallucination seems to 
be that " \V ooden" Amith and Prof. Brown have it in for him. 
October 27. Yesterday was, you might say, the red letter day of the campaign. 
The great McKinley spoke in a large tent here last night and the 
Poly Republican Club had about ninety in line. I and Charley 
Brown represented the faculty. Lit the gas at 5 o'clock last evening. 
October 28. This weather is prettier than a peauock's tail feathers, but those 
peacock colors we saw in the sky last month must have fixed it. It 
hasn't Fained any since. Yesterday a 1.1.,reshman named Arnett Smith 
had to help pass up a load of lumber into the wood shop, immedi-
ately after which he resigned and applied for his $35 tuition-which 
he did not get. He got enough splinters and practical work and has 
gone to the Commercial College or Normal, I guess. 
October 30. The Freshmen took several firsts at Fall Field Day, yesterday. They 
are right in line when it comes to athletics, if the Juniors did beat 
them at base ball. They have runners, jumpers, high kickers, walk-
ers, bicycle riders, pole vaulters, tennis players and rag chewers, and 
all good ones, so I am told. I hope they'll keep up their record 
when the foot ball season comes. This is a fine, clear day; oh, 
mamma, may I go out and play. 
November 1. A gang of 11.,reshmen made the night hideous last night. After 
turning over an ice wagon and letting down a lot of electric lights 
thty struck Coates College. There they stole all the signs, threw 
beans at the maidens and rocks at the watch dogs, and made Presi-
dent Duncan take off his night cap to them. They ought to have 
been run in. 
November 7. McMillan was mistaken for a Normalitc by a stranger yesterday. 
Both are recovering rapidly. This weather is as fine as Freshman 
Andrews' mustache. 
~ovember15. 1.1.,oot ball to-day, Freshmen vs. Sophs. 1 guess I'll sweep the Elec-
trical Lab. this afternoon, so I can watch the game. I would bet on 
the Freshmen, for those two men, Re(.lua and Mead, are regular 
( 
giants. Ellis, Major and Merriman are no slouches, and then there 
i:-: that little sawed-off Kelsey, the captain; he is an old timer, but I 
can't make out what those letters, l\T. lVI. A., on his jacket stand for, 
unless it is Michigan ~Ianiac Asylum. 
Xovember :.!1. There is to be a game of foot ball between the two sections of the 
Freshman cla"s Thanksgiving morning. This will give twenty-two 
men an appetite for dinner. HeaYen pity the boarding hom~c keep-
ers! That fat Freshman, Moore, who is known among the boys as 
heing of unlimited capacity in the tank line, has left town. I 
suppose he went to Milwaukee. 
December 10. The Fn1shmen seem to he losing interest in the school faster than 
n. goat can shake 'bis tail, as kn have quit already. The exams will 
soon gh·e some more of them a chance to do ditto. The weatlwr 
is very pkmmnt for this time of year. 
DeeernlJer 14. This h; a bad day. The exams are drawing near and the boys feel 
blue; they think it is going to be a had job. 
December lH. Christmas eomes on Sunday this year, and that is bad, for we lose 
a day's rest therelly. X ew Year's, ditto. We are having weather that 
is finer than whiskers on a hen's tooth, by .Joe! I must go! 
.J an uury ;t Freshmen before Christmas 
Fn·shmcn after Christmas . 
8hrinkage .... 
. ()7 
. 50 
. 11 
.January 10. "Baldy" Hugh es came down last night to tell me, between his sobs, 
that some fellows hid his cap. He always takes it to dm.;s with him. 
Well, lighting the gas, and followed by "Baldy," I chase<l all over 
the building, hunting for that cap. At last I gave it up as a bad job, 
and "Baldy" started down stairs ahead of me, when goll dog, if thn 
idiot didn't have the cap pinned to the middle of his hack, a1fo I 
had .spent half an hour looking for it! He ought to go home and 
get his ma to learn him some sense . 
. January rn. Jt's a good thing Ikey Torner, the rag chewer, flunked. I won't 
ha,'e to change the towels in the bath rooms but once a month, now. 
This weather iK rawer than a Poly's throat after Field Day. 
;January 27. The Freshmen made up a collection this morning for Andrew8 to 
have his whiskers trimmed. Some Sophomore told Freshman Phil-
lips that the best cure for a cold was to take a sand bath in the chem-
ical lab., that Noyes charged thirty cents for them, and that green-
horn asked me if I eould give him a 8and bath for a quarter. A fc\v 
more cracks like that, and I'll throw up my job. 
February 2J. Poor Freshmen! Dr. Eddy has forbidden them to have a banquet. 
This is what they get for 8tealing Tuller the night of the Sophomore 
banquet, and making such a hullabaloo. They will have to quit 
fasting and go back to regular grub now. 
l\far<'h 4. l would like to know what that red headed Jaseph is trying to run 
l\farch 10. 
March 20. 
April :W. 
May 7. 
May 11. 
a pipe line with me for'? He must want ·a bath for nothing. ] f all 
the boys had hair like his we would tear out the gas pipes. lt is 
~mowing as fast as a buzz saw can chew up Freshmen. 
Vining says Rcotch whiskey is nut made by the Scotch, hut by the 
distilleri:"; nor is it made in Scotland, but in the United State of 
Kentucky, and he ought to know. 
The boys say Kingsbury aspires to be an army officer. They think 
he would make a good one, as he practices soldiering in the shop 
with a diligence worthy of a better cause. The weather is some 
warmer to-day, hut is still very cool. 
Schurmann was telling the boys to-day how Roe and him saw 
French life in Paris (Ill.) night before last. I supposed they had 
been up to something when I saw them talking to Dr. Ecldy in his 
office thh; morning. 
rrhe Freshmen painted "'U6" on the front of the new grand stand 
last night, with blue paint. 8eorc to-day, Purdue, fJ; Hose, G. The 
blue joncred the boys. 
The Freshmen are right in it with Randall and Ellis battery, Jones, 
l"hort i::;top and Stewart ~mbstitute on the ball team. 8aturday, rnth, 
a game of ball will he played on the grounds here. The boys have 
playrnl two gamcR and lost hoth. If they lose this one they ha<l 
better disband and raffle off the grand stand. That hard rain has 
soaked in _and got out of sight as quick aR Pol,vs skipping a Prof. at 
ten minuteH after the hour. 
• 
l\fay 21. 
May 27. 
- l\foy HJ. 
.June lG. 
I heanl the boyi-1 talking to-day about Hoff
1
running a pipe line in 
10.g., breaking his previous record. I guess that makes him the 
champion pipe liner of the school. 
Billy Kirchner sent the Freshmen out to draw this afternoon; 
they'll draw a crowd of kids, maybe. I am getting awful tired of 
this job; I don't think I'll stay here always. It looks like rain this 
evening, and I would like to bet two bath tickets against a new mop 
that it rains on Field Day this year. 
I've been waiting all spring for that man Whitesidet-l to turn his 
collar down and have his hair cut, and if he don't tnke a bath pretty 
soon, on that other ticket he bought last winter, he'll have to change 
his name. 
Freshmen took six firsts at State Field Day and made more points 
for Rose than any two classes put together. Whoopety whoop! This 
is a fine day; the exams begin next Wednesday a week; I'm betting 
that several Freshmen will graduate "aber nit." 
Well, it is vacation time again, and I'm darn glad of it; they didn't 
do a thing but flunk thirteen Freshmen, just as I 'lowed. 
Y EAU 1893-94. 
Scptcm ber 12. Still at my old job again; it would seem funny to work away from 
the Poly. I have been here 9 years, 9 months and 19 days, longer 
than any other member of the faculty. This weather is all-fired hot 
and reminds me of Ducky Gray when he hears a noise in the hall. 
8cpteml>er rn. Only forty-two of that once noble class of '96 left; even the dude 
staid at home, and such a change! I saw several of them up town 
last Saturday night, and they seem to think the size of a man depends 
on the size of the pipe and cane he carries, but that is just like a Sopho-
more, for a Sophomore is a bore. 
October 2. Fletcher exploded a hydrogenous germinator, (whatever that is) in 
the chemical lab. yesterday and came near wrecking his face. :More 
are likely toJollow; let the good work go on. 
November 1. As usual the boyH raised the very old Nick in town Halloween; 
a crowd of them was arrested on the campus while making away with 
. , Charley Brown's cart. 
~ln-cmber 2:2. The Freshmen stole a march on the Sophs and had their lntrnl tMt 
before the Sophs knew a thing about it. Wah hoo ! zip rah! Bully 
for the Freshmen. But the Rophs say it was a sneaking trick not to 
tell them. 
December 22. rrhe exams are over, and I'm glad of it. Fi·\·e more of '\Jf) flunked, 
still they have a big clas:-; and could spare several more without in-
juring the beauty of the class. 
February 23. The Sophs had their banquet last night. Tlw Freshmen had their 
plans all cut and dried. They had a hnl'k waiting around all (lay 
for the Soph. president; but they coullln't eakh him. Then they 
tried to kidnap the toast-master, hut this (li1ln't work as they expectPd 
it to, arnl all th9 Sophs reached the Terre Haute House. The weather 
is very fine for this time of year. 
April 4. Ashworth has left school and gone East, but the boy:; say he di(ln't 
like to learn the 'Vest very well. 
April 22. J>ePauw bt>at the Polys in a ball game .n~8terdHy, !) to 2. Htewart, 
the pitcher, is the only man'$)() has 011 the team; all the others flunked. 
Ma,v lG. I gave notfre on Sattmlay that I should resign the last of.June; I 
am awful tired of the job. It is the intention to employ a man, 
woman a,rnl child to do the work I have been doing. I pity the whole 
family, such hot weather as thi8. 
l\foy 30. R. P. L won the pennant in a walk at State Field Hay yesterday. 
J nnc 14. 
Hah, ho'o rah! The Hophs made more point8 than any one college 
in pm Rtate. 
The Institute dost~s to-<lay. This is my last year here; I am going 
to California or bust this time, you bet, and don't yon forget. rro-<lay 
is hot enough to hatch green Fn•shmen out of grasshoppC'rs' eggs, if 
laid in the sun. 
Ninety-'five. 
A. L. HOBINSON' .J ({. 
K R. HURTIS . . J • 
L. Clifford A ndersou 
IIenry W. Bigelow . 
~arnuel J. Brown 
Edwin R RurtiH . . 
Harry ,V. Craver .. 
Charles R CrockwPll . 
Walter ,V. Crowe 
E<lward A. Darst . . 
James H. M cTaggart 
Frank II. Miller 
W. Offutt Mundy .. 
<ieorge W. Phillips . 
~Arthur L. Hobinson, .Jr. 
Presid<mt. 
~ecretary arnl 'freaE1urer 
. . Franklin, Ohio. 
. Colelwster, Connecticut . 
. . . Willoughby, Ohio. 
. . Manhattan, Kansaf'. 
. Terre Haute, Indiana. 
. . . . Council Bluffs, Iowa. 
. Terre Haute, Indiana. 
. . . . . . . Eureka, Illinois. 
. Terre Haute, Indiana. 
. Louisville, Kentucky. 
. Louisville, Kentucky . 
. Terre Haute, Indiana. 
. Louisville, Kentucky. 
l•Mgar L. Hhaneberger . . Indianapolis, Indiana. 
William S. Speed . . . J_,ouisville, Kentucky. 
Laurence E. Troxler . . ... Louisville, Kentucky. 
Arthur V. Tuller ............. Milford, Illinois. 
Archie Wade. . Boulder Valley, Montana. 
William.Wiggins ........... Richmond, Indiana. 
f\linet~-five Vell. 
H AZZLE, Ihzzu;; ! z11,-lL\JI-Bom1 ! 
Hoop L.\, Hool' L.\, ( i ff}~ I':-t Hom1 ! 
WE'1rn HrnrrT IN rr, ALL ALIYE, 
Ho~E PoLYTECIINIC, N TNETY-F'rn~. 
BLANK PAGE 
• . 't' 
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I 
AM blue to-night, rno:4 horribly blue. 
My pipe goes out every minute, there 
is nothing in the house to read, and 
thingR in general am most depn>.·r,;:_ 
ing. Kow what can I do to pass 
this evening? The theater is closed, 
the very idea of billiards sickens me, and I most cer-
tainly shall not go calling in this morbid state. The 
only thing left is to sit here and think, think for 
several hours; and as my professors have upon various occa~dons seen fit to recom-
mend this thinking conrse to me I believe I will try it now. 
\Vell, to Lwgin with, in a few short weeks we will be graduated. Graduated! 
Wh~t a t:mlemn, mournful \Yord that is, and how tremendously four .years of col-
lege life has changed its meaning. \Vhen we entered here, to be graduated meant 
.to be able to fill any position whatever, to obtain almost any salary for which we 
chose to ask, and then to .take up life where we left off, among friends and scenes of 
early days, not counting upon the changes time would bring during these 
four years. And now, to be graduated means to really enter upon our life's work, 
to take almost any position which we can get, and to gi,·c up a life which is a 
mixture of work and play arnl the constituents of that mixture so proportioned 
as to make it the happiest and most glorious part of man's existence. And worst 
of all, to leave those with whom we have been associated, hoth in work and play, 
those whom we have leanwd to know and to love, those whose sole purpose has 
been the ::;ame as our · own, namely, to win honor, fame and admiration for our 
glorious Class of '!J,). 
Will the years to come bring other men to take the places of Darst, Crowe, McTag-
gart, Troxler and others? \Vill the years to come bring other men to fill our places 
in the eyes of our "fair friends?" Even though our places are easily filled an<l 
this sorrow of parting must Le gone through with, yet how pleasant it will be in 
after years to go over again in reverie our entire course. I expect even when we 
all become old men we will take the greatest pleasure in filling our pipes and 
dreaming of college days, beginning with the Freshman year, the pipe rush, our 
victories over the Sophomores, how we surprised all classes on Field Day with our 
athletes, and lastly, those dreaded examinations which 8eparated us from so many 
of our companions. Examinatjonsl Whenever I hear that word pronounced it 
gives me a chill, and 1- firmly believe that the greatest pleasure which shall be de-
rived from the fact of our having completed our college course will he that we shall 
never have to stand another. I have often wondered why instead of representing 
hell to college men as an existence in a place which produces an unquenchable 
thirst, which is only a synonym for an unlimited capacity, that it is not spoken of 
as one continual examination. And have we not ample reason to dread them? 
Have they not been the chief cause of our ranks having been reduced from seventy 
to nineteen men? Have they not taken from us many of our athletes who in 
every contest covered the class with glory? 
But let us drop these horrible examinations and think of more pleasant themes. 
It is a very curious phenomenon how different college 
life is in each of these four years which roll by so 
quickJ.y. The Freshman is undoubtedly a hard worker, 
and the history of the entircycarmight beexpressr.d by-
The Freshman year is long and dreary, 
They study and work 'till very weary, 
Their minds still cling to home and the past, 
And hope8 of hi~h marks fall thick in the blast; 
For the quizzes are hard and they're weary. 
X o, that does not express the entire history either, for it was during that year 
that we defeated the Sophomores so gloriously on Fall Field Day, even beating their 
crack team in the Tug of War. And certainly we have not forgotten the Pipe Rush 
of that year in which we obtained the intense satisfaction of punching the faecH 
and tearing the clothes of our enemies, to say nothing of our own clothes and faces. 
And then in the Spring did we not have several more chances to mix with our 
enemies, the Sophs., and did we not avail ourselves of them all'? We certainly 
did, for the Juniors upon more than one occasion patted us upon the back and re-
marked in a condescending way how proud they were of us. ·whenever I think 
of the part which the Juniors and Seniors take in these }1"'reshman and Sophomore 
fights I think of t~e story of the little dog which would rush out in the street and 
growl and bark until he had collected all the dogs in the neighborhood, and started 
a general fight, and would then withdraw himself to a convenient doorstep and 
watch results with a smile of intense satisfaction. But to come back to our first 
year. Yes, life was worth living even through that dull period, and it most cer-
tainly wound up in a haze of glory with that grand Field Day when Darst, Ridgely, 
Hoff, Klinger and others showed so well what material our class contained. 
But the Sophomore year! How different! During these few months of sum-
mer ·which divided the two years, every man '•emed to have lJe-
eorne posi;essed with the intense desire to be " a sport." Books 
were never thought of except at rare intervals, pipes and canes 
werj seen on all sides, and, in fact, I think the general idea was: 
( 
As l walk along the Terre Hantt• i-;tn'<:.>ts with an in<h-•pt'IHlent air, 
Yon can hear the girlH declare, 
That's a sporty ~ophomore there; 
Yon can hear them i-:igh, and wish that l 
\Vonld wink at them with the otlwr eye, 
For I'm the sport of thi::; great l'olytcclmic. 
And then there were more fights, this time with the Freshmen, 
but we only had to whip tlwrn occaAionally, just often enough to 
make them show <lue defenmce to their betters, and whenever we had nothing 
more exciting with which to occupy ourselves. And again this year ended with 
another Field Day, but, alas! quite a number of om athletes had fallen by the 
wayside, so that although we did extremely well, vYe did not make the showing of 
.the year before. 
In September we came together once more to enter upon "Our .Junior Year." 
But 8urely these thoughtful, dreamy boys standing fo;tlessly about the halls arc not 
those devil-may-care sports of the year previous? Yes, they are the very same, 
and what could have caused this awful change is a conundrum which I could never 
solve, unless it was their experience with the Hummer girls during those few 8hort 
rnonths of vacation. But at any rate Master Cupid had done his work well, for I 
verily believe that every one of them was in love. Even Troxler, our staid old 
\ 
Troxler, caught the fever. .For did he not (unconsciously, as he said) clasp both 
arms around some girl who was entering the house as he was leaving for school'? 
And did not Darst attend one of our President's receptions for the expre:::;s purprn'.le 
of meeting and conversing with the girls'? And did not Billy Speed actually 
make two calls within a month'? Did not Crockwell call so frequently and regu-
larly upon one young lady that some of his solicitous friends thought it wise to 
place his trunk upon her front porch? And was not our youngest member, the 
"Kid," (Craver) seen every Saturday afternoon escorting two, and sometimes three 
young ladies about the city? Yea, verily! our class, individually and collectively, 
had it bad-and the austracted air, dreamy gaze, and in fact the entire expression 
of each one seems to be saying continually: 
I'm i11 love, I'm in love mi you all ea11 plainly :-:ee. 
:So use to a:-:k. Yon all know 
\Vho's the one so dear to mo; 
And Hho is not very eol<l, 
For lier hand l so111etimcs hold, 
And T'm just m; much in love as any one can he. 
Then there were rnon~ enjoy111entf:;, such as seeing the other classes fight, an occa-
Hionnl game of billiards, a danee, an<l again the year wound up with Field Day, 
( 
• 
this time in Indianapolis. But at the close of this year we did do 
something beside dream, for it was then that Darst came within a 
few feet of the amateur record of the world in the hammer throw. 
It was then that Crowe came out so wonderfully in the Pen-
tathlon events. And lastly it was then that our cla8s honor 
was upheld so well by our representatives on the base ball team. 
The Senior year. On thinking over all that we did in this last 
year of college life it appears as though it were a mixture of all 
the pleasures and sports of the previous ones, each pleasure and 
each sport being taken_ in moderation, for we have profited by the experiences 
gained, and know that "enough is as good as a feast." Some of us still go in for 
athletics and play very good foot ball, for did not "our red headed half-back," ~lr. 
Brown, set Louisville on fire , not by his hair, but with his playing? Some of us 
have learned some wonderful shots at billiards, and this is Mr. Anderson's specialty, 
for he "nec<'r 8r;ratdw8." And lastly, some of us still ding to the girls and some 
of us don't, and as shining examples of these last mentioned I can refer to Mr. 
Mundy and Mr. Miller, for did not the former hold his girl in a sleigh during the 
entire drive, and did not the latter allow his to fall out? 
But whatever we have done the year has fiown very quickly, and the real cause 
of my spell of the blues to-night is the thought that in such a short time I sha.11 
part from eighteen such men as never before have been gathered together to form 
a elass, that upon only one more Field Day shall I hear that stirring yell 
Razzle, (htzzle, '.l.ip, rah, boom! 
Hoopla, hoopla, giw! UH room, 
\Ve're right in it, all alive, 
Rose Polyteehnie, 'H;) ! · 
And that lastly in Huch a short time we shall take }pave of 
those friends who have made our life in Terre Haute 80 pleasant, 
who have made this place as much like home as possible, and to 
who111 the entire Clal:'s of 'HG wishes a long lifo and a happy one. 
Plug brother!", plug; plug with care ; 
Plug in the prei.;euce of the professair. 
d 2 /"over dt2 
Is enough to make us eu1-1s and swear, 
And approaches the limit which we eun bear. 
Plug brothers, plug; plug with care, 
Plug in the presenc(~ of the 
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OFFICERS. 
President ... · ........... A. L. RomNsoN, JR., '95. 
Secretary . . . . . . . . . C.H. FRY, JR., '97. 
Treasurer ............... 0. E. McMEANs, '9~. 
DIRECTORS. 
F. H. MILLER, '95. w. E. BURK, '96 . 
.T. HELLWEG, JR., 'H7. F. A. WHITTEN, '98. 
H. W. HUBBARD, 'BS. 
In making a review of our Athletic Ai::sociation, with a view to determine 
whether it can be called a flourishing one, it will be necessary to look at it from 
varioµs standpoints. First, financially. We feel justified in saying that in this 
respect we have been very successful. Our equipment is good in nearly all lines 
of athletics; our base ball, fo?t ball and tennis grounds are in prime condition, the 
new running track has been completed, the grand stand built by the Association 
is surely a credit to it, and now, to crown our work and give the Association a per-
manent home, the gymnasium fund is growing finely, so that within another year 
we expect to have this building completed and new encou,agement given to tho~e 
who are at all inclined to profit by the advantages thus offered . 
. But, what of the field sports? For the present we shall not consider foot ball or 
base ball, but limit the term "field sports" to such games or sports as are repre-
sented in our school and state field days. The records of the inter-collegiate field 
meets of the past five years will hardly tend to lessen one's faith in the "Iron 
Pounders'" prowess in this very important branch of athletics. Each spring, as 
time for the test draws near, the reports of the wondrous advance which the other 
colleges are to make on us, do but set our athletes at work the harder. With fewer 
students than any of our sister colleges, and with less time for training, we have 
won the state pennant for five consecutive years. Some of the records of these 
state meets have already been published, but we trust a repetition will not prove 
monotonous. The appended chart may be of interest: 
EVENT. MAY 31, 1890. ScHoor,. RECORD. J uNE 6, 1891. Scrroor,. RECORD. 
1 100 yard dash, F. C. Brewer, w.c. 10~ s. Layman, R. P. I. 10~ s. 
2 220 yard dash, Stover, w.c. 26 s. Crowell, P. U. 24~ 8. 
3 440 yard dash, Stover, w.c. Oglesby, R. P. I. .58! 
4 Half mile run, Zaring, D.P. 2 m. 28 s. 
5 Mile run, Rudy, D. P. 5 m. 44! s. Butts, R.P.I. 5 m. 18113. 
6 120 yard hurdles, Stieg, RP. I. 16~ s. Martin, w.c. 19! s. 
7 Three legged race, f Moth and} l Gibson, R. P. I. 13 s. 
8 Running broad jun1p, Hanson, R. P. I. 18 ft. 9 in. Zaring, D.P. 17 ft. 7 in. 
9 Running high jump, J""ayman, R. P. I. 5 ft. 2 in. Layman, R. P. I. 5ft.Hin. 
10 Standing broad jump, Thomas, n. P. B ft. 10 in. Studebaker, P. U. 9 ft. 
11 Standing high jump, Layman, H.P. I. 4 ft. 5 in. Layman, R. P. I. 4 ft.() in. 
12 Hop, step and jump, ................. ......... , ......... 
13 Pole vault, Gibson, RP. I. 7 ft. 6 iu. 
14 Throwing 16 lb. hammer, Martin, w.c. 51 ft. 8 in. Hampson, R. P. I. 09 ft. 11 in. 
15 Putting 16 lb. shot, Hulm an, R P.L 27 ft. 7 in. Hulman, R. P. I. 32 ft. 4 in. 
16 Mile walk, ::\'1ills, R. P. I. 8 m. 15 s. Erickson, w.c. 8 m. 8! s. 
17 High kick, Mount, w.c. 8 ft. 6 in. Hildreth, R. P. I. 8 ft. 5 in. 
18 Throwing base ball, Herring, D.P. 326 ft. Zaring, D.P. 342 ft. 2 in. 
19 t mile ordinary, Hulman, R. P. I. Jernegan, w.c. .................. 
20 2 mile ordinary, Wilhite, w.c. 7 m. 2~ s. 
················· 
.................. 
21 Tug of war, R. P. I., R. P. I. .................. 
22 Tennis singles, Seaton, w.c. .................. ................. 
23 Tennis doubles, { Gibson and } Jones, R. P. I. { Gibson and } Jones, R. P. I. 
24 t mile safety, ., ................. 
25 1 mile safety, .................. Wetherbee, R. P. I. 3 m. 54 s . 
26 ~·mile safety, ...................... . ................ . ............ ~ .. 
·······-· .. ········ I 
27 2 mile safety, ............ ! ......... 
MAY 27, 1892. SCHOOL. RECORD. MAY 29, 1893. MA y 29, 1894. SCHOOL. RECORD. 
Hoff, R. P. I. 10! s. Hoff, Bushman, P.U. 10! s. 
Oglesby, R. P. I. 24! s. Hoff, s. ::\fcTaggart, R. P. I. 24 s. 
Oglesby, R. P. I. 55 s. I )foTaggart, R.P.I. 55! s. McTaggart, R. P. I. 54~ s. 
I 
I 
.............. , 
Gemmer, P. U. 5 n;: ·; ~ ·~: .. F;~=~~~" P.U. 4 m. 53§ s. Hester, E. c. 5 m. 5 s. 
Hatch, P.U. 18! s. Acker, P.U. 18! s. Crowell, P.U . 18! s. 
................ . ........... ............ 
Newson, E. C. 19 ft. Allen, w.c. 19. ft 6 in. Coleman, E.C. 20 ft. 1 in. 
Layman, RP. I. 5 ft. 2 in. {Marshall } Ewry, P.U. 5 ft. 2~ in. Haworth, E. c. 5 ft. 2 in. 
:Ewry P.U. 9 ft. 11~ in. Ewry, 
' 
P. U. 10 ft. 4~ in. Ewry, P. U. 10 ft. 5~ in. 
f Studebaker l P. U. 4 ft. 8~ in. Ewry, P. U. 5 ft. 2 in. Ewry, P:U. 4 ft. 10 in. l_J_.ayman, f R. P. L 
........................ Coleman, E.C. 44 ft . Coleman, E.C. 42ft. 
Blair, w.c. 8 ft. 9i in. Ridgely, R. P. I. 9 ft. 1 in. { McMeans} Ridgely, R. P. I. 9 ft. 10 in. 
Darst, R. P. I. 85 ft. 9} in. Darst, R. P. I. 9H ft. 8 in. Robertson, P. U. 98 ft. 3 in. 
Stevenson, P. U. :12 ft. 2 in. Watkim;, n. P. :15 ft. I) in. Cooper, P.U. 39 ft. 5 in. 
Vanuerbilt, w.c. 8 Ill. 4-i) H. Vanderbilt., w.c. 8 m. 4~ s. McCnlloeh, R. P. I. 8 m. 7! s. 
Inglis, w.c. 8 ft.Hin. Ewry, P. U. H ft. }~wry, P. U. 8 ft.10 in. 
Darst, R. P. I. 330 ft. 7 in. Somerville, B. u. 3(il ft. 5 in. Darst, R. P. I. 3Wft. 9in. 
Gangwer, P. U. 46i s. W.J.Klinger, R.P.I. 40! s. ................ 
::::.:1.:.:.·::.:·······: 
Gangwer, P. U. 7 m.17h. W.J.Klinger, R. P. I. 6 m. 46 s. . ................ 
······················· 
······•••I'•• ............ 
Boyles, R. P. I. ................... Farrington, R.P.I. G. Bender, B. U. ................... 
{Wales and t );IendenhalJ, J R. P. I. {Beebe and} Johnson, RP.I. B. U. .................... 
W.J. R. P. I. 41! s. R. P. I. 87! 8. W.J.Ktinger, R. P. I. 31! s. 
Marmon, E.C. 3 m. ~ s. P.W R. P. I. 2 m.4H-~ s. P. W .Klinger, RP.I. 1m.9 s. 
. . ~ ...................... 
············1 ··········· P. W .Klinger, R.P.I. 2 m. 41 s . 
........................ . ...... , ..................... P.W.Klinger, R.P.I . 5 m. :37 s. 
In addition to the interest thus displayed in our own State Association, we have 
taken some part in the Western Inter-collegiate athletics. In 1892, seven of our 
number attended the meet at Champaign and laid several points to our credit. In 
1893, but two representatives attended, and each secured a second place. In 1894, 
at St. Louis, our team numbered four men, but these four were there for a purpose 
and gathered in three first prizes, three seconds, and a third, coming within one 
point of tying Washington University for second place. It is to be regretted that 
the colleges have shown so little interest in the Western Association this year. 
We had counted ourselves fortunate in securing the meet fur Terre Haute, and 
would have made every endeavor to make it a success, but owing to the lack of 
support, we feel fully justified in delcaring ourselves free from any obligation to 
hold a meet without better assurance of support than we have been able to secure. 
Our outlook in general athletics is most encouraging. Of the twenty athletes 
who represented the Old Rose at Indianapolis last May we have lost but three, and 
with the annual addition of those who "just found out they could do something," 
together with the Freshmen contingent, we hope we may not be driven to the 
wall by any Indiana college. As it has been for the past five years, so be it in '95. 
It chanced upon a winter's night 
A Poly seeking his delight 
Per se, 
Oown to Coates College took his way, 
Expecting to see some features gay 
Was he. 
Rut then their little athletic ~ame, 
Appeared to him a trifle tame, 
That was certain. 
F'Ol' though the girls had bloomers on 
The effect was somewhat overdrawn 
With a curtain. 
Quite agile were they with flying rings, 
Dum h bells, bars and other things, 
All athletic. 
And though 'twas all "en wilhouette," 
Ne'er a sight his eyes had met 
More resthetk. 
Full plainly was it evidenced, 
The Poly boy was well convined, 
Yea, completely, 
That though the boys are good athletes, 
These girls can do feats 
.Just as neatly. 
T l·IE K Ll !\(;Ell BOYS, of (: i·e<·m· ille, Ohio, ha"'' µ;all an \I)' KUKtai ned the 
honor of Hosl' in cycling c\·er since tlwir entmnee into the Institute, and now 
hold all the l. I. A. A. and \\'. T. ( '. A. A. n'l'Drds, l><_•sidcs 1>thcr records ontsi<le of 
college events. 
\Y .. J. KLI~GER 
atternled senmteen nwe meets <luring the season of 18D4 and won twenty-nint• 
prizes, indLHling clcv<·n firsts, twelve seconds, and six thirds. lle holds the Ohio 
~tate , and Indiana lntercollegiatc rcccm1s for the <1uarter mile. On Oetoher 14th, at 
Decatur, lll. , he won the class A_, quarter mjle open race, in 2D~- . His prizes for the 
season a.re valued at 8600. 
--, 
P. \V. KLJ~(;Jrn 
wu11 fourteen firstH, ten seconds, and six thirds, being unplcwed four timl's in 
scratch rae('S and :;ix: times in handicaps. He holds tlw half mile, mile, and two 
mile 1. I. A. A. ehampionship and the championship of Tern~ Haute, together 
with the mile and two mile \\'.I. C. A. A. ehampion8hips. 
Among his best performanceH are: Half mi1e, nnpaced, Rtanding start, l:0:-~1-, 
Terre Haute, [nd., Septern lwr 22d; first place, two mile lrnndieap frum 40 yards, 
virtual scratch, 4:48, at Carthage, Ohio, August 14th; first place in one mile open, 
at ~pringfield, Ill., Sep tern her 2\Jth, in 2:23; this being the fastest 111ilc of the med 
and establishing a new track record. His prizes are ahm valued at $(:>00. 
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0 W'S that on sec'nd.'1 
* * * * * * 
"Well, old last year's phonograph, who put you 
in order again? Didn't know you would run, but 
since you do, just run on while I'm gettin' the~e 
old suits out for business, and again stitchin' up 
this old catcher's mitt; go on with your little 
story." 
* * * * * * 
" I say that fellow was thr~e feet a.ff-' -" 
"Beg pardon. Representative of the press, eh? 
Well, no; I don't mind, I'll give you a minute or two while Cap. Smith is makinJ 
that decision. They're great fellows to chew." 
"Yes, fine; but right here, for fear of mistaken identity, I'll say we're not a 
national league team. vVe're just playin' here at Indianapolis with Purdue; the 
last game of the--" 
"Safe at second. PW,y ball." 
"Yes, we're Rose Polytechnic, from Terre Haute." 
"Oh, heard about us, have you?" 
"How?" 
"Yes, it's the eighth inning and we've got 'em shut out so far, ten to nothin', and 
it looks like--'' 
" Strike one! " 
"Yes, it makes us second in the State college championship games this year." 
"How's that?" 
"Oh, yes; there's been a big howl among the colleges about their playin' profes-
sionalE3 this season; that's why they're first." 
''Striker " 
"Brown at the bat, 'nd Stewa,rt on deck." 
"Yes, we've been right in base ball ever since the State 'ssociation was organized 
in '90. DePauw and us, we shared first place that year, and--'' 
" Where 'd it hit you? Take your base." 
" Man at the bat ! " 
"Stewart, hurry up-' Pete! ' Martin on deck."' 
"You say before that? Oh, before the time of the State organization our boys 
had to content themselves by playin' with the Terre Haute teams. Let's see; there 
was the 'Lotus Club,' the 'Rockets,' the 'Eastern Stars,' the 'Crescents,'-they all 
took turns. They did first rate, too, considerin'." 
"Yes. Oh yes, they made good practice for us, besides-" 
"R. P., R. P., Rah! Rah J Rah! R-- 'ome run for Stewart! Tarry 'Parry 
'ote! Tarry 'ote, b--" "Safe at third." 
"Y cs, that's 'Pete,' our twirler, first hall he's ever known to hit. .Just step this 
side a little, please. Since you don't carry a Rt,se flag you might get hurt there.'' 
"Who? That short fellow at the bat?" 
"Why, that's Martin. He's the laziest man this side of Greencastle; pretty good 
batter though, and in the--" 
"Striker out! " 
"Miller 't the bat." 
The next year? Let me think. That was '91. Well, we just 'propriated a por-
tion of the earth that year." 
"Come out first? I should say we did! Never lost a game, and had seven 
fieldin' averages of a thousand out of the team." 
"Manager? Let's see-why, it was Menden, and Perkins captained. 
"Which one? That red headed fellow? That's Brown. He was found up in 
the sand about Cleveland." 
"Yes, foxy-can catch anything that flies. Up at Wabash a couple o' weeks ago 
he pulled down one out of the upper atmosphere with his left hand and he wore 
a little red bouquet the rest o' that day. 
"Certainly. Oh, they're very clever girls up there, and he--
" Frnir balls. Take your " 
"Au.-;tin 't the bat,· Hedden on deck." 
"Yes, that smile's a fixture in his case. He'll hit the ball though. Now watch 
'im." 
"In '02, you say'( '\Tell, there wasn't much done in base hall that year; not 
more'n half the scheduled games among colleges played, 'nd they \Yere protested. 
It was all--
" TVlwt? Bat bmke, Hedden? Ilere, trike thi.-; 'Wagon tong iw." 
"You ask about last year, '93. I'll tell you we had a good nine." 
" Yes, fairly well. '"' e won four games and loRt two.'' 
"Louder, please." 
"Why, Albert was manager, and I think Hedden, th' follow there 't the bat, was 
captain. He's captain this year, too." 
"Again please. A little louder." 
"Yes, had some stars. There was Ellis and Randall; they were out o' sight; 
almost hurt your eyes. Then there was--" 
" What's the matter with-cmne on Aw:itin, corne on,; you'll make it I Slide! sli--" 
"Safe." 
"Oh, yes; we could get in the national league this year all right, but then we're 
havin' more fun practicin' against these other college te--" 
" Brinker 't bat, Troxler on deck." 
"A little louder, " 
"You say who's managin' th' team this year'? Burk 's his name.'' 
"Oh! know him, do you?'' 
"Yes, that's just like him. He means well enough, though. 
''Sure! He'd be glad to see you, but I expect he'd be hard to find. He's timid 
yon know, and I'll venture right now-oh, yonder he is, holding the red parasol 
over that young lady who---" 
"R. P., R. P., Ra--" "in a high chair, who put him np there, Brinker!" "-note 
toot toot, Rose Polytec--" 
" Troxler at th' bat, Hildreth on deck." 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
"It's a pity that press reporter didn't speak loud enough to make things record, 
but I remember how it was that day-field day too, nobody was heard-nothing 
else but 'Polys.' W e11, that's got nothing to do with this year any way, and these 
old suits, they've got to be hustled out pretty quick, I'll tell you. 
"Course our fellows 'll be on top; I don't think they'll know anything about 
Knapp's curves. And Darst! Well if he don't burn out Ned at first base, 
and Troxler at third I'll be fooled. I can see Miller at short now and Tucker 
there at second backin' him up on that grounder, and Brown-well, he's just 
natural as life, waitin' way out there in center field for a sky cracker. 
".Just think the way they've fixed up that diamond, 'nd now if they'd only take 
those two trees out of the field. 
"Then there's Ryder, and Martin, and Voorhes and Liggett-I don't think 
they'll touch us this year, or even get acquainted with us. 
"Pshaw! there's that old mask. I think it looks like we'll have to get a new 
one. 
"Gee whiz! · Strikin' four! Who'd have thought it! That old Poly clock never 
did run right anyway, after that gang of '96 fellows were up there tinkerin' with 
it on Halloween. Well, I'll have to quit anyhow, and go up. ~ientot, ~en 
\V ickersham.'' 
THE facilities offered for Tennis at the Institute are excell?nt. We have four splendid dirt courts which are provided with stop nets and good drainage. 
Nets, balls and racquets are furnished by the Athletic Association. 
"Our Trainer," Prof. Hathaway, who is always willing to demonstrate either 
mathematically or experimentally· just how to integrate the "Lawford," has main-
tained the system of having two tournaments each year, one for sport in the fall 
and a preliminary for State Field Day in the spring. 
In the Indiana Inter-collegiate contests, the doubleR were won:-
In 1890, by .Jones, '91, and G-ibson, '91. 
In 1891, by .Jones, '91, and Gibson, '91. 
In 1892, by Wales, '91, and Mendenhall, '93. 
In 1893, by Beebe, '96, and Johnson, '96. 
And lost: 
In 1894 by Beebe, '96, and Meriwether, '96. 
The singles were won:--
in 1892, by Boyles, '92 
In 1893, by Farrington, '96. 
And lost:-
In 1891, by Wales, '91. 
In 1894, by Farrington, '96. 
'96 has represented Rose in Tennis ever since it entered the Institute, and, 
though defeated last year, will make a bold stand with the determination that our 
colors shall fiy victorious in 1895. 
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Despite the barbarity of the present foot ball game, that pugilistic element which 
has led the Indiana college presidents to abolish all inter-collegiate schedules, we 
finished the last season with a whoop and a howl over a victory in which nobones 
were broken and in. which the little slugg1ng matches were only carried far enough 
to do away with the idea that the.game was checkers. The most serious trouble 
resulting from this particular game was the unusual number of sore throats during 
the week following. Of course we yelled, and yelled to a finish. Didn't our boys 
wipe up the field with Louisville's crack team in the presence of three thousand 
spectators? 
Come on, boys! 
We~'~'~! We~'~'~! 
Every time we hit the line 
We go, go, go!!! 
It is to be understood that this is only a sample yell. We had dozens of them 
to fit all occasions, but a full list might prove tiresome. Suffice it to say our hilarity 
was unbounded; but, hark! "What notes of discord are those which disturb the 
general joy?" That? Why, that's the second eleven; they played at Evansville 
op the same Thanksgiving day. Their yell is something like this: 
Shame, shame, dirty, rotten shame! 
Second team defeated, 
And Evansville to blame! 
But then, you know, we didn't count that. That was merely a pleasure trip, 
gotten up on a week's notice. They spent a merry holiday and were 8atisfied. 
Considering all things, our season's work on the gridiron was most satisfactory. 
\Ve had plenty of fun, few accidents-in fact, no serious ones, and won three out 
9 
of five games, of which a short summary is ar; follows: 
October 20-H. P. I., 16; Y. :VI. C. A., 0. 
October 27-Butler, H4; R. P. I., 0. 
November i)-DePauw, 26; R. P. I., 0. 
November 10-H. P. I., 24; Normal, 0. 
November 2H-H. P. I., 22; Louisville, 18. 
At the beginning of the season, considerable spirit was manifested in the class 
gdmes, which rrnmlte<l: 
'Hf> vs. 'H6, 0 to <>. 
'H7 vs. 'H8, 12 to 14. 
Here they come! There they go! Whew, didn't they just fairly make the 
ground tremble? That's Pete setting the pace, and Watt following. I tell you 
.thiR running track is just the thing we needed, and now that we get that hour 
from five to six every evening, the fellow:.; are doing the proper thing. Who 
would have thought we had so many runners in the school? And aR for wheel-
men, new scorcherH are showing themselves every day. At first some of the fel-
lows didn't like the idea of lrn,nking the ends so much, on account of itH interfering 
with the runners to some extent, but Dr. Mees ingeniom;ly got around that diffi-
culty by his idea of having about two feet next to the pole almost flat while in the 
next eight feet there is a raise of about eighteen inches, thus making it perfectly 
Rafe to take the turns at a two minute gait on a bicycle, and as long as everybody 
obeys one very simple rule, no interference nee_d _be feared. All running and rid-
ing on the track must be around to the right, the runners always keeping to the 
pole and the wheelmen passing on the outside. 
You know it takes R. P. I. to devise schemes, nor are we slow to execute them. 
Life was too short and time too precious for our athletes to do their training at 
the fair grounds, so of course we had to have a track, and here it is, the finest quar-
ter mile track in the state, made of hard rolled cinders, encircling the base ball and 
foot ball fields without interfering with either. 
The faculty are each year showing themselves more in favor of athletics, and are 
willing to do their full share toward making our facilities the best. This track, 
for instance, was designed by Professors Brown and Howe and constructed under 
their personal supervision. 
• 
• 
At last we begin to feel that we would be fully warranted in proposing three 
rousing cheers for the new gymnasium. The interest taken by the students in the 
matter has been most encouraging; one member of the Senior claEs having sub-
scribed the sum of -one hundred dollars, a Junior and a Sophomore have each 
pledged twenty-five and nearly every student in the Institute has either donated 
five dollars or signified his intention of giving something later on._ 
To those of our Alumni who have been waiting to see what th~ students would 
do, we can safely say, they need have no fear of our shirking our share of the 
work. To be brief, let it be said that the new gymnasium is an assured thing, and 
by another year we hope to have it completed and to be reaping the benefits of a 
good and permanent home for our Athletic Association. With what joy we will 
bid farewell to the "well lighted room in the basement," with the red brick dust 
settled on the apparatus. No more will the old familiar phrase about the "smaller 
adjacent rooms as bath rooms" appear in the catalogue. Verily, there's a good 
time coming. 
If any one entertains a doubt as to whether the gymnasium will be m~ed, let 
him look over the record of the Poly class at the Y. M. C. A. If twenty or thirty 
of the boys will pay for the privilege of using a gymnasium down town, it re-
quires very little figuring for one to conclude that our own building will be ap-
preciated. 

Courses of Lectures are given by the President, Professors and others, in Geology, 
Astronomy and other topics not included in the regular course of study. Students 
are required to take notes and sustain examination on these lectures~ (Established, 
A. D., 1889.) 
Lectures on special engineering topics are given from time to time by engineers 
of note. A course of lectures on the laws of contracts, &c., will be given annually 
by competent authority. (Of recent date bnt a val'uecl addition.) 
An excursion is made each year by the members of the Senior class, if they so 
elect, to one of the large manufacturing cities of the country. The Class is accom-
panied by members of the faculty, and a special study is made of the most recent 
structures, machinery and methods. (Established, A. D., 1849.) 
A large and well lighted room in the basement of the Academic building has 
been fitted up as a gymnasium, and smaller adjacent rooms as bath rooms. The 
physical welfare of the young men is well cared for. (Date tlll trrtain, but very 
ancient.) 
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ACTIVE MEMBERS. 
'95. ·.i 
L. CLIFFORD ANDERSON. ARTHUR L. ROBINSON, JR. 
FRANK H. Mn.LER. 
BRUCE F. FAII.EY. 
JAMES FARRINGTON. 
'VILLIAM WmGINs. 
'H6. 
'97. 
EDWARD H. LIGHT. 
RICHARD MERIWETHER. 
s. GILMORE MEAD. 
'98. 
WALTER A. KREBS. SHELBY S. RoBEwrs. 
CLAIBORNE PIRTLE. RUMSEY \V. SCOTT. 
R. R. SP Al<'FORD. 
I 
NON-ACTIVE MKMBERK. 
THos. n. BoYLEs . 
HENRY 8. BARTOK 
JAMES CoNNEH 
HARRY CooPE 
Wl\f. .J. DAVIS 
DWIGHT DILWORTH 
F. c. FLETCHEH . . 
Rmff. E .• ToHN:-10N ... 
DAVID \V. JOllNS'J'ON 
AUGUSTUl':I H. KI,0'1'% 
SHERLEY 1\fooRE . . 
R. SEYMORE MATTHEWS . 
OLIVER M. ]\foRTON 
H. s. HART 
E. R. HENDRICKS 
\V ARREN H USHEY 
HORACE B. HEWITT 
\V ARWICK ·]\if. ANDERSON 
JAMES C. McGREGOR . . 
CLARENCE C. RosE 
MORRIS DEF. SAMPLE 
s. w. WHEELOCK . . 
. . Illinois. 
. Kentucky. 
.. Indiana. 
... Ohio . 
. Kentucky. 
.. Kansas . 
. Missouri. 
. Indiana. 
. Washington . 
. . . Ohio. 
. Kentucky. 
. . Indiana . 
. . Ohio. 
. Illinois. 
. Indiana. 
. Indiana. 
. Indian~. 
. Kentucky. 
. New York. 
.... Arkansas. 
Washington, D. C. 
. . . . . Illinois. 
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CHAPTER ROLL. 
--'95.-
-'9().-
-'97.-
L. E. TRoxurn. 
W:S. RPEED. 
H. ~· LIG?ETT, 
F. E. SMITH,'iR., 
F. F. SINKS. 
J. D. lNGJ,E, JR., 
GUSTAV WILLIUS, JR. 
-'98.-
J. ·,r. MoNTGOMERY. 
ACTIVE CHAPTERS. 
Alabama, Alpha Epsilon, 
Alabama, Beta Beta, 
Alabama, Beta Delta, 
California, Beta Psi, 
Georgia, Alpha Beta, 
Georgia, Alpha Theta, 
tleorgia, Alpha Zeta, 
Georgia, Beta Iota, 
Illinois, Uamma Zeta, 
Indiana, Gamma Gamma, 
Louisiana, Beta Epsilon, 
Massachusetts, Gamma Beta, 
Maine, Beta Upsilon, 
Maine, Gamma Alpha, 
Michigan, Alpha Mu, 
Michigan, Beta Kappa, 
Michigan, Beta Omicron, 
North Carolina, Alpha Delta, 
North Carolina, Alphi Chi~ 
New Jersey, Alpha Kappa, 
New York, Alpha Omicron, 
New York, Beta Theta, 
Ohio, Alpha Nu, 
Ohio, Alpha Psi, 
Ohio, Beta Eta, 
Ohio, Beta Mu, 
Ohio, Beta Rho, 
Ohio, Reta Omega, 
Pennsylvania, Alpha Iota, 
Pennsylvania, Alpha Rho, 
Pennsylvania, Alpha Upsilon, 
Pennsylvania,· Tau, 
Rhode Island, Gamma Del ta, 
South Carolina, Alpha Phi, 
South Carolina, Beta Phi 
Tennessee, Alpha Tau, 
Tennessee, Beta Pi, 
Tennessee, Lambda, 
Tennessee, Beta Tau, 
Tennessee, Omega, 
Vermont, Beta Zeta, 
Virginia, Beta, 
Virginia, Delta, 
Active Chapters, 43. 
Alabama Polytechnic Institlite. 
Southern University. 
University of Alabama. 
Leland Stanford, Jr., University. 
University of Georgia. 
Emory College. 
Mercer University. 
Georgia School of Technology. 
University of Illinois. 
Rose Polytechnic Institute. 
Tulane University. 
'fuft's College. 
State College. 
Colby University. 
Adrian College. 
Hillsdale College. 
Albion College." 
University of North Carolina. 
Trinity College. 
Htevens' Institute of Te<·hnology. 
Ht. Lawrence Universitv. 
Cornell University. · 
Mt. Union College. 
Wittenberg College. 
Wesleyan University. 
Wooster University. 
Marietta College. 
State University. 
· Muhlenburg College. 
Lehigh University. 
Pennsylvanian College. 
University of Pennsylvania. 
Brown University. 
South Carolina College. 
Wofford College. 
S. W. Presbyterian Universitv. 
Vanderbilt Univnsity. · 
Cumberland College. 
S. W. Baptist University. 
University of the South. 
State University. 
Washington and Lee University. 
University of Virginia. · 
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17. First general assembly. Promised lectures. See catalogue. 
Hl. Dr. Mees, while lecturing in Physics tells the class he had gone to 
church. (Past indefinite.) 
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I ~DE~CRTBABLY pathetic is the music which now steals upon my ear, (1uavcr-ing along as though some lost soul were tottering upon the precipitous edge of 
worlds unknown, as though a more rapid movement or a moment's hesitancy might 
end in a break down, a land slide and earth with sky would swirl in combat while 
a discordant screech would rend the atmosphere, followed by eternal silence.* But 
the pathetic strain continues, sighing as though tired of living, yet afraid to die, 
when-crash! A volume: of melody ru:-;hPs o\'er me and bean; me away to heights 
of bliss. Then a change of time and key; a scattering fire of rattles and taps ancl 
tinkles from the drum ancl triangle; now a howl fron1 the "dog house;" now a 
groan from the trombone. Y ca, verily, pandemonium is let loose. Hmvl on, ye 
dogs of all creation ; screeeh, ye owh; of 1larkntss, till your ta.il feathers drop; yowl, 
ye hack-yard eats, till hoot-jad~s--. Thwack--twack-thwal'k, as the leader 
raps his desk, and a voiee r.ises above the tumult. "Stop! Hold on!! You're oft 
the beat!!!'' ".Jumping Hyenas Caterwauling!!! Tune up." I then know the Poly 
orchestra has commenced its season's work. 
But in the history of the Hose Polytechnic Orclll'stral Club it was ever thm~. Each 
year brings new and inexperienced members who must \,e coached in the secrets of 
ensemble playing and the first rehearsals are rarely hrillian t succes;-;es. 
':' The nuthoT hn~ :o;i1H'e learner! that thi~ W1l~ n11 0110(• ~olo t11kl'11 hy tlw :2nd l"iolin~, a~ thl' uhoe pl11y1·r \\"11~ (•11jo~·­
i11g- the afternoon at l\'1111i~. 
10 
\Vith the graduation of l\Ir. f-i. E. Johannesen, 'DH, the 
orchestra sustained the loss of its founder and leader, and 
for a time the club seemed doomed to vanish into the abyss 
of oblivion wh'fnce other musical organizations of Hose 
have disappeared. In September, 18H3, hmvever, a re-
organization was effected aii.d several new mem hers ad-
mitted. Mr. C. E. Mendenhall was chosen president and 
temporary leader; Mr. Paul Mischler, secretary and treas-
nrer; Mr. H. H. Meadows, property-man, and tater l\fr. G. H. Winters was elected 
permanent leader. H.egular rehearsals were then begun, but little was accomplished 
during the first term of the year. After Christmas, Dr. Mees kindly consented to 
assume the baton, and under bib able direction the club began to improve rapidly. 
The concert was given as usual with the same ftattering success which had attended 
the previous entertainments of the Orchestra. 
At the beginning of the present school year prospects for an or-
chestra were exceedingly slim, as first violins ·were hard to find. 
The cluh, however, held together in spite of obstacles which seemed 
...... 
to crush every hope of accomplishing anything this year. In .Jan-
uary, Mr. Colberg very kindly offered his services as leader and 
again the orchestra was upon the highway to success. \Vithout 
him as leader and first violin, it would have been impossible to 
have given the annual entertainrnent which was held at the Con-
gregational church on the evening of March 21st. The orchestra was assisted by 
the Misses Paige, of Terre Haute, Miss Winifred Hysung, of Coates College, and the 
R. J> . .Mandolin Club. Popular and classical numbers were interspersed, making 
the program enjoyable for all. 
The club deserves no little prni~e for remaining intact dur-
ing the past six years, and though time may continue to work 
its wondrous changes, it is hoped the orchestral club may 
continue throughout the future as an organization estab-
lished for all and for aye. 
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I CHA~CED one timP in early May, CWhen 1\l grown weary of books) 
To take a walk ont' Hatnrday, 
And SPek the fairest nooks 
Among tlw hills and YHlleys green, 
\\'hen• blithely hloom the flower;.;, 
rrhere to re>pose and fondly (ll'l1lllll 
Away the fleeting hours. 
- [ laifl me tlOWll 'mid flOWPl'i'! HO gay 
To rest my weary head, 
,\ nd from the hillsi(le wlwre I lay, 
:\ lovely view waH spn•ml: 
Far down among the hills of green, 
The !lu1-;ty highway wound, 
.\nd oft a cyclist could be se(•n 
Fast speeding o'er the ground. 
\Vlwn dawning on my raptun·<l gaze, 
.\_ ela:;sic figun~ came; 
I started! Yea, C. Leo Mees! 
r ndeerl, such was the name 
Of him who down the hillHide tore 
With visag0 set and grim! 
You know-the 01w lH• always wort> 
"'hen we'd recite to him. 
Another figure. \Vhat ! 'Twas "Mac," 
With face of scarl<•t hne, 
·who rode as though he feared the rad;:: 
Arnl then came into vit•w 
Professors Ames, and Howe, and 
..All riding in a bunch; 
:\ nd all were humped, about like hoys 
\\'ho've hnd green fruit for lnncl1. 
\ 
Th en pedalling· h:ml <~nong·h "to lwat 
Th<· 1>1111d," (as Pvk would i;;ny ) 
Harmonie motion in his ft·<~t, 
Came riding Hathaway. 
He had indeed out-pedalled P<•ddle. 
Of far more Htately mien, 
"rho rode as though a cyde saddle, 
\\'as harder than 'twould seem. 
'fhe long and short of thi:-; proceHsion 
Came wheeling into sight., 
Trailing along in close suC<'PSHion, 
But in a sorry plight! 
For Ballard bore upon his faee 
,\ dark precipitate, 
\\'hile Andrews frared that in thiH race 
.\ shnt-out was his fate. 
Ben Hrosvenor and Rrni th appeared 
Fast gaining on the others, 
.\n<l, though Ben's wheel was lower geared, 
They r01le along like hrotherH. 
~mith'H back waH bended like a bow, 
He pulled his very bei-;t, 
Hut Ben's was :-;traight, though leaning low, 
\\' ith knt'es up to his chest. 
Hight fear1essly they pumped clown gracle 
With all their might and main; 
Kinetic energy they made , 
'l'o take them up again; 
Yet on they :-;wept o'er hill and <lale 
ln manner really charming, 
X or rocks nor i-;ticks caused them to pale 
From danger:-; oft alarming. 
Juniors practice foot ball by moonlight. 
'!)(i vanquiHheH \I;) in foot ball, while 'flR instmctH '!Ii in the sport. 
Harry relates his revised edition of Htories to the .T unior foundry gang. 
Fall Field Day. Everybody wearH an overcoat except contef.:tants, 
who wish they could. 
W". .T. Klinger, 'HH, breaks the world's eompetition quarter mile hi-
cycle reeord at Decatur, Tll. 
HidgPly makeH a century-last fifty miles on a freight. 
-:\foad and P. W. Kling<'r go riding at 10 P. M. Mead pun<'turei-; his 
tire three milei-; from home and is ohUged to walk hack. 
Foot ball. It I'. I. rn - Y. :\l. C. A. O. 
Meriwether obtains a new pair of pants. 
Bet~b<~ arrives at the shop on time. 
Paterson waH too ill to attend the meeting at Collett l'ark. The ban<l 
played anyway. 
Polytechnic academic building mistaken for the Normal by a for-
eigner. 
McDargh goei-; to Marshall on Meadow8' <>O pound wheel. For about 
five miles he haH to walk and push the wheel through mnd. 
Butler ::n--Hose 0. No comments. 
Burk and Paterson discover 'H<> bonlder. 
Ueneral assembly; a tender subject mentioned. 
Uity and vicinity shaken by the fall of 'Hti boulder. 
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_;\, V. TULLER . . 
C. H. FnY, .rn· .. 
H. T. Lrq<:ETT 
.J .• J. KEssum, .JR 
I-I. D. G1mww 
J. ] >. INGLE, .f 1t . 
E. L..SJIANIWER!oER 
w. R SANBOHN • • • 
Rditor i11 Chi(:(. 
H. H. MEADO\\'H . 
• 1:-::-:ociatc 1~dito1'.~. 
. Alumni. 
Athletic:-;. 
.. Local. 
Exchange . 
. Business Manager. 
. . . . . Assistant. 
AT noon of "the fifteenth of each month" the students are seen to advance in a throng towards the library, where a long-haired young man of business-like 
mien sharply asks their names and classes, and with a hauteur born of importance 
gravely hands to each a paper hearing upon the cover a peculiar rose colored blot. 
Each man immediately immerses himself in the local columns and soon there is a 
cry of-" There he goes!" And all rush out to see the care-worn local editor da::-;h 
away in mad flight, hotly pursued uy the victims of his facile quill. But th<' local 
editor is a. sprinter, and little <la.nrnge is done execpt to the wind of the victims 
who return to inform the editor-in-chief that the last joke "has cost him several 
friends." ~uch exciting events are, of course, incident 
to any journalistic venture and but add variety to the 
lives of the votaries of that profession. Thus struck by 
occasional petty squalls, THE RosE TJ<X'HNH: has con-
tinued upon the tempestuous sea of college journalism, 
and though the helmsmen have changed thrice, yet the 
past" year of failures'' has been weathered safely while 
many another college journal has disappeared. 
\Vith oue bound THE TECHNIC was placed among 
the foremost of college papers by its founder, Mr. \V: Arnold Layman, 'D2, and for 
,--
' . 
llH' nt•x1 t\\'() .n'al':-: it m1:-: alih· :-:u:-:tai1wd in thnt p<>:-:ition hy .\Ir. \\·altt•r \f. 
Blink:-:. '!!4. 
Till' pn•:-:vnt llHtnagP1m·nt ha:-: L1 11dc•ayorecl t<> maintain tl1i:-: excellL~ rn·t• and ha:-: 
ht·<·n :-:i1c·ee:-::-:ful in enlarging hoth the journal ancl it:-: C'irc·nlation. 
TIIE t;l '.\T:l>f.\:\:-: OF Till·: l·: Xl'll.\:\<:I·: T.\l:U:. 
((A .. HA! I see thee now, thon omnipresent demon of darkness, 
issuing forth from thy gloomy den whence come the reek-
ing o<lors of thy hellish brews and from whose portal shine fitful gleams of lurid 
light. I know thy dird'ul mission well, thou pervert<>r of heaven's pure light, who 
sayest to the sunbeam, 'Thou ·art my Hlave. Do thou my bidding.' Whence 
goest thou now aii.Hmg the rnni-; of men to vex them? Hehol<l ! if I take me to 
the ('roweled marts where struggling mortalH sell their lives for gold, I find thee 
there. If I seek the i-;lrn<l<~ of rural glens where nature speaks her various languages 
to the soul in tune, there intrudest thou thy straddling form and veiled counte-
nance. I mount the everlasting hills where earth and sky 
aequaintance make, and there thy hateful cyclopean eye its 
gaze upon me fixes. If I take the wings of the vapoms an<l 
fly to the uttermost parts of the earth, even there thou art. 
Thon hast encompassed the earth with thy vision and gazed 
into the depths of the sea. Thou hast looked upon the secrets 
-.... of atoms, and the mysteries of the stars thou hast seen. Ver-
, ily, thou art legion, and thy name,-it is The Camera Fiend." 
Yes, even within the \Valls of t~he Institute has he pushed his way, and although 
cxi8ting there in mild, inoffensin; form, yet he has lost none of his insatiable zeal. 
His local den is i.n the basement of the main building, from where as headquarters 
he haunts not only the pro,.,n.ic halls of science but the country for miles around as 
well. His special delight seems to be found in public eYents of an athletic nature, 
for there it is that he is to be seen in all his glory. 
0. K l\IcMEA:'\S . . . 
\V. L. Al\rns . . . . 
H . .J. l\lcDargh, 
H. T. Paterson, 
0. G. Hice, 
FIE~DS. 
W. A. Krebs, 
.J. B. Peddle, 
C. S. l\foCosker. 
. . . .. President 
. Secretary-Treasurer 
l\I. C. Rypinski, 
F. (;. Hunt, 
~05e ~cientific @ociety. 
E. A. ])ARS'J' 
w. L. DECK ER 
L. E. TJWXLER 1 
0. E. MclVfEANS f 
()FFTCEns. 
. . . .. President 
. Secretary-Treasurer 
l\f embers of Council 
CllAHTEU. ~JEMBERH. 
(). E. MeMeans, 
H. ,J. McDargh, 
Harry Coope, 
K L. Shanebergcr, 
W. n. Wiggin s, 
H. W. Beebe, 
Louis Werk, 
E. B. Harris, 
H. \V. Bigelow, 2nd. 
\V. R. Sanborn, 
F. F. Sinks, 
Linus Sanford, .Tr., 
Ueorge Phillips, 
S. G. Brown, 
L. E. Troxler, 
F. T. Green, 
E. A. l )amt, 
\V. L. Decker, 
0. G. Rice. 
H. T. Paterson, 
C. l\l. Ridgely, 
Ed ward vV alser, 
L. C. Anderson, 
A. L. Robinson, .Jr. 
W. 0. 1\1 undy, 
W. 8. Speed, _ 
A. V. Tuller, 
W. E. Burk, 
\V . . J. Klinger, 
E. IL Burtis, 
<L K Wells, 
.F'. E. Smith, .Jr., 
C.H. Holderman, 
.J. l\L Van ..Auken, 
H. H. Meadows, 
F. G. Hunt, 
t r. U. Carr, 
FROM somewhere in the indefinite past comes a legend of a former Polytechnic Telegraph Line. A few scattere<l and weather-beaten ruins, rusty wire and 
porcelain knobs, crowning the summits of various barns about the region of Sixth 
and the Van crossing, confirm this tale. But neither legends nor ruins are of 
mueh ntlue in this matter of fad and to the Poly sttulent who has "practieal'' 
drunnne<l into his ears nll the way from buzz saw to thesis, they cut no more figure 
than do text-books in .July. A number of the ;;;:tudents, who previous to their 
a<lmission into the Institute ha<l tampcrc<l to a greater or less extent with that 
faseinating arnuEemcnt, amateur tclcgniphy, nn<l who consequently pined for the 
familiar click of the sounder, put their heads together some time about the Christ-
mas vacation, 'H4, and c''ohccl a plan for the organization, and what more especially 
concerned them, the construction of a short line. ( )ther kindred spirits hearing of 
the project desired to share in it, and consequently the u:mal process of "meeting, 
committee, second meeting,'' was gone through with, the result being a constitution 
and by-laws, signed by fifteen charter members. ~\rraugements were at once made 
to put up the <·onnecting link of the organization, the line. A list of suppli<•s were 
ordered mul a lineman eugttged, the latter item being cxplainecl not in that the 
rncmbers were lazy, the mere fact that they arc still eunneetcd with the Institute 
would refute that, but that they decided that their time conl<l be more profital>ly 
employed in original investigations and in reading the i1rnny valuable works on 
Political Economy and Potential Funetions, in the library. Many unforeseen diffi-
culties reared themselves in the way of the infant organization. What with the 
mercury at G0 below the i-;now and salt zero for a week, the first lineman getting 
jagged, number two proving to be a beginner of emerald brilliancy, a man up a tree 
with a file in his hand and hostility to wire8 of any smt, in his eye, and an infinite 
resistance introduced into the circuit by electric light linemen, the board of direc-
tors were about ready to resign in a l>ody. ln their extremity, however, they did 
just the oppo::;ite, that is, buckled on the climbers arnl started in to set the ball 
rolling themselves. At the end of half a <lay of honest toil a reliable profeHsional 
stringer of wires appeared, and hiR profforc<l seniccs were joyfully accepted. Two 
days later, March lG, 'H:>, the western terminus was reached and the last member 
connected with the source of E. l\I. F., the basement of the Academic building. 
Dividing the total weight of wire as given by .John A. Hoebling's Sons Co., con-
tractors for the special wire used, hy the weight per foot as given in the specifica-
tions, we have 7888 ft. i'i.2H in. as the total h·ngth at present. This is, of course, 
subject to changes due to inequalities in temperature. 
One fact to which the directors point with pride is that they own hy right of 
purchase all the e<1uipments of the line, including binding posts. In fact you can 
detect a mem her every time by his air of haughty independenee as he passes the 
binding post drawer in the Eledricnl Laboratory. 
A similar bearing may also be noticed in the Yicinity of the l>lne vitriol harrel, 
for the somewhat unpleasant duty of carrying samples home in one's pocket is en-
tirely obviated by the plan of keeping all the battery at the Institute. This, at 
the same time, relieves the superintendent of the necessity of becoming acquainted 
with sundry garrets, closets, and cellars along the line. 
As the company is in more senseH than one a stuclent organization, the usual 
primary idea of rapid communication is often secondary to that of instruction and 
ad \'an<'ement in the mysteries of dots and dashes, the instruction being vohrn-
teered by the veterans, the advancement attempted with more or less success by 
the initiates. On two evenings of the week an hour is set apart for special practice 
in "copying" during which time all other business must wait. An arrangement 
is planned by which exact Institute time will be struck on every member's instru-· 
ment every hour from the large regulator in the corridor, a feature of unusual value 
to the members of an institution where things are run so dose to schedule. 
BO A 1-W 0 F ])J RECTO HS. 
< >. K l\lc::VLEA~~ 
F. <~. HU~'T .. 
A. IT. MEYEH. ·. 
,v. L. l>Et'KEH. 
c. lI. FRY' .Jn. 
J . B. PEDDLE. 
C'. E. TIIEOB.\ Lil. 
F. c. BR.\CIDrA:\X. 
F. "r· ScHNEIDlrn. 
H. M. NEWHOLI>. 
.J. lh~LJ.WE<•, .JH. 
MEMBEHS. 
.....• PHEl".\Il>ENT 
. ~El'RETARY-TR~;Ai';UHEH 
. S1·PEHJNTENJmNT 
\V. A. Kmrn~. 
IL D. (~1mwrn. 
Di:. c. L. MEEI'. 
\\'. B. HY 1nm, .Jn. 
,J. .JYI. L.\NSDEN, .J H. 
H. T. LIGUETT. ' 
:u. c. HYl'I.KSKI. 
( '. s. McCot'KER. 
:l. J>ePauw eniversity '.M H. I'. I. '2. 
(i. Ford, '!It\, gets sha\'ed. [He gets shaV(•d once a month, but to avoid 
repetition we mention it only once.] 
8. l•'aile.v hai,; his measure taken for a necktie. 
~l. Foot ball trainer advii,;es the team not to drink water. ~leriwether 
(in a 10\v voice ), "Does he expect 11s to drink Roda?" 
10. H. I'. I. :Z-t -~urinal 0. 
l:l. Hose Scientific Nodety organized. 
].). Dr. l\Iees appearH on a bicycle. [It is rumored that 11'almer Cox will 
ha\·e a new fignre copyrig-hte<l in a few days.] 
11. Prof. \Vil'kend1am gives Hi<lgoly a <'hair to himself on account of his 
talking propensities. 
18. Tee is 1 fo;covered in the water <·ooler for the tiri-t time. 
:!•). Nanborn varies the monotony of his l•xistenee by calling on a yom1g 
lady. Nayi;, "BoyH, it's deuced nice, I'm going again." 
Nanburn buys two new necktieH and a pair of patent leathen;. 
'21. Sanborn smokei,; a cigarette. [We draw the curtain on Sanborn's hiH-
tory.J 
'2\1. Foot ball teams play at Louisville, Ky., and Evanl'lville, Jnd. 
:m. Prof. Brown is H<'(~n i-:moking a cigarette. 
i't· r@. I. f\/JG\ndolin ~lu b. 
A club of mushrnon1 growth, but we hope of the tensile strength of steel. Due 
to sonrn necesi"iity not mentioned in the 1m:-am ble of their constitution, the l\Iandolin 
and Uuitar Club of Rose did not assert itself as a fact until the Winter ternl. 
Though organized late in the season, the lively and vigorous efforts of the members 
pushed it forward with such vim that when honored with a rc(1uest "to assist" 
at the Orchestral Club concert they promptly accepted. 
Organized hy the united effmts of K \Valser and W.R. San horn, they signed five 
other mu:"icians ancl .1 egan prncti('e. After a thorough investigation they found m'cry-
one too bashful to assume the honored position of leader. This obstacle was sur-
mounted by securing the services of .Mr. Brandenburg, and they were off. For a few 
weeks \Ve lost Hight of them entirely hut on the evening of March :21st they lllade 
their first appearance as a body. Parted luliir, white collars, blushing cheeks, they 
seemed to :-;ec their retlcdion in their "patent leathers." How trying on their 
nerves must ban' heen those long moments of stillness preceding the out-lrnn;t of 
music. Eaeh appeared conscious of the ste~uly gaze of a soft '!mir of eyes and 
realized his anxiety was not entirely hi:-; own. Then they :-;ucldenly seemed to 
forget their trying situation and all foar waf' lo:-it in the tlood of harmony which 
followed. 
An encore! The mandolin club':-; ::;uccess is assur('d and its history just hegun. 
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HONORARY MEMBER. 
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E. B. HAHHl8, '!lli. 
.J . .T. K 1·::-;sum, .J H., '97. 
LIKE many o~her great discoverie~, th.e discovery of latent vocal ability among us was accidental. \Vhen Prof. W1cken;ham as a last resort to keep one of 
his classes awake started them to singing "Tannenbaum," he only wished them to 
learn the german words, expecting them to sing somewhat as Trilby sang "Ren 
Bolt;" hut he wa8 most agreeably surprised at the intensity of feeling with which 
the cla::-:s rendered his favorite melody, and at the tender pathos in a few of the 
most sympathetic voices as theysang, ,,D ~magbelein, D ~.Ragbelein, mie treu ift bein 
@emittl)e. 11 
The discovery was not without result, gas had been struck, and it flowed freely; 
the nights were made melodious with the newly found voices, and singing became 
an epidemic, like the measles at the Normal; evening after evening a score or ~ore 
of the zealots assembled in some ill-starred locality and rendered operas, rhapsodies 
and melodies, harmonious and otherwise. A few weeks later Profes~;or ·Wickersham 
assisted them in organizing a double quartetto, which met at his home on Run-
day afternoons, and their efforts resulted in an extensive collection mainly of col-
lege songs. 
The object of thl1 organization wa:-: not so mnch for amusement itself, hut rather 
to all onr favorite song:.;, a good collection of now 01108, and teaeh 
them to the school, thus producing a goo<l chorus for Field Days, Halloweern; nrnl 
other legal holiday:-:. 
J)uring the Fall term the dub was sornewliat :.;wampe1l in the liv&lier interest 
taken in ath~eti<' :-<ports, but helcl together and 1luring the winter met when 
o<'casion offered at ;-:ome of the hoyi.:.' rooms. A fow selections were prepared, by 
request, for the Orehestra concPrt, but sicknesH of the leader and colds amon~ the 
members pren'nted their appearance. 
The Glee club haH nernr heen formally orgauize<l, but the membership ha:-.; 
yaried, increasing 01· decreasing accor<ling to the facility or difficulty of finding 
the same member::-; in a singing mood from meeting to meeting. 
OverheG\rd in LG\borG\tory. 
"\\;"ell, I'll put in a tlwmm.rnl. '' 
"Oh, don't be so grouchy; put in ffrc thousand." 
"All right, here f:he goe:-::.'' 
"I'll misc you ten thommnd." 
"I'll sec your ten thousan<l and raise you a hmHlred thousand." 
"Hundred thousand is too ensy; 1'11 raise yon a million." 
"There! that's getting closer; you'll find this rcsistmwc to lw about one million, 
two hundred thousand ohms.'' 
A ND it came to pass iu the first year of the reign of Leo the Short, in the ninth month, that a certain youth came from a far country to sojourn in 
the city near the palace. 
And he was wearied with his journey ancl faint, arnl wo't1ld fain have filled him-
self with a ham sandwich. 
'Vhen behold there met him one fair of speech who beguiled him, and said, 
"Sir, I perceive that thou art a stranger. Corne with me, for in mine house the 
feast is spread. Let us eat and he filled." 
An<l the youth hearkened unto the voice of him that spake, and entered into hii; 
house and sat at meat with him. And lo there were many others there gath-
ered together from the East and the 'Vest and the .X orth and the South, and 
sat likewise at table. And when tlwy had eaten, the master of the house said unto 
him, "If it seerneth well unto thee I will agree with thee for a price that thou 
mayest be continually a guest at my table." 
And he agreed with the master for three pieces of silver. An(l he was exceeding 
glad and rejoiced in his heart, saying, "This is indeed that which iH spoken of in 
the catalogue, 'Exvellent accommodations at $iLOO per week.'" 
For he was slow of understanding and percei \·cd not as yet that which i;houl<l 
come to pas8. 
Now on the morrow, the fourth day of the week, the youth went up to the palace 
and made known hi~ wants to the Bulcrs and HcriLcs. 
,:\ rnl hi8 re<pwst was granted unto him that he should sit at the feet of the wise 
lllPn and (lodors and learn concerning the things known unto them. And forth-
with he received the name of Freshman. 
A ml cYery day at morning, midday, anLl evening he came unto the hnrn:;e of 
him with whom he ha(l eovenanted. And straightway he made himself known 
unto his companions at table, who received him gla<lly. And they rnade merry 
one 'vith another. 
But when the maskr of the house saw their gladness he repented within him-
se·lf and said, ''I will no more give unto them milk ancl honey, and instead of a 
fowl will l them the flesh of cattle. 
·And when tlwy <'Cased not to make merry he exercised himself diligently to 
find out those things that could be spared unto them . 
. And the Freshman waxed exceeding thin. 
Now the .Normalites dwelt in the 1an<l, and were tillers of the soil. And they 
had unto themselves clubs and rendered unto the masters thereof two pier•efi ~f 
silver e\'ery seventh day. And they grew strong and increased. 
Ancl when the Freshman saw this he was troubled within himself and woulfl 
not he comforted, for he t-<aid, "Am I not hctter than many Normalites?" 
Now the frast of Thanksgh,ing was nigh at hand, and the Freshman counseled 
with himself aml mid, "Why are these things thus. Behold in my father's house 
there is enough and to spare, and I perish with hunger. I will arise and go unto 
my father m1<l will say unto him: 'Father, give unto me once more a good square 
nienl.'" 
A n<l he arose and went. 
"Now, twit'e half the li11e equali.; the whole line, you see?" KP. 
"\Ve must have dii-wiplinc. 
1'11 run it." 
.Just one man hen' mui-;t rnn this, and as long as I'm here 
T. G. 
"I have often seen Vl>nus at Oll l' i'dock." C.L.M. 
"Yon must not call me to :l('('OUnt for any thing tlrnt I said yestcrda~· . 
do.'' 
That will nevN 
.J. A. W. 
"In ordinary cases, 1!1any eases, some cases at least, I think this is correct." 
"Is t'here any one absent beRide yon, Mr. Klinger?" 
E. P. 
T.G. 
"If the earth Hhonld eyer move straight toward the sun it wouldn't he more tiiall a month 
till we wo~1ld be when· we don't all want to go." A. ~. H. 
"I don't believe I ever heard of a red wingl•d lobster." 
"Now th is morning, gentlemen, I want to make a remnrk." 
J. A. W. 
E. P. 
"'Vlwll water flows from a th ill plnk orifke nodes are formed, and the water makeH beau-
tiful living picturei.;." 0. L . . M. 
"~ow this ii.; derived from-well J don't know wherl' it is derived from. 
derived-well, say from the Hebn•w." 
"'l'o-rnorrow I will show you a fifty lamp ,·olt." 
'· Jf I happen to give you more than you can get- -why don't get it." 
And this is 
J. A. W. 
C. L. M. 
J.A.W. 
"Now, we will get double petticoats at $:!.00 a thousand. 
is all right." 
'l'his may seem cheap, but it 
E. P. 
"Whitsunday is a (lay that i"l'Cll18 not to have entered into my arrangements very mneh." 
.T. A. W. 
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; >. :-;anford seems to be eultivating a grand lumination on the end of his 
nOSl'. 
-t. C. & E. 1. train sernce delayed to-nig·ht. An engineer thought Han-
ford's red lig:ht was a danger signal. 
n. Hanboru starts a mustach e. 
1. Hanford ('OtnlllbllC(•d to drink H~O (for 111 e<lid11al purposes only ). 
\). Beebe remonstratt:>s with "Kick," with telling effect on his shop mark. 
I:!. Ur. l\lees informs the .Juniors that it looks suspi('ious for a student 
to appear JJonday morning in his "µ:o to meeting" doth es. 
1 ::. ,\ n eminent lecturer of the Fa.-111eT's .\lliance, under the inspiration 
of Terre Haute distillt>ry products, assists Prof. Hathaway in mak-
ing the n•citation for the Hophs extremely interesting. 
J .). Hanford's nose returnH to its natural state. The H~O cure was out of 
sight. 
rn. Hy the application of tho theory of limits Hanl>orn finds his mustacJ1c 
has grown by an infinitesimal increment. 
:!O. I•:xarninatious over. lmprom'ptu dance at Bindley'8 hall. 
->-> Exodus from the land of bondage. 
:!-1. l'rof. ::\JcCorrniek joins tlH• onlN of Bcncdictl". 
The class of '9G enrolls;-~() men, who are <livided among the four courses of the 
Irn.;titu te HS follows: fo Elcdri<·al Engineering, :ZO; Ci di 1~:nginccring, n; Chenlis-
try, 4, an<l Mechanil'al Engineering, none. , The average age of the class is _ 21.1 
years. The youngest man is Mr. 0. <L Hice of Indianapolis, Ind., who is stemrning 
the cUtT<:nt of collq.re life at the kndcr age of eighteen winters. Mr. 0. E. l\Ic-
" Means; of RichJllond, is the oldL'st in the class, age 2!5 year:-:. 
The average weight of' the class is 14(i pounds. l\Ir. F. T. (;reen of Oskalou:3a, 
Iowa, is m1r heavyweight cha111pion, weighing 172 pou~1ds. 1\Ir. H. F'. Failey, of 
Indianapolis easily takes the light wl'ight ]1011ors at 12;;, 
The axerage height of the class is ;) feet and D inches. l\fr. H. W. Beebe, of Sid-
ney, Ohio, has the distinction of heing th<' tallest 111:m. llis altitude is (i fret, 1} 
inches. l\Cr. Linus ~anford, .Jr., of .Jackson, .:\lo., lightly bears the honors of being 
the shorte!"t 111an fr1 the clnss, his measure is 0 feet, 4 inches, with full head of 
hair. 
~even 111en Wl'<ll' spectacles; the remaining twenty-three can f:K~ l~ ~~point without 
them. 
Thirteen nHe tobaeeo in :-;onrn form, one man uses it onl.Y to keep the moths out 
of his text books. 
l\fr. E. B. l larri8 <'lnims the honor of having the la.rgl'st foot. With regard ·to 
the size we refust~ to JUake any statt•inents, but refer the reader to Holliday & 
Wyon, \Vhol<~~alc Leather I>mlcrs, Indian<.tpolis. 
Only four of the class are the prnlHl p1 >"8<-'88(1rs of that coveted adornment, a nrns-
taehe. 
Mr. I. l\I. L. \Vcrk, of Cintinnati, Ohio, was vote<l the lrnrnlsomest man in the 
class, with l\I r. Harris an easy s<~cond. 
The class represents eight states, viz.: In<linna., Ohio, I11inois, Kentucky, Iowa, 
Missouri, Alabama and l\I innesota. 
Only one 111an <·onfrs'-'eR that he is <'ngngcd, while twenty-nine elai111 to l>c still 
on the market. 
'• 
l 
• 
.- ~ 
Twenty-two of the class frankly admit having been in love, and one young man 
dhitinct1y remembers of having experienced this delightful Rensation•twenty-two 
times. 
Rix men hold state college records. 
'HG was n·presented on the college foot ball team by five men. 
Four of the class claim to have been married! Don't believe .them, girls. 
Of the sixty-seven men who composed the class in September, 1892, only twenty-
four remain. 
Twenty-two play tennis (one of these says he only plays Jove ga1,es), and eight 
do not indulge in this festive sport. 
Fourteen hav(' "bucked" hi<'ronymous, fourteen have not., arnl two refm.;e to 
trn4ify. 
Twenty-two believe in the <li1-1tribution of public lands arnl eight are R1~riom;ly 
oppmiecl to it. One fellow thinks rnm;t people 1-1hould get about six feet. 
Eighteen of the class ride bicycles (most of them only ricfo when smne ono is 
fool enough to le1Hl them a wheel), and twPlve locomote in the orthodox manner. 
Fourteen are fond of lirn burger chf'ese. l\[ r. Van A uken enthusiastically de-
dares he could 1i ve on it. 
None of the class ever played golf except under the name of" shinny." 
Only two have cro8sed the ocean, but all are going to the Paris ~~xposition in 
moo. 
Two of the elass can not swim (in water). The remaining twenty-eight are reg-
ular "fish." 
Six are guilty of being amateur photographers, and another has symptoms of 
becoming one. 
Seven expect to take posL graduate courses, as follows: One at Rose, one in Ger-
many, one at the Normal, two at the High School, and two at a matrimonial school. 
Twenty-one of the class dance and nine are too tired. Meadows can only dance 
the Sioux dances, with war whoop accompaniment. 
12 
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oma o ~oup. . - an o ui. A Summer Xight. 
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Rag>br de Jag.,. Tiddl•J'dnk•. i Root BeeL I Pu•h Hom. I To 1~0)11,~3:" 01 
H.J. )lcDar~~-1~yton.-0-.--1-- Bold.---i----~IeD. --,~eckers-- 1 ~:~o Se~~zer.-- 1--~)hicleide. ·- i Laundryman. 
H. T. Uggett. I Louisville, Ky. Innocent 
E. H. Ught. Dayton, 0. Sporty. 
,_ 
-
,,,, Redistilled Pump 0. E. McMeans. Richmond. Sedate. l\leDuff. - . Juice, !)91\ 4.i Pure . Piccolo. 
Photographer. 
. .. 
---- ---- --
--
H. H. Meadows. i Evansville. See Smith. !Just Harve" Pushing the Pen. Vin <l<' la rachf. The Lyre. Editor. 
---· --- ------
R. Meriwether. Louisville, Ky. Out the Night Dick. Chasing the Duck. Old Ky. Hand Organ. To Own a Brewery. Before. 
--
Prize :Fighting, Ki •----" B. D. O'Brien. St. Peters, Minn. Old. Barry. minute rounds. bit~;·~i\ct"'b Fish Horn. The Stage. 
--- ---- -----. 
__ , _____ 
H. T. Paterson. 
I 
Xewport, Ky. A Masher. Pat. Flirting. Be2 R Voice. 
To Raise 
a Mustache 
--
O. G. Rice. Indianapolis. l!'rom Svenghali. Thinking oi Antitoxine Serum. GHodenf pie(. 'fo Reach Out. 
"Old Vienna." Trilby. 
·-----
----1--
C. l\L Ridgely. Galesburg, Ill. Cute. Tip. Chewing the Rag. Dew Drop Sour. Kazoo. To Explain How It Was. 
---
--
W.R. Sanborn. Rockford, Ill. Knowing. Ezra. Quaternions. Same as a Horse Bazoo. ' Mathematician." 
·------------·- ~-e 
L. Sanford, Jr. Jackson, Mo. Sad. 8horty. Resting. Soda with a Spike. Bones. Orator. 
---·-· -
l!~. l!'. Sinks. Troy, 0. Lazy. Lly!"ses. Sleeping in Class. Cod Liver Oil. Bagpipe. To Take it Easy. 
--------
- ---
--
F. E. Smith. Birmingham, Ala. Learned. • .\.labama Coon. Smilin~ from the He's from the Pipe . To be a Boss. Gran Stand. South, sah. 
' 
J.M. Van Anken Terre Haute. Sporty. Skeet. S·~riously opposed Dr. Bull's Cough Slot Machine. Same as Hunt. to Exertion. Syrup. 
E. Walser. Terre Haute. Dreamy. Wandering Willie.: Staying out Late. C2 H 50H Tambourine. Laundryman. 
I. M. L. Werk. Cincinnati, 0. Du dish. l\Iike. Breaking the Beer. Violin. To Find Out How Bookies. it Was. 
--- --
-------
G. E. Wells. Terre Haute. Smiling. I · £ang,flein. Pulling Wires. '.\le too. Rheostat. .Motorman. 
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A. SANDY waste, covered here 
and there with patches of snn-
hrowned grass, stretched away into a 
1wrfoct sea of light, broken only hy the half 
green, half hrown foliage nf the tn•es which occasimrnlly marked the course of tho 
wincling creek. A sultry Routh wind ai<fod the r-corching rays of an Augnr-t RUil in 
ah1rnKt r-mothering th e vitality of all nature. The prairie <logR renounced tlwir 
a.ccuRtomed pleasure of harking at nothing in particular, tho cacti drooped and 
,r-hrivele~l , while the monntainR in the far <listance ap1wared tn dance through tlw 
all-cornmming heat. The tranquility of tho RC< ~ nc was stupefying, and yet the 
·monotony was maddening. 8urldenly tho stillness was broken by the distant 
rumble of a freight train, which rattled and banged over the rails, and, at last, 
with squeaking brakes and hissing steam stopped at the isolated pumping station. 
After a few jerks back and forth the engine came to a standstill before the water 
tank, and as the water rushed into the tender the fireman threw a chunk of coal 
upon the roof of the pump house, yelling "Get out of there, Weary!" Weary 
slowly appeared in the doorway, yawning and stretching. 
"Hullo, Weary, its a wonder you wouldn 't sleep in that old bunk all the time," 
said the brakeman. Weary smiled sadly, lazily climbed up~m a coal car and 
rolled off a few lumps to keep up steam during the afternoon. "What the thun-
der is this," c~lled the brakeman. "By .Jupiter, fellowR, if here ain't a beaut 
bmn, I never Raw one. not off tha.t hnmper yon lazy lout. Great Scott! pity you 
didn't get a shave and a hair cut under some car wheel a goin' like greased light-
nin'." 
A thin, ragged, bedraggled figure crept down from the bumper. He wrinkled 
up the end of hiB roman nose, changed his quid of tohacco to the other side, and 
after depositing a generous mouthful of juice upon the end of a tie, struck an at-
titude of importance and said in• a huBky voice, "Gentlemen, I am making my 
annual inspection of the southern railroads." 
"That's all right," remarked the conductor, "you can inspect the road a blamed 
sight better if you walk." 
The trajn pulled out, -leaving Weary and the tramp looking sorrowfully at the 
lumps of coal. "Say, pard," said the tramp huskily, "seems to me I've seen you 
somewhere." 
"\Vell, maybe you have." 
''But say, pard, what's yer name." 
"'What's it to you," said \Veary, now removing his eyes from the chunks of coal 
to rest them upon the tramp for the first time. "Well, if it ain't Shaneberger!" 
he exclaimed: grasping the ~ramp's hand; "I knew you just as soon as I layed eyes 
on you," he continued. 
"Well, I thought it looked like old Wiggins, but all them whiskers kind er 
threw me off the track." 
Their dilapidated appearances did not disturb their mutual 
happiness. They had been class mates, room mates and close 
friends; need one wonder at their joy of meeting after a separation 
of ten years. They sat down on two lumps of coal which had 
rolled into the shade of the water tank and began to look each 
other over carefully, with glistening eyes and smiling counte-
nances. "Where 're you goin', Shanny'?" asked Weary, having feasted his eyes 
sufficiently. 
"Just goin' down "the road to hunt a job. You know that place I had--drafts-
man. Be blamed if I wasn 't chump enough to quit that because I thought I.could 
find a better one, and I've been huntin' for a job ever since." 
':Why, you ain't much worse off than me, sittin' down running a shack like this 
in the middle of a desert,'' remarked Wiggins, consolingly: "You remember that 
pozish I had on the A., T. & S. ·F.-resident engineer? I got ousted from that, 
and since then have been holding first one job and then another, till I'm now 
'division engineer on the N. M. & S., HardwaterCreek, N. M.,' as I had it put in the 
school catalogue. This is my division from here down to the creek crossing." They 
laughed at their misfortunes. "But it ain't so darned funny after all, Shanny." 
"We ain't the only ones,'' replied Shanny lightly. "I hung out in Kansas City 
all last winter, and I wrote to Crockwell. I've got his answer here, right with me. 
Its all dirty in spots, so you'd better let me read .it to you. This is dated at Terre 
Haute, April 12, 1907." 
"'DEAR SHANNY:-I was wondering the other day what had become of you. 1 
am glad you are doing so well in Kansas City. My business is pretty good jm~t 
p.ow, as we have had an awfully unhealthy winter and spring."' 
"Oh, well, let's find where he writes about the fellers. He hops on you the very 
first,'' said Shanny, and he read: 
"'Wiggins must be doing well for the last catalogue says-'" 
The old chums stopped to laugh. "Good joke, but it made me bum a long way 
for nothin'," and Shanny smoothed the few long whiskers on his chin as he re-
called the kicks and cuffs he had received during the journey. 
'"There are a few fellows back in Terre Haute. Troxler broke his leg in a foot 
baH game after he graduated, he came back here a~1d bought out that man 
who used to run a pop corn stand on the corner of Seventh and Main. McTag-
gart, you rem em her, became infatuated with a young lady of the Normal, and 
being connected with that school through family ties and affection's bonds he 
accepted a second instructorship in the chemical laboratory. I am afraid it is 
only a bottle washing job, however. The girls of Coates College could not get 
along without Mundy so the faculty down there got him to coach the Coates athletic 
team. Quite a nice place I understand. Bigelow, the man who en-
tered our class in the senior year, now has charge of the l:Cpiscopal 
church in Maxville. I heard that Tuller had opened up a dancing 
school in some town north of here. I believe hif'l wife has to take in 
bo.arders though to keep him in <lancing pumps. I wrote to Burtis ... 
not long since and if his letter contains any news will let you know. My wife 
wishes to be remembered to you. Yours hastily, 
CROCKWELL.' " 
"He's married? It don't take much guessin' to know who she was. What's 
old Crockie-that's his nickname, ain't it-what's Crockie doing that he's so busy, 
undertaker?" asked Weary. 
"No, he got the Wizard Oil agency for Vigo county." 
"·wholesale or retail?" 
"Well, I guess not. He's peddlin'; got a nigger and a banjo, sings a ~.;ong him-
self and works the country in good shape. So he wrote to Burtis! 
I'd like to know what Burtis will have to say. He'8 a Catholic priest 
now, runnin' an Indian mission down in the Territory." 
"He used to look like he'd make a good priest," and Weary gave 
one of his old time gufta ws over his recollections. 
"He was missionaryin' for the Methodists somewhere amongst the 
redskins, but they run him out because he kept stealin' harness," 
continued Shanny. 
"It seems like you've kept track of a good many of the boys." 
"I should say. I haven't been all over the country for nothin' ." 
"Well, who was the man who used to walk along like he was getting up a ser-
mon'? Wade, I believe, isn't he preaching too?" 
It was Shanny's turn to laugh. "I saw him last fall at Gravesend. He was a 
book maker and was sportin' a diamond as big as the one Anderson used to 
spring on us." 
"Is that so? That beats my time. What's Anderson doin'?" 
"Oh, Clift'::; out in the western part of this state squattin' on a 
claim and waitin' for rain." 
"Good thing he never drank much water. He'd die out there if 
he had." 
"That's about right too! He used to run with that Louisville 
gang." 
"What about all that crowd?" 
"Let's see, I am gettin' mixed up on 'em. It'::; been a long 
time since we were at the old Poly. Troxler and Mundy I told you 
about. Let's see who else was in the crowd. Oh, yes, Robinson and Miller. 
They've got a good thing. Miller is running a Keeley cure, and Robinson is a 
temperance lecturer and drumming up trade for Miller. But Speed! I don't know 
anything about him except that he's been married three or four times." 
"I'll tell you who has got a good job/' said Wiggins solemnly, "if he\; still at it. 
I have forgotten his name though. He used to play center field on the team." 
"Brown?" 
, "Yes. I ran across him one day in Denver about a year ago. He was workin' 
with one of Edison's ideas." 
·'\\Thew!" 
"He was \vorkin' a kinetoscope and sellin' electric belts and insoles as a side 
issue. He told. me at the time that Phillips was workin' in his brother-in-law's 
livery stable, and Darst was running a threshing machine up in Dakota and study-
ing electricity at night. .J nst like old Darst, ain't it'?" 
"Let's see, I thought I had seen some of the other fellows," Shanny mumbled, as 
he bit off another chew. "Crowe is workin' for Yerkes of Chicago. Motorman on 
the Blue Island avenue line I believe. And I saw 'Kid' Craver. He's makin' 
artificial eggs and workin' an incubator. You ought to see him watchin' those 
eggs from around the corner of his specs, for he can't tell yet whether they'll hatch 
out chickens or geese." 
Wiggins' memories of the" Kid" again awoke his mirth, which suddenly subsid-
ed as he caught a glimpse of curling smoke in the far distance. "Come on, old 
man, I've got to get up steam for here comes the passenger. I am 'doing well' 
you know, and I don't want to get boosted off my 'division.' You kin bunk 
with me till you get tired of the wilderness, but I'll tnake you work for your grub, 
so just help me yank this coal into the lean-to." 
Shanny cheerfully complied, and the two old cronies, each carrying a lump of 
coal, disappeared into the comparative darkness of the pump house. 
f\ ~~in GG\me. 
Hreen grai-is once waved o'er our tennis conrhi, 
Rut the boys were not satisfied, 
With labor great they skinned off the turf, 
Then skinned the ball diamond beside. 
Next move was to skin the running track, 
'rhus add to the campus' looks, 
And now to keep the skin game going 
We get horribly skinned buying books. 
f 
3. Smith swears off smoking and bids his room-mate lock up his pipe 
for three days . 
..J.. 8mith swears on and on and on. 
7. Sinks and O'Brien start to dancing school. 
!I. 8kating at Kennedy's pond. 
10. Arn tries the effect of caustie soda on his eyeH, and Dr. Ballard advisP!-4 
12. 
1..J.. 
15. 
lf). 
17. 
Hl. 
20. 
22. 
23. 
2(). 
24. 
28. 
20. 
30. 
:n. 
him to use sulphuric acid. 
Camera Club organized. 
Burk and Crowe !-(O rabbit hunting-. 
Bob-sled parties. 
Beebe coasts down the entrauce steps. 
Failey and Miller figure in a runaway. 
Mundy pays $1.50 street car fare for Coates College girls and then 
leaves the girls with the transfers in his pocket. 
Thermometer 20° below zero. Paterson is seen at school with a fan 
in his pocket; l\feadows goes home bareheaded. 
l)rof. Hathaway introduces the differential Hathaway. 
Meadows indulges in a cigar at a meeting of THE TECHNW board. 
Dr. Mees shows some living pictures. 
'l'obacco chewers wonderfully increased in numbers; samples given 
away at the gate. 
Rice hesitates about answering Prof. \Vickcrsham's question, " Qui 
ainwZ-'l)OUS ? " 
Juniors have their profiles taken. 
Sanborn 8haves his mustache. 
Unaccountable failure of electric lights in J>l1ysical leeture room. 
l@)on't. 
Don't forget to discard your cigar on entering the campus. 
Don't fail to appreciate your professors' jokes. 
Don't use the comb and 'brush in the wash room; it is the Janitor's. 
Don't circumnavigate the building on your wheel except in a direction of posi-
tive rotation. 
Don't "quibble" with the professor. 
Don't enter a recitation room recently occupied by the Sophomores until it be 
first thoroughly qisinfected. 
Don't expectorate on the grass. 
Don't be as noisy walking in the library as R. R. Conductor Simon. 
Don't come to classes on Monday morning, wearing your Sunday clothes. 
Don't appear incredulous when your professor explains his inability to adjust a 
galvanometer, by announcing a magnetic storm on the sun. 
Don't forget to attend chapel exerci e . . 
Don't be an oyster, hut pay your athletic dues. 
Don't decorate the tower on Halloween. 
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"Here, officer! For goodness sake come out here 
quick, here's a great crowd of ruffians all jumping on 
one fellow and fairly pounding the life out .of him." 
Such was the intelligence brought the union depot 
I 1 policeman one bright September day just after the ar-
rirnl of the 2:01 train from the east. The. officer hur-
ried to the scene and then turned to the well meaning 
informant with the words: "You're a numskull, 
that's no fight, that's a crowd of Polytcchnie stn<lents 
welcoming a new <~omcr." 
On going neart>r an<l listening orw could rt>soln~ the 
clamor into something like the following: 
"l tell you, young fellow, if yon expect to go to Rchool here you'll have to hunt 
up a good hash house an<l thiH card will direct y<in to the host there iR." 
"That's right, the Columbine Laundry--" 
"()h, get out, yon leather head. Don't he huncoed, my fri<md, then~ ain't nobody 
in the husint>ss hut Hunt--" 
"New student, eh? \Vell, shake han<lR; I represent the Y . .M.--" 
"\Ve'v<• started a bureau of information this year, here's a list of rooms for 
rent, full prices, etc., arnl if there is anything I can do for--" 
"Got your boarding house yet'?" 
"Why, this gentleman just gave me a card." 
"Man alive, if you went there they'd starve you to death within a week. Gimme 
the card; here, take this one, go there and get something you ean eat." 
"Take these laundry slips, all you have to do is--" 
"Yes, and all you have to do is to chase yourself, nobody wants 
to talk laundry now. Let me show the gentleman the lunch 
counter, and then we'll go hunt up a room for him." 
"Wall, I swow ! I didn't expect to be so cordially received; much 
obliged to you all, but I must get some dinner now, and then I 
don't mind goin' round with you. How many are there in the 
Normal this year? Is old Prof.--!--'?" 
But he was talking to empty air, his solicitous friends 
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'fhe accompanying Rheet iH taken from an automatic "Polypathograph," which is dm;iigned 
to record the elation or deprel"Hion of a Htudent'H spirits. 'fhe curve hegins with a very high 
value due to an excess of unexploded ambition, but towards the end of the month settles to 
an approximate normal value. [2] is the first noticeable negative value, and the records 
show that at that time the patient had endured three consecutive "quiz,,;es ;" two in mathe-
maties and one in language. As the quick recovery of the normal value is typical of all 
fluctuations, it is only a corroboration of the "Fickleness of man." There is a great similarity 
in the curve for each consecutive year during Dert'mher, March and .June, owing to examina-
tions. 'l'he high valm•R are due to the Holidays. In .March of the .Junior year, the reading 
differs somewhat from the Nophomore and FreRhman years Rince the vacation was spent in 
Terre Haute. For the Heniors, tlw va('ation was lost in thesiR work. Another notieeahle 
feature iR the general gradation of values, which dm·ing the first two yearR gradually ap-
proach the ,,;ero or line of Jndiffcrent values~ and in the latter two remains at almost constant 
indifference. Especially iA thiR noticeable in the monthly "quiz" depression, the last one 
of sufficient magnitmle to he record<>d being No. 27. 'L'hc readings for the Freshman yenr 
being hy far the rnmit fluctuant, a tahulate<l a<'eonnt of the important variations is givt>n 
helow. 
1. FirFJt <lay in the shopl", prc~tty tired. 
'.l. nets on the· football team. 
~. P.reakH his nose in a foothall game. 
fl. HPception at Coates College. 
7. Thanksgiving dinner and box from home. 
8. :Effects of box. 
11. After vacation-has been at RP. I. one week and hasn't heard from" her" yet. 
12. A Terre Haute girl appears enchanting. 
13. Cuts his finger on the huzz saw. 
14. Terre Haute girl sympathizes. 
li5. Spends money on Terre Haute girl. Gradual decline on account of shortage in finance:-, 
till he receiveA a draft. 
1 (i. Banquet. 
rn. Cuts recitations for one afternoon to see hall game at the park. 
20. Interview with the PreRident on account of unexc1rned absences. 
2:t Field Day. Poly wim; the pennant. 
2ef. Begins to realize the approa<'h of Pxamhiations. 
r 
I 
1. l'rof. Place h·ctures to tlw .T nniors for four hours; genel'al exhaus-
tion lrnt no fatalities. 
2. J>r. Mees investigates for loi;.;t books with Parkhnri-;tian persistency. 
4. Telegraph Association organi~ed. 
5. Prof. Noyes' harn and hi8torical bicycle lmrned. 
7. Mandolin Club organhr.ed. 
H. Prof. Hathaway drinks to our health ,. l1011 llem tuo(J!befountcn IBed)er." 
l:l. Dr. ]\fops instructH Prof. llathaway and the .Juniors in harmonic 
curve tracing. 
15. lfobinson paraly~ed by a $fi0 subscription to the gymnasium fund. 
17. Paterson, P. \V. Klinger and Burk go to chureh. 
18. The .Janitor buys a new hat. 
20. Organ recital by Dr. Mees, one pipe at a time. The Doctor's faith 
in the utter perversity of inanimate things strengthened. 
21. 8ophomore banquet. Great hostilities at the Terre Haute. 
22. Liggett is seen in a barber shop. Spring is coming. 
t:t Shaver- " Professor, how do they color the air in an air thermometer 
so it can be read?" (Shaver evidently has not been in the vicinity 
when Roger is studying quaternions, or he would know the air as-
sumes an azure hue.) 
24. Dr. Ballard and Bigelow '95 conduct services at Episcopal church. 
25. Louis \Verk gives information concerning wild flowers and mush-
rooms. 
2(). Dr. Mees explains loss of light in passing through an electric light 
globe. 
Prof. Hathaway introduces" nabla." 
27. "Midway" gang rnunt pins in Hunter's big cm~hion. 
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L,\IHES ANI> (; E:\'TLE:\IEN :-By speeial request of the clergy of the city, I will pre-
sent to you this evening my serie8 of views, "Some Famous l\len of the S incteenth 
Century.'~ 
The collection is intended not only to contain the great men of any one partil'u-
lar phase of human greatness, lmt to include the greatest and most remarkable 
characten; of the agt•, representati \·es of all grades, shades arnl Yariations of :..;ocial, 
moral and political aetivities. Some of ~hem are great because of their extraor<lin-
ary talent and natural gifts, some famous for their beauty, some great becau::;e of the 
broad exparn;e of latent possi.bilitie8 spreading out before them, and by whom the 
achievement of great things is a future fact. Others there be, who are great sirnply 
because of their grcatn •'1~. These ''slides " have hct~n secured .at a considernlJle 
expenditure of tinw, money and vatience, anll as the series now :::;tands it is the 
most <·ornplctc collection of monstrosities extant. A few were kindly loane<l me, 
which T am under hea v.y Lon<l to return to the International ltogues (fallcry. 
rn 
The first view will introduce to you the Rt. Hon. Harry ,J. Mc-
Dargh, one of the representatives of the great commonwealth of 
Ohio, chief plenipotentiary and envoy extraordinary of The Snow 
Ball Laundrying Co. His early days were spent in the nursery, 
and for many years thereafter he was well known at home. Many 
are the enterprises in which he has figured, and these figures re-
main unto this day, a fit monument to his merits, safely in the repose of spacious 
waste baskets. 
But I shall not waste your indulgence on this subject, as better ones are to fol-
low. For instance, here we have the man of destiny. 'Tis the champion all-
around heavyweight. The extravagance of that neck has only been approached 
by ,Jack Dempsey and a few others. This celebrity is denominated 
Richard Meriwether, who for years has been wasting energy and 
expending fortunes on the "distribution of the public lands," but 
since the erection of the new distillery he has given up the work 
into the hands of some other Kentucky gentlemen. His style of 
trousers is very popular in small towns, and the dexterity with 
which he presses his own suit, haH caused the hearts of many of Terre Haute'8 
fair ones to fluctuate. 
But, let me call your attention to the face now presented on the screen. To pre-
face a little, will say it is a face, and a face, too, well known to Nast and many critics 
of high art. It belongs in fee simple to Robert W. Beebe, who has 
traveled considerably on its merits. This gentleman has ma<le 
some remarkable strides in great l!edestrial tournaments to catch 
eight o'clock recitations, and for one so immature there seems to be 
time yet for maturity. One characteristic so peculiar to this in<li-
vidual is his conservation of energy, which renders him very scien-
tific indeed. It is believed by some that he possesses a latent energy of motion akin 
to known varieties, hut as yet, no trustworthy evidence has been obtained to 
establish the phenomenon. 
And nmr we ha\·e the spider leg, P. ,V. Klinger, a!ia.-; "Pete." His first achieve-
ment in the way of eyeling was the collection of his very complete library of wheel 
catalogues, and recently, through assiRtance of friends, he has obtained a cheap fifty 
pound wheel. He loafs around race tracks, and can always be ex-
pected to be first in the line at some time in a handicap race-at 
least 400 yards in ad van cc of the scrateh man at time of starting. 
He insists that the sun dial rn ust be used in taking his time, argu-
ing that the division of minutes is not necessary, and that the rigid 
adherence of the sun to cyclical laws since the time of ,Joshua 
makes it the only ehronomcter fitting his style of riding. He came out almost 
second at a meet of the Lost Creek Township 'Vhcelmen's Club, and as a prize 
received a quart of navy beans and was promptly voted an honorary member of 
that august body. 
The image now before you, although somewhat out of focus, is a fair likeness of 
f-!.ir Barrington O'Brien. ::\fistake him not for the O'Brien so frequently mentioned 
in the annals of "Puck.'' This gentleman is the only living ex-
ponent of his style of the terpsichorean art, and, for one of so 
tender age, the social worl<l is muchindebted to him. One of his 
notable characteri8tics is his insatiable and incomprehemdble pas-
sion for Hweet potatoes, which has seriously affected the market 
on divers occasions. His duties as resident denizen of St. Paul, 
Minn., were so fatiguing to his sense of pleasure and his general sporting qualities, 
that he was ohliged for a fow seasons to remove to the Hm;e Polytechnic Institute 
and other summer resorts. 
Perhaps the best known and most C'asily recognized of these 
characters is the one now before you, whose name has become a 
household word, with his father and ii10thcr, since his recent per-
formances in the grand opera given at the Congregational church. 
It is the only Elzie--Elzic B. Harris. He has bN~n a student of aero-dynamics for 
many year:::; and is now enabled, on a specially con::;tructed oboe with long finger 
re;,tch, to produce tones touching in inten~ity an<l beautiful in imagination. A 
much to he desired (llmlity of his music is that the merit varies inversely as the 
8(1uare of the distance. He is also a natural born trombone artist, his thin lips 
hcing specially designed to produce· volume and density-princi!mlly volume. 
Again we have a face, at least a facial pretense. The slide for thiH profile was 
nrnde in Germany, and is the best that could be obtained at the time. rrhis face, 
however, serves very well thP purpose of a back-groun(l for a pair of gold rimmed 
spectacles and an exceedingly <leli<1uescent mustach<' ownctl hy 
Oscar Guido Rice. His debut into society was effecte<l with a 
slight "away-from-home" expresHion and some disappointed feel-
ings at the Coates College observatory. The earth trembled a 
fraction of a second, Venus made a rapid retreat to a Hafe position 
near Jupiter, and the rrerre Haute Gazette was issued as usual the following after-
noon. The present mollified condition of his heart strings necessitates a short time 
exposure and exceeding eare must be exercised with the plate, so I will pasH on. 
But this negative on the ('Ontrary, will hear the most intense light, as it is ease 
hardened and warranted not to crack with a time exposure. If 
you will shade your eyes arn1 hear with me a few moments, I am 
done with him. It is the famouf\ Harvey H. Mea<lows, the literary 
fanatic and all-aroun<l contortionist. He can spend more philos-
ophy on thin air than an oun('e of pure pepsin can digest. Ac-
cording to his own diary, he is a well read man, an<l elaims to have done snrnc work 
himself, and is now working, I believe, on the second revised edition of his index to 
Webster's unabridged <lictionary. This promisPs t~ eclipse any of his former works, 
among which arc to be mentioned hiR volumes of gas. His clearness of thought, 
·which is almost transparent, is remarked upon hy all who have ever heard him 
think, which thing he does occasionally in a thoughtless manner. It iH said when 
book houses recdve his works that they reluctantly, never part with them. It 
:-:hon1d ahm he nwntione<l i1widentally, that he if4 a prorni1wnt figure-head on "Tht> 
Tcchnic" hoard. 
::\ext we Jmn· an unique lantern effect representing E. \Valser, Professor of 
Alchemy. In his profession he professes much. His work in the labratory has 
necessarily been confined within its walls and to the concentra-
tion of water for medicinal purposes. He has heen keeping the 
scientific world in suspen:-:e for a long time awaiting his achieve-
ments, and I really think he is carrying the joke too far. One on 
whom the world is so dependent should realize his responsibility. 
In the summer season he does a pushing business with the lawn mower nnd in the 
winter he sleeps about four months. 
To those who are unacquainted with the celebrities of the world of beauty, I will 
call your special attention to the coming man. I refer to \Valter L. Decker. He 
was imported from somewhere in the vicinity of Evansville, where for many years 
his natuml beauty was gi vcn all the time and opportunity for de-
velopment which the commons of that town could afford. The 
luxuriant expanse of his brow and the salient prominence of his 
upper lip are both evidence of the deep humility which his shoved 
in short nose feels of its embarrassing position. Hi~ extensfre 
volumes on "The Xeces:':dty of Proper 8treet Etiquette and Correct Cane Manipula-
tion" arc valuable, and can he found in almost any barber shop. At present he 
is conducting a large in the theory of carriage in lJedestrial walking, the class 
composed chiefly of himself. In the line of beauty, his only rival 
is the inimitable Bruce 11~. Failey, whose likeness now appears. The 
beauty of this specimen is mostly concealed; however, a tra<;e can 
ho noticed cropping out in his nasal rotundity. His curly locks 
are usually curled) and his paknt leather shoes are always polished . 
. He can he seen almost any evening in the vicinity of Reventh and Sycamore r:;treets, 
where he is wont to hide himself from the curious world. His horsemanship is 
phenomenal, and much has been sai<l of his ahility at driving with the reins tied 
to the dash board. 
Look at this one cautiously, arnl not too long at a time. It is .J. Milton Van 
A uken of accelerated notoriety, whose face is so often secnon 
'change. His reputation is well worn, but has been repainted and 
varnished and looks about as good as new. lfo will invarial>ly 
bet on four aces, and can guc,·s the coned number of pins in a 
cushion. Is now taking lessons at billiards and is a hopeful stu-
dent. If he could only spare the time he would soon learn the game. His tutor at 
present is Chauncey H. Holderman, whose likeness will at this moment be thrown 
upon the curtain. He is the author of several books on five ball 
billiards, is said to practiee an obscure and as yet undefined single 
cm;hion carom shot, and holds the championship of the tenth 
ward. In his line he is far in ad rnnee of those behind him, and 
i:-: in fact, a leader of his followers. l f e is a man one would not 
soon forget, as his acquaintance is permanently established with all whom he has 
eyer succeeded in Ilf)gotiating a loan. 
Here again i:-; a treat. 1 >i<l some 01w in the audien<'e say it was Queen Victoria? 
No, that is the Hon. Linus Sanford, Jr., a n1ember of the gang, 
and well known throughout his precinct. His capacity for know-
ing a good thing when he sees it is only equalle<l by the facility 
with which he bets on the wrong horse. As a thoroughbred sport 
he is unri va10d, and at many times his delicate stature has been 
threatened with destruction by the want of confidence shown by 
admiring friends at his far-fetched play of tactics. The deep installation of head 
over shoulders is quite sufficient to insure his genial nature, of 
which all the sma11 boys art' we11 aware. He is an international 
orator of some note-usually promi8sory; but in oratory he is 
excelled by his only superior, a 8tar of the fourth magnitude, who 
now pos8esses the space on <JUr screen. Some of you perhaps recog-
nize hini as Clarence l\I. Hidgely-fa]se, fteeting, perjur'd Clarence, 
who:..;e agitation of the sound wave.'l arJ 1wtecl on all occasions, his note3 being rich in 
hig-h C. I I is stop:-i a1·p exqtii8ite, eausing his auditors to appreciate and long for their 
repetition, and he deftly intertwines his dialert with astonishing frequency when 
others have the floor. The circumlocution which he praetfres has never been 
t1.ttempted except by Charles Dickens in his literary efforts. For many years his 
charms remained unknown under his tlowing foot ball locks in a small Illinois 
village, while all the time the villain still pursued his favorite game-marbles. Let 
all thanks be given to the gynrnasinm director who with patience has provided for 
the worl<l in the person of this youth an ambitious anyway-to-get-the-game foot 
ball freak. He has sworn eternal allegianee to himself, and will ;;;tand behind his 
face, yea, even unto death, a martyr to the cause. 
And now, 1a<lh's and gentlemen, this slide is really a case of wasted fragrance on 
the desert atmosphere; it represents, however, the extent to which nature occasion-
ally distorts enm the first principles of art. It nevertheless, a true likeness of 
W. E. Burk and his hair-principally hair, on whieh he claims there is filed no 
mortgage. He has in his time done exhaustive work in the en-
dearnr to correct some of the natural disfigurations of his excee<l-
ingly opaque countenance. The chief trouble seems to be an out-
ward expansion of the head, for which his associates have suggested 
the application of a ste<'l hand. ·with the exception of a single 
freckle on the front side of his face, obliterating his fair complexion 
from the right nostril to the left ear, his face would make an excellent backstop for 
a ln1sc ball park, as it would Ruccessfully stop the swiftest balls. As a critic of the-
atricals he is a way up, usually in the second gallery, and his presence has been 
known to bring the curtain down. 
Here appear.; the image of ·wallis H. Sanborn, a personage of 
suspicious character arnl unsophisticated tranquility. He is a 
stockholder and general manager of ever.; thing in sight, and, accor-
ding to his edition, sole executor of the vast domain. He can be 
seen almost any day, hands in gloves and hat well filled with head, and any inforrn-
atiun can hc> ha<l hy poruRing him, although the coarsetw~s of the print is tiresome 
in the extreme. lf he were substantially hound, for a v<·st pocket lexicon he would 
sell readily at 25 cents per copy. He has ruined the reputation of several mind 
readers, as they at once read that he knowR everything, and they thereby made a 
fatal mistake. The straight up-and-dowmws:-< of his profile is in decided 'contrast 
to his character, which is as yet in a nelrnlous cmulition, and of which very little 
is known. 
But, allow me to digress a littl('. The snhje>ct now before you calls for dign·s-
sion. This pastry-faced specimen is the best that <'.otdd be secured by a snap-shot, 
and as it is quite suggestive, 111y modesty bids me refrain from just comments. 
To those who are not subscribers to the "Police Gazette," allow 
me to explain that it is the rioted Harry T. Paterson. He is a 
professional ba:-<c hall player, and never fails to wear the green on Rt. 
Patrick's day. His style of lying is superh, and to assist, he uses a 
\Vinchester repeater and an adjustable pocket sword. The only 
drawback to his suc<·ess is the lack of an audience. He is learning 
to chew tobacco, as he now believes he can secure more <lesirahlc photographs of 
actresses with "X ewsboy" than with "Sweet C'aporal." His photographic collec-
tion is now the larg- 8t in existence, to the aggregation of which he has devoted the 
whole of his life. 
This one, however, spen ks for itself. It is Ueorge E. Wells. .i\ otice the magni-
ficent patent-otti.ce-delincation of his cros.;; section. Jt was acquired hy him when 
no one was looking, while he was working for the Terre Haute Street Hail way Com-
pany. He swept out the oflice of that institution and oiled motors 
for many Yl~ar.s , and is said to Le very proficient in his line. By 
h.is length he is especially adapted to adjust trolley wires and in-
spect the smoke stack. His 1nanly qualities would lw exceedingly 
masculine if he possessed any, and in which he would ha\·e a 
val ual>le possession. As it is, he is young and will certainly achieve 
grcatne .. -at least in h<~ight, if his growth continues as is promised. His corpu-
lency is a hindrance, but he is now taking anti-fat with trustful hopes. 
.A11d now, while> rny nssista11t is adjusting the lens, I will eall your attention to a 
freak whll was first noticed in a somewhat scPlrnle<l township in western Ohio, was 
easily captured, an<l name<l at the time F. F. Sink8, a 110111 dr' pl11111e 
by w hfrh he i..- 8ornetimes known. Too mueh cannot he r:aid 
about what thiH gcntlcmrm may yet achieve. As a cidl engineer 
he is known all along the Wabash riYer ns far up as 11"'ort Harrison 
aml <lown cYcn a1' far as the Vandalia bridge. \Vhcn only in his 
third year at the Polyteehnic Institute he determined approxi-
mately the length of his own pace, and ai.-1 far H$ is known no scienfo•t has ever 
followed in his footRteps. He has been twenty-one years in developing his physi-
ognomy, of which he is the sole owner and proprietor. 
The one appearing at present is not Michael Angelo, as his angelic composure 
might le;ul yuu to suspect, hnt l\lichacl Werk-I. M. Louis \Verk, the celebrated 
hook-maker, aml a conspi(·lwus attachment to the frl'e-for-all pace. 
His experience 011 the turf is wide and long nnd cxcee<ling deep. 
The results of his financial dforts haYc, howeYer, been carefully 
suppressed. I le can be recognize<! at once by his gohl wafoh and 
chain amf the three struggling and persevering hirsute appendages 
adhering to his chin. On these he uses condensed milk and nourishes them on 
Nestle's foo<l. TlH'l'll' 
Bismarck. 
Behold! the scene 
flaxen hairs arc famous and rank alongside those of 
This is Orange K 1\kl\kam;. Ile was born when 
quite young, and when only a boy it waH predicted that he wonhl some <lay become 
a man if he grew. Long has he been hustling Father Time to supply the demands 
of his frantic greed for the accumulation of years, of whieh he has 
a goo<lly number. His card hi out as an artist, but his artistic 
renown is not written in imlelible ink, aml should always be shel-
tered from the spring rain::-1. His work will bear inspection only at 
a distance. He once won a brass medal at the Polytechnic for his 
agility at covering n1i8tnkes an<l hi~ unprecedented execution of a gigantic bluff. 
His future is as uncertain as his prolllisc, on which l might speak for an hour, and 
he will go down in history (at least in his autobiography) as one who has tried to 
make a mark. 
A n_d now, here is the pride of the ball room, and one of the very finest varieties 
of wall flowers, the amiable Ed ward H. Light. The economy of 
beauty which he so rigidly practices is partially atoned for by his 
promiscuous use of brass-colored hair. He has a sw · t voice, but 
his style of singing was abolished by the Pope in the fifth century. 
His facial deformati~n gives a gentle hint of the acuteness of his 
appetite and otherwise cuteness. F'or general theoretical purposes 
he is a man fair to behold, but any practical application of his 1najestic stateliness 
has never even been thought of. 
Ah, here is what I desire to call your special attention to. This pretty picture of 
"Innocence Abroad" is something new, and is in fact, the first itime ever produced 
on the lecture platform. It is copyrighted and agents are wanted; 
unlimited territory can Le obtained from Hagenbach. It meets 
with a ready sale among the feminine populace, and at the High 
S<'hool its name i8 a bye word. It is not a representation of a 
Willie boy, but a Harry, Harry T. Liggett, and not followed by 
any title whatsoever. Why it is he is so popnlar among the gentle sex I will leave 
as an open question which any of you may take home with you. 
This somewhat diminutive facsimile of a hubbard squash is, nevertheless, a 
likeness true to life, of Col. Frank T. Green, of Iowa. The appurtenance attached 
to the northeast corner of this map-like silhouette is not a <1ueue, 
but only a way he has of doing up his bangs. :Tis becoming, to 
say the mo~t, and besides is original and not to be copied. His 
nose serves well as a watershed to his somewhat capacious mouth 
and this over a well developed chin makes complete the profile of 
this noted man, which profile he would not part with for worlds. He at present 
has a corner on Y. M. C. A.'s an<l is ~mid to be operating in W. C. T. U. sto('.ks. 
This however, mere gossip, as no evidence can he had at the city cl(}rk's office. 
'rhe <lomesticated bull <log expression now overspreading our canvas is the prop-
erty of ,V . . J. Klinger, a somebody from somewhere. He has had much experience 
and has been over nearly all the world; having been to Maxyille, 
an<l made two visits to Indianapolis. His versatility in conversa-
tion is unsurpassed and he exposes it on all occasions. .Has recently 
purchased a tricycle and is learning to ride rapidly-or, I ,Hhould 
say, rapidly learning to ride. He will undoubtedly win laurels 
sorne <lay, if not whole pine fofC!:.\tS. At last report he had not signed with anyone, 
and I helieve, is now open for engagements. 
"Now this marble fawn is sweet in disposition, so gentle and so kind, that future 
generations may rise up and eall him blessed. At pre:-ient, how~ 
ever, he is known simply as Smith, plain F. K Rmith, .Jr., the sim-
plicity of his name being in perfect harmony with the simplicity 
of his make-up. He was discovered in the jungles of Alabama 
many years ago and first exhibited at the Eden :Musec. His official 
dutief4 in connection with the 400 are telling on his nenres, hut until some one is 
found to fill his place he will keep on filling it. At present there is no one in sight 
except his running mate, who is in training and would do in case of urgency. I 
refer to F'rederick G. Hunt, whose apparition is at present haunting the canvas. He 
is a \~ery uncertain quantity, but possesses many qualities. In 
fact, his qualities have never been enumerated, although some 
Coates College sauantN have been at work on the problem for a 
long time. His jocose proclivities were raised on a ten cent 
cake of Fleischmaun's yeast, which accounts for the light and 
airy condition of his material for conversational purpose:-;. At 
present his sole occupation ]~ the tilling of space, but he is soon to enter upon his 
duties of looking for a job. 
Here is one that always pleases. 'Twas made for Hght entertainment and cur-
tain lectures, and is eRpeeial1y attractive to children. The services of a tonsorial 
artist have been engaged to replant and cultivate the premature swan's down 
inhabiting his upper lip, but the variety i8 not a har<ly one and some fears are 
entertained. His looks may improve with age, but 'tis very doubtful. He is the 
inventor of the game of tennis, and ever since the working draw-
ings were first made has regretted that he did not specify barn 
doors for racquets and extend the court limit back forty feet 
further. He cannot play tennis him 'C'lf however, as he al ways gets 
in love and cannot extricate himself from its meshes until the 
game is lost. He has the reputation, nevertheless, of winning as many as four 
games every set, and sometimes five. I forgot to mention his name, it being 
.James Farrington. 
For the .finale, 1 have to submit the eighth great wonder of the world, with which 
I will close my lecture. It is no other than U. lT. Carr, the stem-winder, either 
rolled plated or filled. That protuberance about midway up the face is not all of 
his nose, a portion of which is secreted behind a wrapped up bun-
dle of felicity juRt a Love the mouth aperture. ~ otice the profound 
expanse of contour, the general ragged projection of which so 
strongly suggests the application of James Pyle's Pearline. His 
plumage is bright and he has a cloven foot, but is not a chewer of 
the cud. HiR aim in life is high, but his sight is poor and he nernr shqots where 
he aims, so do not be frightened, ladies, he is perfectly hi~rrn less. I will leave this 
image on the screen, and you are 'velcorne to remain ancl admire it as long as )rou 
wish. I thank you for your attention. 
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1. "'ells and "'erk han~ an exciting experience on 8eventh stn•t>L 
~. BePbe gets up before breakfast, and incidentally ,!?:O('S to school. 
-t \Ve1k exp1airn; how "the rli;tf'raction of a ray of light dependH on the 
angle of iriff,ection wlwn entering a refra('tory medium. 
;). My DearPapa:-1 bet on a sure thing-the numl>erof pins in a cu:-:hion; 
they WPre counted by the fellows. Please remit pin mmwy at once. 
Your 11onest son, \\'. E. lkRK. 
1. 8mith l<'aYes the seat of hii:; trousers on a 8tool in the llt•pot restaurant. 
'Werk, by greater deliberation, escape:-; intact. 
!l. Meriwether gives a <lir-;quisition on his obst•rvationH of the stars. 
10. Hathaway fails to hold his audience. 
1" Likt>rt':-; OVl'l'l'OHt 8to}pn by a gentleman who mi:-.;takml nr. )ft•e:-.; for 
the jauitor. 
1-t A downtown druggi:o;t offt•rs Sanford a job ari an advcrtisernent for his 
hair ,·igor. 
15. Ro:-<e 1-\dentitic 1-\ol'idy meeting; attendance,.). Dueky, noc HIHl How(' 
jump the fem·t'. 
17. St. Patrick's day.· The Poly loyally decorated in emerald hues. 
18. Dr. Meei-; PtHls an interesting lecture on color with an advvrti8ement 
for Diamond Dyes. 
17. Rict~ <'onductH French recitation. 
:!O. Gmwral nH:-embly. Hobinl-'on'H oration on "'l'bu AdvantageH of 1-3ys-
tematic Phyl-'ieal Cul tun·" listened to with great infrrPHt. 
~:!. :-;pring \'H<'ation hPg-im<. 
In the midHt of my vacation 
'Vhen J pine for reereation, 
.\nd the many hackueyl~d method:.; have kmµ- io;h1<·e be<·ome a hon•; 
Then it is I try invention, 
'Vith the iii.no<'t•nt intention, 
To make my life end smoothly, for I care for nothing more. 
Lonelinesi:; Htarts one to thinking, 
Thon.1..d1ts would drive a man to drinkinµ:, 
And thl• monotone continuc•s to oµprrn.;s my weary Houl; 
E'en the park, that old attraction, 
Does hut add to m~· distraction, 
An<l I long to <lrown my Horrow in the goo1l ol1l flowing bowl. 
Rut at last there comes a fo('ling 
~oftly, sweetly o'er me stealing, 
That 011c<• more I'd like to wander through the halls of fll'ar olrl Hose; 
'l'hen l ponder o'nr it deeply, 
Till at last I yiel<l <·omph•tcly, 
Arni I hasten to obey it ere the snmnwr day shall dose. 
~ ature had hersdf a8Herted, 
And the campus seeuwd <ll•Hertl\d, 
~For on tennh; court and ball ground had the wc•eds and gTaH8t'S grown; 
From the shop no srnokl' ascended, 
And I slowly l'omprelwnded 
That the wheels don't turn in summ(•r and the pla<'l\ iH left alone. 
Long upon the doon; I pounded, 
But the hollow tomjs re:-;on1Hk•d 
B:wk and forth throughout the hnilding, awl I pom1<1l•d all i11 vaiu; 
Leaning on tlw window sill, 
Peering on the scene so still, 
\Ve11t on making phtnH, and plotting how an entrance I could ~ai11 . 
Hut no method was inn•nte<l, 
~o 1 had to he contente<l 
To take this rathl•r distant view of old, familiar scene:-;; 
But this Yie>vi11g fro111 a dil:lta11ee, 
8Pt>me1l to bring a reminii-:cenl'e 
Of the trial:.; and trilmlationl:l l had had with these mal'hinei-:. 
It Sl'emed ils thougl1 1 still was 1ieariug, 
Teeth b eing:torn from off the gearing, 
'l'hrough some youthful ~ophomore's blunder in thc rn;e of whcl.JH complex; 
And co11ld hear him , while repairing, 
~trive to. k<'PJI himself from sweariug-
How many tiI11es and ofku l ' Yc been in the :-;elfsame fix! 
Thh; was one ot' tnany a token, 
But at last tlw spell was broken, 
Aud l t11rued and wandered sonthwar<l to tlH• aeaderni<· pih·; 
Hl•rc th e doors,,. •re lodu·d Sl~enrely , 
Hut I only srnile<l demurely, 
For l kne w of some north window:-; whi('h are opeu all the whih>. 
Sot much time wa:-; spent in waiting, 
Aud I very soon was i-;kating 
Up and down those classie halh; in scareh of old familiar tieH ; 
Scaree it seem ed at all like seardiing, 
For familiar things were p er<'hing 
Ou the wallK arnl floorH n!JOut uw till I Kcan·e lwlieved my eyos. 
Jn Ulll'room SOllll' signl-3 Wl'l'O print.Pd, 
\Vhieh of inkgration hinkd, 
And I dosed the door right quil'kly le:-; t l fall upon the fioor; 
Then again lny thoughts we rn l'Pntered , 
ln a room whieh I now eutert•d, 
On tlH• l>o:ml were d1:1rnde n; rei-;emhling HiH0 1. 
Thus it was at every \"Pnturr, 
Higm; appeared whi<-h Hl'CllH'd to 1·e11su re 
MP full :-;orPly for the lihl•rtici-; which I hall dared to take; 
~o l found, to :-;pare n•xation, 
And enjoy a fi1w vacatiou, 
It i:-; bc:-;t to :-;hn11 such viHit:-; , mid live for Jn;.dneHs' :-ak1·. 
• 
In the Yee.r 2000. 
PH.OFl~8SOH BlXFFEH, of the World's Univcniity at ~ew York, sank back into his cushioned chair after tonl'hing the bell and impatiently awaited the 
elapse of the usual t"·o seconds till hi s ya let should appear. Three seconds, and yet 
no \Vatkins ! Four seconds, and the profei-;, or was on the verge of exclaiming Pshaw l 
when a soft puff was heard frou1 the <·onwr of the room; a door which one would 
not haw· noticed ::nnmg open and there appeared Haff, the dust eolledor-l>oy. 
"\Vhcre is \Vatkins'?" exclaimed the professor. 
"Please, sir, Watkins is si<'k," sai<l Haff, speaking very rapidly. 
"You have been rea<ling those books of the nindeenth century again. They 
hinder the rapidity of your speech. Always put the 'please, sir' after your scn-
t8nC'e, not before it. I can then arrange an answer while yon arc adding the forn1 
of deference. X ow, reme111 her. -You waste a fifth uf a ·sceond of my ti1ne for each 
mistake of this sort. n The professor frowne<l hurriedly. "But, what is that on 
your hands"?" 
"lhu::t and carbon, sir. I was in the wine vault putting drn;t and carbon on the 
spider webs when you rang.;' 
"Good! Be careful not to waste the dust Ly getting it all over your hauds. And 
do the wine hottles now assume an appearance of antiquity, with cobwebs resembling 
those of the last century·? That 's good; we'll make all that new wine look like 
01<1 18!HL" 
A bell tinkled and Haft hurried to open the recei\'er of the tel-phonograph, from 
which came the following: "Dcposite<l at Terre Haute Ly .James Drake. Depos-
ited at Terre Haute lJy James Drake. Dcpos-" 
" That is a11 right, Raff. Tell them I am reacly to recuive the 'message,'" said the 
professor, and then lounging back into tlw cushions he tapped his chair eon-
tcntcdly, 111lu111uring "An excellent young man , but T feared he had forgotten his 
promise." 
One or two preliminary whiffs and wheezes issued from the receiver, followed by: 
"My Dear Professor:-! remember you expressed the desire to hear sm1:1ething 
of my visit to Terre Haute. Knowing you were occupied with your classes, I did 
not telephone but <lictate<l my mes:.:age at the tel-phonograph office that you might 
receive it at your own cmwenience. 
I left NC\v York upon the high C wave line, which I usually take when travel-
ing, as the shrill tone is not disagreeable to me and the motion is smoother than 
that of the carriages driven by the energy of longer waves. Ad verse wirnls delayed 
us, however, eausing the journey to occupy the unusual period of three hours, and 
I reached Terre Haute at 12 hr. 8:l min. 2 sec. It was not long before I felt the in-
ff ucncc of stU<lent life in the town. I had dhirobed, nearly n•ady to retire, when the 
aluminum woven carpet became cooler and cooler until I experienced the disagree-
able 8ensation of cold feet. I then turned on all the available electricity into the 
German silver threads, but with no effect. Suddenly the carpet became excessively 
warrn, and for nearly a minute I danced the light fantastic, and in my frenzy 
pulled over a book-case which l mb1took for the folding bed, forgetting all the while 
to turn off the current. After I was safe upon the book case, I examined the ear-
pet and found that the nerman silYer threads, urnlerneath the aluminum weave, 
were red hot. I called the bell boy for an t'xplanation. "It's dose everlastin' Poly 
students testin' de electric light plant. ag'in.', he sai<l, as he snapped off the cunent 
and retired with a broad grin at my discomfiture. 
The next morning I arose with the first glimpse of the sunrise, determined to 
make the most of my visit. I had nearly reached the Institute when I stopped 
to·wateh the progrcsf:' of moving a large stone, which the laborers were with ditli-
culty hoisting to the end of an inclined beam supported on wheels, the i1rinciple 
being the same as that used so universally in propelling our street conveyances. 
I exclaimed at the general use of this method of locomotion when an old gentleman 
remarked that the principle was accidentally discovered by a young student of 
the Institute as early as 18~j4 or '95. "It is related" continued my talkative friend 
''that young Mac-Mac-something, I have forgotten his name, but he was either 
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Scotch or Irish, happened along one day when an electric light crane was being 
hoisted into place by pulling it to the top of an inclined telegraph pole supported 
on a wagon. He noticed the horses held back in the harness and immediately 
saw that the force acting down the pole could be resolved into two components 
vertical and horizontal, the latter force tending to propel the wagon." 
The historical Locust Street,. where many a famous man has trod in the heyday 
of youth, the street which leads directly to the Institute campus, fulfilled a11 my 
expectations. Fragrant is the air with the scent of Wooming honey locusts spread-
ing their beautiful foliage thickly over a road way which bears the marks of student 
life at every step. A place to dream, to invent. ·~forth of this street and just west 
of the Institute is, as the Polys still term it, "Stave Pile Park." Here too are 
locust trees making a most inviting place for dreaming or toiling as the individual 
may choose. Here, one finds in the evenings of the spring and summer days the 
students upon luxurious chairs, and with book in hand, an incandescent lamp on 
either shoulder and an electric fan to decorate the hat, they chat or study at ease. 
Ko classes were in the academic building, nor were the laboratories occupied at 
the early hour of my vhdt, so I proceeded to the shops. The most peculiar thing 
here is the vim with whieh the young ladies pound iron. To break an anvil is their 
especial pride for this they consider is merely obtaining the worth of the incidental 
fee which covers all breakages of this nature. I am told that a majority of these 
young women are descended from the students of Coates college, which was so famous 
for its gymnasium exhibitions some hundred years ago; a fact which may account 
for their extraordinary development of musde. The movement towards co-educa-
tion at Rose was begun by an instructor in drawing, who taught a class of young 
ladies at the lnstitute. 
I found an interesting old flying machine upon the campus. It was perfected 
some sixty years ago but portions of it were made by a student in the class of 1894. 
Of the museum building and its contents one could tell many interesting things, 
of which one at least, has directly affected the recent revolution of the scientific 
world. But to mention the building first; its form is not unlike an immense 
boulder and upon inquiry I learned that its appearance is not deceptive. It. was 
only a five-ton boulder when placed upon the campus by the class of 1890 but as 
promised, hy the farmer from whom it was purchased, the rock continued to grow. 
Some thirty years later it was moved to a suitable site and there left to develop. 
\Vhen it attained sufficient size the interior was drilled out forming the museum 
as i.t now stands. The skylights are said to have once been the figures 'HG, the 
inner portions having fallen through. 
Nearly all the perpetual motion machines which at present drive the machinery 
of the world are modifications of the little 
model found in the collection here. For 
many years the professor of Physics used the 
theory of this machine as the basis for one of 
his many annual jokes. But at that time 
the true worth of the com bi nation of '96 was 
not known. When, however, 'UG made itself 
felt in the world of business and science, the 
matter was studied up by some enterprising 
student who found that what the professor 
thought was an impractical joke was quite 
the contrary. This same professor became the fourth president of the Institute, 
and among other mementos of him we find a peculiar dress suit whicl~ he wore on 
all Rtate oceasions. 
A nrnehine which is now nearly eompleted is due largely to the infiuence of this 
professor who in his life time was quite anxiom; to have the day of judgment 
delayed as long as possible. To accomplish this is the primary object of the ma-
chine, though really it is only a concentrator of rnagnetic charges. After the 
discovery of the true reason why the north pole continually points to the north 
star it was decided that if the magnetic charge be increased at the pole, the earth 
would then be attracted more greatly towards the north star than towards the sun, 
and thus our_ arrival at the latter place would be delayed. With the perpetual mo-
tion machines, the difficulties of a conservative field have been overcome and with 
a series of these machines to keep up the magnetic charge it is decided the earth 
can be mauaged very easily. Tt is even suggested, since the country about London 
has been over-tilled, that a concentrator be placed at that point and gradually 
swing the earth around tiU London becomes the pole when the fertile regions of 
the present north and south poles could then be cul ti vatod. 
The contents of the museum are worthy of greater mention, 
but the most peculiar articles are, the old magnet weighing 
several tons which was employed by the students in taking 
kinks out of iron piping; a transit marked ''age 200 years;" 
machines labelled "Hathaway's Jigger" and "Ballard's Cen-
trifugal Precipitator;" and a bonnet belonging to the first reg-
istrar. 
You would really enjoy the antiquated sidewalks in the 
suburbs here, quite frequently you find a little mud hole 
IL\TIIAWA y';-; ,JIW;J<;lt. 
which looks extremely picturesque. You know Terre Haute was always nearly a 
century behind the ti mes in this respect. I nearly forgot to 1nention the scheme 
to travel on light waves which is now being quiet1y i1westigated. Nothing definite 
at present however. 
Will see you to-night at--'' 
"Raff!" exclaimed the professor, without waiting for the conclusion of the mes-
sage "Bring all the works on light to me at once." 
"lt is five seconds after the hour" gasped Raff, ''Your el:u.;s." 
But a pneumatic tube had swallowed the professor who, in disheveled attire, 
reached his class at the end of the last second which he was allowed. 
EDWARD PoLLYMY. 
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'Vatt Klinger makm; the fin;t track record on tlw new training track. 
Time for the quarter mile, 2 mim1tes. 
'l'he training tral'k iH completell. 
. Crockwell mistakes Palm Sunday for St. Patriek's day, and dressed 
accordingly . 
Liggett finally has his picture taken. 
Hathaway walks a quarter, but fails to touch the r<.'eor<l. 
Base ball team selected. 
Sanford performs a surgical operation ~> n his shirt. 
Di<·k Meriwether goes to church in the morning and the ball game 
in the afternoon. Camp appears in his ingrain carpet suit. 
P. W. Klinger and Beebe take a bath; after two hours ]Jrepnration 
at the hath house the experiment is snceessfnlly aceomplishc<l. 
Carr steah; a yellow dog for use in the Normal game. 
The Normal ball players amusp, themselves on our diamond. 
Troxler attempts ~rnicide and Burk goes into mourning; ('anse sup-
pOi;ed to be the result of the Normal ball game. 
Burk appears in a new pair of pantaloons; probably donated by the 
Normals. 
Exciting race between P. W. Klinger, mounted on Prof. Place's oorial 
light roadster, and .Tames Farrington, on Prof. Howe's nickel-plated 
racer. Klinger wins by an infinitesimal increment. 
Rice begins to nse a chair as a partner in learning to <lance. 
Dr. Mees is out of town and the Juniors giYe a small Charity Cirem; 
in the Electrical Laboratory. 
Sixteen .Tuniors are quarantined and failed to get to their recitations. 
Ode to "Jieronymou5. 
THEY <"Hlled him a i;wt>ll, But no one could tell 
How he li\'ed on Hix dollarH a week. 
Dnt h(• had a way 
So the dickey birds say 
Ot' depending qnitt• inrgc•ly on drnt>k. 
He W(•nt with the belh· 
'!'hough it <'08t him lik<"- well, 
Yon know she required h11n to treat. 
But what was the diff 
Though pricPs he i-;tiff 
If a man wins a maid<•u so SWl'l't. 
He goes to tl11· rH<'eS; 
'Vit h confidence phu·t>s 
HiH daddie's hard cash 011 old "Hi!" 
Ile reasons like this: 
"Here is nothiug amiss 
.And if otherH win, why may not I!" 
"''l'is l'asy," says he, 
"I'll put one on the three 
And take <lown a conph• or more." 
But Ha<l to i·elate, 
'Vh1c•n he looke<l at the plat<> 
He saw naught but ~we, d(~ll<'l' and a four. 
But that was no tronbh•, 
'l'he system says "double," 
So down go two plunkH on tlw Hix. 
Then out of the maze 
Appear three lovely trays 
And a premium is offered for kieks. 
'l'ht• fate ii-: i-:oon tol1l 
Of this plunger 80 bold 
Who tempted Dame Fortmw !:!O fi<'kle. 
At the dose of the 1fay 
Il<- turned sadly away 
And walked home, for lw hadn't a nkkPI. 
'l'lw young mau so fast, 
Has Jenrned at last 
'l'he moral that'i-: known through onr hirnl. 
" Don't eyer compare 
'l'he birdi-: in tlw air 
With a eaun1~ hHek •ln{'k in the hand." 
The following were the various excuses gi nm by the students who were absent 
from ~olfoHlirtfciJnft (l'oliti<'al Economy): 
Dc<'ker-" I was sick." 
1-Uce-" Professor, will you please excus(' my ahs(•nce? I waR sick in niy head." 
Failoy-" I <liun't feel just able to <'Orne out." 
Hunt-" I had a touch of the grippe." 
Holderman-" I am. very sorry, l'rofessor, bnt T wai; indispos<''l." 
\V . .J. Klinger-" Excuse my absence, I hurt my knee. " 
Liggett-" l'rofessor, I was sick with a hea<lathe " 
Meadows--" May I have my absence excused, Professor? My eyes were bothering me." 
(Prof. \Viekersham )--"Mr. Mc-:\[ cans, have you been sick?" 
:Meriwether--" My father was in town, and I had to see him." 
O'Brien-" f'\·e been laid up with a cold.)' 
Hidgely-" The alarm dock failed to go off.'' 
VanA uken-" Absent again." 
\Yells-" Professor, I had the nose bleed." 
Li.ght-" I had an engagement with the dentist." 
\Vcrk-" I burned my hand with a<·id, and coul<ln't come out.'' 

To Hee: 
Dr. Mees get a wife, so we could have a reception once every month. 
The CoateH College g'irls oftener. 
Volkswirtschaft cross the river Styx. 
Professor Hathaway's necktie 011 straight. 
The ladies wear bloomers. 
Dr. Mees' jokes graphically reprei.;enfrd. 
The ball team win a game. 
Profesi,;or Wickersham stop a pig in an alley. 
'rhe janitor wash the win<lowR occasionally. 
Dr. Gray "skip a recitation" 
The Technic out on time. 
Professor Wickersham confess a mh-take. 
McDargh get enough sleep. 
Dr. Mees perform that experiment whieh "we will have to <lefer as th<~ hour is drawing 
to a close." 
"Sarah P." keep sonw good, hard pencil:.;. 
To know: 
If Dr. Ballard intends to gPt rnanied. 
How many language books we will have to huy next year. 
When we will get a lecture on astronomy. 
If Dr. Gray's vexation iR proportional to the dPtlel'tion of his whiskers from the Yertkal. 
1£ Crockwell could be induced to change his room. 
Why Mead does not sign with a professional base-ball team. 
When "Hatharnatics" will cliseard his old hat. 
Why Campbell is called Ward Ml'Allister. 
How"' Arry's" foundry busi11es8 in 18()8 made five hundred a week for him. 
Oh, ye i11 whose hrea:.-;ts heat t(~ll<lcr hearts, 
LiHt to my tal(• of woe. 
I'm hnri(~1l deep 'rn'ath rolh; and ehartH 
Like a 1laffo1lil nnder tlw snow. 
A nil like that fiowPret, yonng· awl fair, 
So crtwlly nippPd in the bud, 
I pine for the frpsh and balmy air 
To Bwlt thiH iee from my blood. 
Kind friends, this was not written for the love of poetry, but is simply a plaintive 
wail from one upon whom a cruel fate or, perhaps, more truthfully speaking, a cruel 
, literary committee has thrust a great pile of miscellaneous manuseript with the re-
quest that he look it all over, select what would be of interest, revise it all and have 
it ready for publication within a week. Oh, how could they treat me so harshly'? 
\Vhat have I done'? A part of my duty is to appropriate ideas from various papers 
and merge them into one. Each reader is hereby authorized to merge the two fol-
lowing specimens to suit himself. The first is from a civil engineer, who must have 
spent many a weary hour studying the best methods of inserting a multitude of 
scientific terms. It would be a shame to disappoint him by not publishing at least 
a portion of it. It came to me written on the finest linen paper and tied with a piece 
of blue ribbon. It is a beautiful theme, well worthy of the poet, but think of all 
that fine paper and-oh, such extravagance is shocking! He calls his poem 
'l'HE llHIJJGE ANI> THE RIVER 
I stood on tlw hridge at midnight 
'l'o pondf'r a moment therC', 
And question the shimmering moonlight 
Of my dear one proud and fair. 
Alas, my fair one had riches, 
While I few shekPls possessed; 
Of course love oft.on hewikhe8, 
llut yet l waH sorely depr0Hsed. 
My dream of a future not brilliant 
Came to a sudden end 
As I heard in toneH indignant 
Two murmuring voices:blPIHl. 
'l'lte voice of the Rh·er waH saying, 
"Oh, Bridge, lam waiting for thee; 
Be mine, nnd;eease dehtying 
< )ur jonrney down to the Hea. 
'l'he chords of thy being" are singing· 
A strain which surely tells; 
''l'is the hand of Cupid ringing 
A love song with silver belh;. 
ReHist not the spell entrancing, 
Oh,:maiden, so proud and high, 
Nor say I am romancing-
lln t come, to the sea let UH fly. 
At your feet I am humbly bending-
l\'Ionwnts of suspense are as yearH. 
Let us, the pathway descending, 
8hare our loa<li:;, our joys and our tear8." 
That's all I can stand of the ri vcr's impassioned plea, of which there arc about 
twenty more heartrending stanzas, hut T suppose it will be necessary to quote a 
little from the Bridge's reply: 
'rhe Bridge, with an arch h1ok, sai(l 
Ju tones of utter di8dnin, 
"'Vhy, 8ir, I must he candid, 
Your ('oncdt but affor<h; me pain. 
1 ndeed ~'our concl'it is rising--
I pereei\'c your swelling head. 
Your audacity, Hir, ii:; amazing-
To suppo8e that beneath me I'd wed. 
I Hpring from a rac(_• of peers 
Mo8t nobk>, arnl high, and i:;traight; 
Your folk, it oft. appears, 
~\rt~ nwre l'rooked than an eigl1t.. 
l'\'l~ fathomed too, your HhallowtH_'88, 
And lH:•low the 8llrfnn• (']ear 
A re nndt•n·11rrent8 of callornmesH, 
Tr(•adwrous euongh to fear." 
The Rin~r murmured Hadly, 
.\nd like a spirit uncaged 
lfo rushed into the dark1wss madly 
Arnl r;welh·d with pm;siom; enraged. 
To my dear one I related 
What the Bridge arnl the Hiver had said; 
She really looked elated 
.\H she turned he1; lovely head. 
"Bnt (lream:s--they IH'ver eorne true," 
Murmured thiH pretty misi:;, 
"~or doeH thi8 one apply to you." 
~\ rnl then I µave her a kiss. 
The next is from a Freshman. I know he will be glad to see it in print. The 
appended title is "R"osy "P"olytechnical "l"ntricacies, or \Vhy "Hip" and 
"Buzz" in the ';Circular ~aw Dust." I hope you see the point. I don't . 
.frff'k plo 111', tla~ hnll-no.~ed Joinf1'r, 
"' rn; s111uuthr'1' than he was plant. 
His jokes 11oYer had a <l'ianwnd 11ui11t, 
~o they µ:ave tlw winduw-pa1u'. 
His .~i.~ft1·-lwoks the lw nch-1lo!J 
Hy a bnwh-ltoul.:, in hii-; pant.~. 
A 11d the way shellac to sec i-nch 1·i1·1· 
ll1111d make yon huppt1· dance. 
Yon ought tu see her ('((tch 11 1·1·ah, 
And .~rr·atch all out liis eye:-;. 
Catch him in the 111iter-juinf 
A1itl punch him till he dy1'.~. 
Yon may l ·11of think 8hc, wuu<l-sho11 ltisfm111e, 
But 'tiH so, for r have ('1'<1111·. 
Oil-1·011 Hl:'e him m; he 11i11cs away--
A:.; a l'llfr he'd like to lifredel'. 
~ho 'puts him on a c11tti11g-l111unl 
To aYoid a bad gonge-:;,fip, 
And then before her .~hoci11g him, 
~he'll <J<Wfl<' with a .~rnfr hii-; lip. 
'l'his knuff!J girl took cold u11c day, 
.\rnl died, on the s11w11·1', alone . 
. fork told mu that. the cold wai-; ('.a111 .. d1t 
By !"itting on 11'het-.~tu11.1' . 
Still another paper contains a list of things we have to take: 
Quizzm;, Bronw ~cltzl•r, Hash, Pn11H•s, l\fo1wy. 
I don't see why he imierted the last one. The next one reads something like this: 
Two shirtf.:, one collar, threl•---
But that is not it. What I want is on the back of it-two phases of college life, 
as follows: 
Plug, 
Think, 
Hu le, 
Work, 
.Joke, 
Heeitl', 
Integrate, 
Steelyard, 
.Applied J\:Ieehanics, 
Drink. 
Pool. 
1-\hirk. 
:-:mok('. 
Ch mm. 
( h~t tig-h t. 
Liquidak·. 
Billiard. 
K. )frehanh-:-; . 
Ah! 'fhis must be something more worthy of publication. A little square 
envelope containing something beautiful, no doubt: 
0, sw1:•et and gentle spring time, 
O, seaHon loved so well--
It wouldn't take much thought on my part to finish a stanza far different from 
this poet's idea, and make a good rhyme, too, but I will refrain and make one more 
dive into this maze of papers. What have I this time'? 
Uh, loV('Y love, Hweet turtle dove--
If it wasn't so far to the river, I'd go drown myself. I wonder what eight or ten 
feet of hemp would cost? 
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